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EDITORIAL FOREWORD 

The principal event of tKe past year, in so far as the Egypt Exploration Society is con¬ 
cerned, has been the publication of the long-awaited third part of The City of Akhenaten. 

The delay in the production of this important excava^tion memoir has been caused by 
circumstances entirely bey ond the Society’s control, namely the outbreak of war, the 
death at the hands of the enemy of the Field Director of the excavations, Capt. J, D, S, 
Pendlebury, the complications involved in working up the manuscripts and notes for 
the text so long after the event, and finally the difficulties and delays of post-war 
printing. But now at last the work has been done, and we must congratulate both the 
editor of the new part, Professor H, W. Fairman, and the Oxford University Press on 
the excellent result which has attended their labours. Part III appears in two volumes, 
one of text and the other of plates, and the price of the publication is 15s. (price to 
members of the Society ^8). 

It is also grati^’ing to announce that the Graeco-Roman Branch has just published 
its twenty-eighth memoir under the title The Antinoopolis Papyri, Part I, by Mr. C. H. 
Roberts, at the price of 25^. (members 20J.). Thus both sides of the Societj'’s activities 
are represented hy works published since the last volume of the Journal appeared, and 
a real step forward has been taken towards clearing up the arrears left by the war. 
The Oxyrky^fichus Papyri, vols. xx and xxr, are also well on the way. 

The Society'’s field-work in Egypt during last season consisted of an expedition to 
Sakkarah to carry out epigraphic work in that region. It was originally intended that 
Professor A. M. Blackman should go out as Director, with Mr. M. R. Apted as his 
assistant, but owing to ill health Professor Blackman was unable to leave England, so 
that the staff of the expedition eventually consisted of Mr. Apted and Mr, T. G. H. 
James. They arrived at Sakli^rah on 2 March 1951 and worked there until 9 May. In 
that period of a little over two months they succeeded, thanks to the very ready 
co-operation of the Director of the Service des Antiquites, Dr. Drioton, and of the 
members of his staff, and to the loan to the expedition of three skilled draughtsmen 
belonging to the Service, in recording the whole of the tomb of one Khentika Ikhekhi, 
an official who flourished during the earlier part of the Sixth Dynasty, and it is hoped 
that their copies will be published early in 1952. The most interesting feature of this 
tomb is a scene depicting its owmer painting a sy'mbolic picture of the three Egyptian 
seasons of the year. Mr. James has now been appointed Assistant Keeper of Egyptian 
Antiquities in the British Museum, under our Hon. Treasurer Mr. I. E. S, Edwards, 
and we wish him every success in his new post. 

The Chair of Egyptology at Oxford, left vacant by the lamented death of Professor 
Battiscombe Gunn, is to be occupied by Professor Jaroskv Cernj^, Edwards Professor 
of Egyptology at University College, London. We congratulate him, not only on his 
appointment, but also on his recovery from the long and trying illness which has 
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interrupted his work for a considerable period and on his recent mairiagc. We wish 
him all good fortune. He will be succeeded at London by Professor W. B. Emery. 

During the past year there has been the usual melancholy tale of losses among 
Egyptological friends and colleagues, A veteran supporter of the Society, Mr. G. D. 
Homblower, died in May last at the age of 86. He became a member of Society in 
1921, and for many years from iqzz served on the Committee. He was very interested 
in the anthropology and religion of Ancient Egypt, and contributed many articles on 
these topics to the periodical Man published by the Royal Anthropological Society as 
well as to this Journal. Not very long before his death he presented the Society with a 
Presidential chair copied from an Ancient Egyptian original, and also a number of 
books from his librar\'. Another member of over thirty years' standing who has recently 
passed away is the late Professor R. A. S. Macalister, who was eminent in both Celtic 
and Palestinian archaeologj', and who was Professor of Celtic Archaeology at University 
College, Dublin, from 1909 to 1943 . He excavated extensively in Palestine, at fimt with 
F. J. Bliss and later by himself, and the resulting publications were notable contribu¬ 
tions to Palestinian archaeology. Since we last wrote this Foreword we have also had 
news of the deaths of Professor A. Scharff of Munich and of Dr. B. Grdseloff of Cairo. 
Among the extensive writings of the former we must mention his Archdologische 
Ergebnisse des Graherfeides zon Abusir el-Mekg (in collaboration with G. Moller), an 
important contribution to our knowledge of pre-historic Egjpt, his GrtmdzUge der 
^pihehen Vorge&chichte {Morgmland., Heft 12, 1927), and Z)cr khtoruche Abscltmii 
der Lehre fur Konig Mertkari {Siizb, Bayer, Akad. 1936). The death of Grdseloff at 
the early age of thirty-five after a long and painful illness has deprived Egyptology of 
the services of a scholar who, if he had lived longer, w'ould surely have made his mark 
in the realm of Egyptian and Egypto-Semitic philology. Members will also leam with 
regret of the death of Miss Mary C. Jonas, w^ho for twenty years until her retirement in 
1939 served them so well as Secretary of the Society, 

It is not the custom of this Journal to reprint articles which have already been pub¬ 
lished elsewhere, but in the present volume an exception has been made. The late 
Professor Griffith's article on the decipherment of the hieroglyphs, published in The 
Timei Literary Supplement of z February 1922 to mark the centenary of Champoliion’s 
historic achievement, is not w'ell known or readily accessible to students today, nearly 
thirty years later. In view of the admirable account it provides of the birth of Egypt¬ 
ology, the welcome suggestion was made to us that this article might be reproduced 
in the Journal, and therefore, with the kind permission of The Times Literary Supple¬ 
ment, we present it afresh to the attention of scholars and students. 

Since the above was written we have learned of the passing of the veteran Coptic 
scholar. Professor G. Steindorff, and of Dr, J. G, Milne, the great numismatist, whose 
last article is printed below, and who was at one time Hon. Treasurer of the Society 
It is hoped to include an obituary of Dr. Milne in our next volume. 
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A HEAD OF TUT'ANKHAIVIUN 
By AilBROSE LANSING 

‘The fame of El-'Amarnah consists solely in its memories of that day when the solitary 
plain became a chance bivouac in the march of history, filled for a moment with all the 
movement and colour of intense life, and then abandoned to a deeper silence, when 
the camp was hurriedly struck and the course of Egyptian history relapsed again into 
more wonted highways.’ 

It is doubtful whether the vrriter of this vivid epitome anticipated the importance 
which would attach itself to this uncertain step in ‘the march of history’ during the 
next fift}^ years. Norman de Garis Davies was then in the midst of his task of copying 
the decorations in the tombs of Akhenaten’s officials. A decade before, Sir Flinders 
Petrie had brought to light much of the royal citj'’s remains, but the extraordinary 
quality of the sculptures of the 'Amamah school remained to be fully revealed in 
subsequent excavations and popular interest had yet to be aroused by the discovery of 
the tomb of Tut^ankhamun. Thus an episode which later Egyptians did their best to 
forget has now become the most remembered quarter-century in Egj'ptian history. 

This is not the place to discuss the motives which led Akhenaten to break with 
Thebes or the means by w'hich Tuttankhamun was persuaded to return to the tradi¬ 
tional gods. Enthusiastic amateur and more sober archaeologist will debate the subject 
for the next half century' and longer, and every new item added to the evidence will 
play its part in the consideration of the various aspects of the problem, whether 
political, religious, or artistic, 

A recent acquisition of the Metropolitan Museum of Art touches in some degree 
on all three of these questions. For many years in a private collection, that of Mr. D. K. 
Kelekian, it has been seen by few persons and has, I believe, never been published. 
It is the portrait head of a king w'earing the blue crown, excellently preserved except 
for the nose which is broken away and the uraeus whose hood and head are missing. 
Behind the head is a deep support at the bottom of w'htch the ribbons attached to the 
crown are represented in low relief. On this support rests the right hand of a larger 
figure, the fingers extending upward at a slight angle, their tips touching the rear edge 
of the crown. The scale of the head is about one-half life-size and contrasts with that 
of the hand w'hich is almost fully life-size. Thus the composition consisted originally 
of a small figure of the king standing in front of a much larger figtxre, presumably 
that of a god. 

The material is the compact white limestone called variously hard or indurated 
limestone or Egyptian marble. It is of superior quality, almost entirely free from the 
flaws W'hich are so often characteristic of this stone. The provenance of the statue is 
not known, nor is there any inscription which might provide a clue to the identity of 
the subject. Nevertheless, it is possible to make the identification w'ith fair assurance. 
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The style of the sculpture immediately suggests the ^Amamah school, and parti¬ 
cularly that phase of it in which rather blatant realism is rejected in favour of a more 
idealistic type of representation. 

Roundness of face and youthftilness of feature are very' striking, and a comparison 
with the many representations of Tutfankhamun leave very little doubt that in thig 
piece of sculpture we have an additional portrait of that king. 

The identification is made practically certain by the largC'-scale hand which we must 
regard as that of a god in the act of placing the crown upon the head of the king. Since 
the stone from which the group is carved was a favourite material for sculpture at 
El-'Amamah, it might be argued that the larger figure may have represented Akhenaten. 
in the act of installing his son^in^law as co-regent; but there is no evidence to support 
the theory that he had arrogated to himself the divine function of coronation. 

We are on much firmer ground if we re^rd the hand as that of the god Amen-Re< 
to whose overlordship Tut^ankhamun restored the kingdom of Egypt. Normally Atum 
would have performed the act of coronation, but it is probable that sufficient rancour 
remained between Thebes and Heliopolis for the priesthood of Amen-Re< to usurp 
that traditional office for its own version of the ‘King of the Gods'. 

As has already been noted, the sculpture is distinctly in the ‘Amarnah style. Were 
it not for the hand of the god there would be every reason to suppose that it had been 
carved while the young king was still at £l-‘Amamah. But w'hen we consider the com¬ 
position as a whole we are forced to the conclusion that it must be a work dating from 
a time very shortly after the restoration, for the most important ceremony on that 
occasion must have been the formal recognition by the god Amen-Ret, of Tutfankh- 
amun as king. If this is a valid conclusion it follows that the artists who had been so 
active in the years at El-'Amamah continued in official employment when king and 
court returned to Thebes. 
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PRELIMINARY REPORT ON THE EXCAVATIONS AT 
‘AMARAH WEST, 1948-49 AND 1949-50 

By ?, L. SHINNIE 

Work was continued during the mnters of 1948—9 and 1949—50 Rt Amarah by a joint 
expedition of the Society and the Sudan Antiquities Service. The expedition was com¬ 
posed in 1948-9 of ilr/P, G. FeU, Mr* M. R, Apted, Abdelrahman Eff* Adam, Mrs. 
Shtnnie, and myself. We also had the help for shon periods of Thabit Eff* Hassan and 
Mr. and Mrs* J. Alexander. In 1949-50 the work xvas carried out by Abdelrahman Eff, 
Adam and myself. It was a matter for great regret that, owing to the responsibilities of 
his post at Liverpool, Professor Fairman was not able to lead the expedition again. The 
main expenses of the work were home by the Society but the Griffith Institute made a 
generous contribution to the 1949-50 season. 

Our thanks are due to many officials of the Sudan Government and in particular to 
Mr* E. D. Penn, District Commissioner, Wadi Haifa, Izz ed Din Eff. Mukhtar, 
Assistant District Commissioner, Mr. Cooper the Dockyard Manager, who by making 
a row'ing-boat available saved us many hours, and Dr. Mohammed Ahmed who looked 
after those of our men who were detained in quarantine. 

The work of the first season was divided fairly equally between the town and the 
large mound which lay up against the main town wall to the east. Within the toivn, 
work \ras concentrated on finishing off some of the area left unexcavated the previous 
season in squares E.12 and E.13. In this area work was carried on in building E.ia.fi 
to the north as far as the town wall, so as to complete that comer of the town and in 
£.13*2 digging w as continued to the east so as to reach the outer limit of the Governor’s 
Palace and complete its plan. A small amount of work was also undertaken in the main 

gateway. 
Before the full labour force had been recruited, a small mound (knowrn as mound a) 

out in the wadi to the north of the town was excavated. It W'as confidently expected that 
this w’ould prove to be a burial mound of some date later than the occupation of the 
town. These expectations were not fulfilled and it was soon found to be a purely natural 
formation consisting of alternate layers of Nile silt and sand; fourteen such layers were 
found before w'ork was stopped* This discoveiy is of considerable interest; the mound 
had clearly been formed by the action of the annuai Nile flood, each level of silt 
representing the deposit of one annual flood. It can only be explained as having been a 
small island when the present dry wadi w as a branch of the Nile, and therefore provides 
a clear proof of Fairman’s su^estion that the town of 'Amarah stood on an. island. The 
discoverj' of New Kii^dom sherds in one of the upper lefv'els suggests that the diy-ing 
up of this branch may be roughly contemporary with the evacuation of the town. 
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In the area of the main gateway the stone paving discovered in the previous season was 
lifted and the main drainage system of the gateway exposed (pi. 11, i and fig. r). It ran 
from the gateway across the courtyard in front of it and under the wall which bounded 
it to the west. Excavation was not continued west of this wall. The drain itself appears 
to have been later in construction than the gateway. The two little blocked doorways on 
either side of the gateway w^re opened and behind each of them was found, as was 
expected, a staircase leading up to what must have been guardrooms on top of the w'ail 

at either side of the gateway . Unfortunately these 
rooms had been so ruined by tnaroq diggers as to 
make any plan impossible. 

In the area of building E. ia.6, where the w hole 
north-east comer was cleared, a series of rooms 
was found (see plan) forming two separate 
buildings of Level III overlying w'alls of Level 
IV. The Level III rooms cdl for no particular 
comment, being ordinary domestic buildings re¬ 
lated to those found in the previous season 
(pi. 11, z). The Level IV walls below them, 
how'ever, seem to indicate a building of an un¬ 
familiar type—^they consist of a series of massive, 
parallel wralls which clearly formed part of a large 
building, a considerable part of w hich lies under 
the unexcavated area to the east. No guess can 
be hazarded as to the nature of this building until 
further excavation has been carried out. 

The remainder of the work in the towm was concentrated on finding the eastern limit 
of building E,i3,2, the 'Governor’s Palace’, and completing the plan of this part of the 
town. The east outer w'all of the Palace as it existed in Level IV was established, though 
the whole area betw'een the end of the previous season’s excavations and the eastern 
outer wall had been so destroyed by maroq diggers that no remains of internal rooms 
now' exist. No trace was found of an entrance in the east side at this Jevel. Beyond the 
east wall was an open space, its eastern limit being as yet undiscovered, but at a later 
period (Level II) it was narrowed dow n to make a street (pi. II, 3) by the building of 
a wall along the east side. This wall rests on a layer of about 50 cm. of radim going 
right down to geheL This feature of Level II walls resting on a thick Tadim deposit is 
characteristic of the area, for example in the south vvall of room Zd there are 5a cm. 
of radim beUveen the walls of Level IV and Level IL This may imply a temporary 
abandonment of the area at the end of period IV. 

The enormous amount of destruction by marog diggers, who not infrequently went 
dowTi to gebel and caused enormous damage throughout the vvhole area, make? it 
unprofitable, and virtually impossible, to describe in detail subsequent building 
developments w'lthin the palace. 

In the area to the north of the palace, buildings AA, Y, and Z on the plan, the 
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destruction much less and it was possible to study in some detail several small 
houses which had been built up against the outside wall of the palace. 

The Level IV w-alls had been largely destroyed in this area by later rebuilding and it 

E* 13* 2 

\ f 

FiC. z, 'AmAhah West, 1948^. These two plans are additional to Vol. 34. pL 2. 

is difficult to say what constructions existed at that time. There is some evidence to 
suggest that the palace had covered the whole area in the earliest period as the east wall 
runs along as a boundary' ^vall of the street as far as room AAc where it turns west. 
However this may be, in Level III the area was clearly outside the main palace and a 
number of small houses had been built backing on to the massive wall of Level IV 
which forms the south boundary of building Y, and with their exits on to an open 
space lying to the north of unknown extent. By Level 11 the w hole area seems to have 
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suffered a social decline; building Y, originally one house, was divided into two by the 
blocking of the door between rooms Ya and Yb, and a number of cross-walls were built 
to increase the number of rooms in each house. The original open space to the north of 
this area had become filled with rubble by Level 11 and it was turned into a narrow 
street by the building of a wall to its north. Doorways in this wall suggest that a number 
of houses lie to the north, but the area remains une^cavated. 

To tlie east of these small houses lay a rather bigger one that preserved its Level HI 
plan when the others were modified. A great deal of remodelling did go on, as is shown 
by the various blocked doorw ays (pi. II, 4), but no actual rebuilding seems to have taken 
place except where a semicircular wall w'as built round the north doorway. .At the time 
of the building of this wall the rubble outside had accumulated to such an extent that a 
staiixvay was necessary to ascend to street level (pi. Ill, i). 

By Level I the whole of this part of the town had recovered its importance. Unfortu¬ 
nately, to the south tlie whole area had been destroyed except for two stone thresholds 
resting on walls of Level II. The existence of these large stone thresholds suggests that 
there was a building of considerable importance here, and this is borne out by the one 
room which was found in a comparatively undamaged state and overlying the earlier 

rooms of building Y (pi III, 2). 
As the illustration show's, this room was well constructed; it had stone thresholds 

and door-jambs. The east doorway had inscribed jambs; the southern of the tw'o "was 
too decayed to be legible, but the north one bore the name of Pesiiir, Work in the 
previous season had revealed a jamb with P^iur’s name in Level II,' and as this jamb 
must therefore have been reused it is reasonable to assume that the others w’ere also. 
The high social position of this building w'as further emphasized by the two stone 
column bases still in situ, the well-made mud floor, and the elaborate hearth of baked 
clay that lay between the tw'o columns. 

Outside the town tve set ourselves to examine the large mound which lay immediately 
to the east and up against the town wall This mound was at its highest point 4-8 m. 
high. It appeared to be entirely composed of sand and was covered with potsherds. 

During the course of the two seasons a large slice was removed, starting from the 
north and working south until more than half the total mound had been removed, and 
it became clear that there was no more to be gained from the arduous and lengthy 
business of continued excavation. The removal of the northern section of this mound 
enabled a stretch of the town wall to be cleared between two buttresses (pi. Ill, 3) and 
revealed a series of buildings of considerable interest. The wall at this point was found 
to stand 12 feet high. .Against it had been built a small house (D.15.1 in plan) consisting 
of three rooms; holes made in the town wall must have been for holding roofing beams. 

In the area thus cleared were found in addition to the building to be described below, 
a series of small rectangular plots, the dividing partitions of which w'ere made of mud. 
Similar plots are not known from other sites, but these were unhesitatingly claimed as 
seed-beds by the Gufti workmen, and such they no doubt were. It is worthy of note 
that the groups of plots are so arranged that a man w'alking on the paths between them 

' 34, 9. 
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could easily \vater a whole plot from a pot held in hia hand without having to step on the 
cultivated area. And if they are indeed for some agricultural purpose they must have 
been watered by hand, as a diligent search along the wadi bank failed to show' any trace 
of a post hole for a shaduf, nor were any irrigation channels to be found. 

The small rectangular building (D. 15.2 in plan) (pi. HI, 4) provided the most interest¬ 
ing discovery of the season. Itself a plain brick building with a single entrance at the 
south end, it appeam to have been in origin a small shrine; at a later date a doorway was 
made in the west wall, fires were lit inside, and it was then presumably used for some 
domestic purpose. To the first stage, its use as a shrine, must belong the remarkable 
series of snake burials found in association with it. At several points close to the wall 
(as marked in the plan) pots were found, carefully placed in position and sealed; on 
opening, they w^ere found to contain the skeletons of snakes; they have been tentatively 
identified as pythons, but expert identification Is still awaited. In one case a pot larger 
than average contained the skeleton of a dog as w'ell as that of a snake. 

The association of these ritual snake burials with the small building makes it 
extremely probable that this was a shrine of some so far unknown snake cult, perhaps 
a Nubian one. Unfortunately there was no other material which could throw light on the 
nature of this cult. 

Underlying the small shrine was another and much larger building of which unfor¬ 
tunately only the lowest course of bricks now remains. From the plan there can be 
little doubt that it was a private house, since, although not quite orthodox, it is suffi¬ 
ciently like a number of the Ei-'Amamah houses as given by Ricke' for its function to 
be certain. But no explanation can be given for its occurrence outside the protection of 
the town walls, nor can either of these two buildings be equated w ith the known dates 
of the different building levels inside the town. 

Farther east lay a larger and far more elaborate building of a peculiar type. It, like 
the town, consisted of four separate building leveb, but there is no evidence to suggest 
that the levels coincide in date. The only evidence of date found in the building was a 
block with the cartouche of Ramesses II found in room I, 

The building must have been a temple, though of rather unusual design. The lowest 
Level IV, of w'hich only a few traces remain, seems to have nothing in common with the 
design of the later building in which the three separate levels that can be made out all 
fit together. 

The main lines of the building w'ere laid down in Level III, w'hich comprises the 
main outer wall and main entrance. Level II which apparently forms the shrine may not 
be very much later than III, and fits w'ell irjto the general layout of the building, forming 
a small room at the west end of the main building. 

Level I represents a certain remodelling with the building of two parallel walls which 
run the whole length of the temple. They suggest that the intention was to reduce the 
size of the main hall and they are built in obvious relationship with the rest of the 
structure. The fragmentary' walls to the east of the main entrance are badly broken 
and it was not possible to make much of them—^they run almost to the edge of the W'adi, 

* D€r Gntfidrks dss Amama Wohnhauses^ 
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and it appears as though the building complex which they represent must have included 
some form of landing stage, as on the assumption that the Nile was running in the wadi 
at the time, the only approach to the temple must have been by water. 

The problem of the formation of the mound itself and the use to which it vm put is 
an interesting one. It consisted largely of wind-blown sand, w ith layers and pockets of 
occupation debris within it. Unfortunately the unstable nature of the sand made it 
impossible to draw an accurate section to show the strata, but the records it was possible 
to make show that on several occasions the mound must have been occupied by a 
people who left traces of their hearths as well as pottery and bone. The potter^", except 
for some half-dozen sherds of unusual type, shovvs no variation from the normal New 
Kingdom ware of the town and, though the occupation, of the mound must postdate 
the evacuation of the town, it is not possible to establish any chronology. The discovery 
of a number of recessed-base arrow'-hcads of chalcedony suggests that this occupation 
went on until Napatan times. 

The mound appears to have developed in the first place as a natural sand-dune, its 
formation at this point being caused no doubt by the presence of those buildings out¬ 
side the wail that have already been described. These buildings were presumably 
already disused by the time the sand-dune began to form, but there is plenty of evidence 
from within the town iteelf to show that the north wind and the sand it brings with it 
w*ere a problem even, during the period of occupation. The semicircular w'all built 
round the doorway of room AAd must have been erected to keep out wind and sand, 
and in a number of other places some form of protection has been put up for doorways 
facing north. This is a precaution that can be well understood by anyone who has once 
experienced the fierce sand-bearing winds of winter at 'Amarah. 

This continual incursion of sand must have been, one of the contributory causes for 
the evacuation of 'Amarah. It is very noticeable nowadays when all the occupation is on 
the east bank that the blowing sand, intolerable on the w-est, is much less trying by the 
time it has crossed the river, penetrated the partial barrier of palm-trees that fringe the 
narrow' strip of cultivable land, and reached the houses. So iong as 'Amarah "was an island 
it must also have benefited by this partial protection; but once the river ceased to flow 
in the northerly channel, living conditions must rapidly have become intolerable. 

Whatever the causes of evacuation, whether political or clin^tic, or a combination of 
the two, there is no doubt of its being orderly. The two seasons' w'ork produced very 
few objects, and those only of a kind that could easily have been accidentally dropped or 
overlooked when the population withdrew. How'ever disappointing the lack of finds 
may be to the modem excavator, their absence is most important evidence for the 
planned nature of the Egy'ptian withdrawal from the northern Sudan. Here was no 
destruction of the town, no hasty' rushing away, but a careful withdrawal by the 
population, who took all their possessions with them. 
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In January 1946 M. H. Dufour, antiquities dealer in Cairo, showed me two fragmente 
of a bas-relief of which he is the owner and w*hich he has placed just at the side of his 

they formerly constituted one and the same panel, decorated with a double offering 
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scene. It seeins very probable that this panel has been used recently as the base of 
a rotating milh The two tableaux, perfectly s>Tnmetrical, show a king presenting a vase 
to the two female deities of the First Cataract, on the left, Satis, goddess of the island 
of Elephantine, on the right, Anukis, goddess of the island of Sehel. 

The two cartouches in the scene on the right, incomplete though they are, permitted 
me to identify the king as Sekhemre<-se^vadjtowe Sebkhotpe, As the greater number of 
the inscriptions of this sovereign are to be found upon usuqjed monuments,^ this 
bas-relief, damaged though it is, is of particular interest, since it is certainly con¬ 
temporaneous with this king; not the slightest hollowing out of the surface or any 
other signs of reuse appear in the cartouches. I decided to await an opportumty to 

make this little discover^' kno\m. 
By a curious coincidence, at the end of the same year, 194^1 Laming Macadam 

brought to light, from among the Bankes MSS,, a copy of the original monument made 
a century and a quarter ago (see JEA 32, pi. 8, bottom, with a commentary, p. 60, a), 
WTien one compares this copy with my own drawing (fig. i) and with my photographs 
(pi. IV, 1), which M. Dufour has been kind enough to permit me to publish, no doubt 
remains as to the identification of the drawmg from the Bankes MSS, with the original 
now in Cairo. In spite of the inaccurac)' of many details in the old copy, this remams 
as a very valuable document, since it sho\vs the bas-relief uninjured, 

IlowCT’er, a collation of it with the monument itself shows the following errors in 

the drawing : , . r u ^ 
(a) The king in both scenes w'ears the uraeus on his forehead. 
(&J A narrow' groove has been cut along the lower jaw' of the sovereign who is here 

worshipping Satis (on the left), as though to indicate a line of whiskers. 
(c) In both scenes, the royal loin-cloth is completed at the front of the w'aist by 

a loop of some sort. ^ _ 
(J) Actually the fingers of the two royal figures are not drawn in detail all their 

length, but the finger-tips are very slightly indicated. 
(r) The tw'o royal figures were closer to one another than the sketch from the 

Bankes MSS, would indicate, so that the end of the tall of the one is super¬ 

imposed upon the tail of the other. 
(/) The bust of the goddess Anukis presents a much more feminine appearance and 

the shoulder straps holding her robe are wider in the original. 
(g) The feet of all four personages show the arch, which is not indicated in the draw ¬ 

ing by Bankes. 
[h) Each of the two vases being offered to the deities has a rim or, more probably, 

is closed by means of a flat Ud, 
(t) The cartouches in the inscription accompanying the offering to Anukis (on the 

right) must be interchanged. 
Concerning this last point, there is no doubt that it is the result of an error committed 

> Cf. CrtievkiUe-Giraudei, M^damoud: mott. du Moytn Empiff, pp. S f.; Weill, m Rn. arte, 2, 168 
(list of these monuments on pp- 170 f.) and in Buil. Insi^fr^ 32, 22 ff.; Drioton and Vsndier, PEsypte 

SiS. 
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by the draughtsman at the beginning of the nineteenth century , for the nswt-Uiy name 

of the king is and his w Jf name Moreover, the Bankes drawings 

show these two cartouches in their proper order in the left part of the scene {cartouches 
which have disappeared from the original) and upon another fragment of the same 
monument published by M. F, Laming Macadam (loc. cit., top). 

This second fragment comes from one of the smaller sides of an altar (?) of which 
the Bankes MSS. dso contains a sketch. It show s the king wearing the crown of Upper 
Egypt and receiving the blessings of twv anthropomorphic gods. If the one on the 
right is indeed Khnum, despite an erroneous writing of his name, that on the left 
seems to me unlikely to be a second god with the head of a ram.’ It is more probably 
the god Seth, as the representative god of Upper Egypt the absence of a horn and 
the shape of the snout in the drawing would permit such an interpretation. If thb 
indeed be the case, it b possible that upon the opposite side of the monument the 
king wore the crown of Lower Egypt and was attended by Khnum and Horus, the 
latter as the representative god of Lower Egypt.* Moreover, a late expression, Sth^ 
‘the water-flow of Seth’, seems to designate the cataract of Elephantine as the southern 
limit of the country,^ 

It is now possible to reconstruct the texts accompanymg these tw'O scenes and to 
give a translation of them. 

I. JEA 32, pi. 8, top: 
(above Khnum) 

1 a 3 

(above the king) 

_+_ 5 7 

(above Seth) 

8 9 

ll 
Ci 

¥ 
i 1 }^i 

r^l 

1 J |ci£ii] ' 

V 
^ n m 1 

b 

tL" o£ 
Pj ^ J@ 

a_a 

[fij 

(i) Khnum who du)elh in Elephantine (2) and who preudes wer Nubia—may he grant 

life and domimon!^ 
(3) The King of Upper and Lencer Egypt^ Imrd of the Ttco Lands SekliemrSc-sewadjtcmsg^ 

* It k, howd'er, a fact that two Khnums lare som^etimes fcmod- An exampLe k pio%idcd fay MariettBj ^ 
ij pi. +|p No. (quoted by Badawfa Der Gott Chnwn^ 50). Bat there are also texts mcntionLn^ threej.six^ and 

Sfveti Khnuma (ibid.). 
* Concerning this role of the god Sethp see Boscfaer^ Ltfjciftoffp s.v. "Set^ pp. 743-5 and 743 f. (G. Roeder). 
J Several monuments from the Middle Empire represent Homa and Seth pet^onifying Lower and Upper 

Egypt: <fl) on the throne of Stso&trk ihty tic to the sign | the heraldic plants of the two kingdomsp Horua 
holding the papyrus and Seth ihe lotus Gautier and J^quier, Ltcht, figs. 33-7f PP^ 35^) J (*) on two 
jr^f-fcativ^L porches found at ELMedamOd and consecrated respectively to SesostrU HI and Amenemhet- 
SebkhotpCp Seth grants a ttiillion years to the King of Upper Eg^-pt and Horus does likewise to the King of 
Lower Egypt (ef. Bkson de la Roque and coUab., l vij. pL 4 t* viii, pL S; t. vi* p. 59, fig. 4^ 

= t. pi. to). 
^ Cf. Scthcp UrgesMihte^ 75 f. * For this rendering of cf*JEA 36* iz. 
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(4) the Son cfRSi-, ofkh body^ Sebkhotpe, (5)|T'<2nieJ ti/e, permanence, dominion, health, 

and expansion (6) of heart { =joy),^ together with (7) his ka,= like Rer eternally, 

(8) To be recited: I give to thee all life and dominion. 

(9) [iSff/i, the Ombite,i—may hegnmt life and dominion!] 

II. JEA 32, pi. 8, bottom j 

(«) Scene on the right. 
(above Aniikia) 

lO II 

/io 

12 

AP 
fl 

13 

[W] 

ofli 

^ I 

(above the king) 

til 

IS 

s 

16 

u 
11 

og 

(10) To be recited: I give to thee all the flat-lands and all the hill-countries, (ii) 

Anukis* toko presides over Nubia, {12) may she grant life and dominion <13) like Rer 

eternally! 
(14) The King of Upper and Lower Egypt, lord who performs^ the ceremonies, SeMwnrir- 

sewadjtowe, (15) the Son of Rsr, of his body, Sebhhotpe, (16) granted life, permanence, and 

dominion like Rer eternally. 

(*) Scene on the left. 
(abo%'e Satis) 

17 18 

In T U 
H > 

So 

h 

(above the king) 

£1 

II 
2i 

0 

m 
o a 

B 

23 

Af 
11 
og 

* The sign cr is rather embarnissing and may be erroneous. AJso the circle above the crowii of the king 

may hav'e been a flaw in the stone^ 
=* For examples of the expression mi^b kt f(oT another suff. pnon.) when the is not acniaHy 

represented, cf. Lepa.> Denkm. in, pi. i8 (Kamak, Vlllth pylon-Tathmosis 1), quoted by Sethe, Unier^ 
i, p. 113, § 26; NaviUe, Dtk d B^han (Hatshepsut), i, pis. £!. 24; ill, pis. S9h 61. Also Lou™ C 8* 

another inscription of this king, referred to by Macadam in the adjacent artide. 

3 Or some Other epithet of this god, as for example ^ ^ "lord of the Upper Egyptian land'. Cf. Gardineir 

30h 26. 

♦ It is ver>- eioepdonal to find iht name of AnuJtisT,viittefi withoutAn e^plo is provided by (omb No. 6 

of the Theban necropolis (Dcr el-Mcdinah): (copied from (he 

^ Wiihout after ^n.-. Cf- an example of Dyn- XII in Lange and Schafer, GmS- u. DtnkUeint (CC<j9 p. 3 

and pL $£ (Cairo 20691). 
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(17) To be reatei: I pfe to tbee all food; (18) / gioe to thee oil offeringt. (19) Salts, 
the lady (20) of Elephoatiae. (21) Tlte good god. lord «tho p^form 1^ eeremontes, 
Sehhem^-seosodjtoeei, (22) the Son of Rer, of hh body. Sebhkotpe. (23) granted Ife. 

permanence, and dominion like eternally. 
The mention of ‘Sehel’ as the place of origin of these two bas-reliefs is certainly 

acceptable, since the gods who are represented on them are those of the First Cataiaa. 
The word ‘granite’ in Bankes’s notes should, however, be replaced by the word sand- 

following are the dimensions of the double fragment in the Dufour collection: 
height (not including the thin, roughly cut base): left, 120 cm.; right, 127 cm. 

width: left, 97 cm.; right, 81 cm. 
In the left scene the king is 85^ cm. tall; in the nght scene he is 86 cm. The slab is 

With a view to the more or less recent use of the slab as the base of a rotating mill, 
the top and the left side of it have been intentionally broken off; m the middle, a hole 
about 14 cm, square has been cut through and a circular depression about 35 cm. m 
diameter has been countersunk around the hole. The arrangement permitted the 
builders of the mill to fix the nether millstone upon the slab by means of a central 
shaft. The upper millstone was held in place by means of a pivot and was operated by 
a horizontal bar. In order to assure the proper functioning of this mill, the slab could 
not exceed a certain size, so that the person or animal supplying the pmver miglrt 
complete the circuit quickly. The thinness of the slab probably acraunts for the fact 
that it broke in the middle; this must have happened soon after the stone w_as first 
employed for this purpose because the surface of it shows almost no wear. Alter it 
had been broken, the slab w-as useless and this is probably the re^n why it was sold 
readily to the Swiss collector Bircher before it passed into the hands of the present 

owner* 
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NOTES ON THE ALTAR OF SEKHEMRE'- 
SEWADJTOWE SEBKHOTPE FROM SEHEL 

By LABIB HABACHI 

When M, H. Wild succeeded in identifying the slabs which he had seen in Cairo 
with the altar of Sekhemre<-sewadjtow'€ Sebkhotpe (Sebkhotpe III) from Sehel 
copied by Bankes and published by Dr. Macadam,’ he was so kind as to show them 
to me and to ask me if I knew of any more parts of the same altar and whether in the 
region of Aswan I had come across the name of the king who erected it. After a search 
I was convinced that in this locality there was neither any part of the altar nor any 
trace of the names either of the king himself or of the members of his family. Yet I 
was able to collect a little information about the original position of the altar, about 
the king who erected it, and about some of the divinities W'ho w'ere depicted on it. I now 
publish the following notes in the hope that the}'* will be of interest to the readers of 
the Journal, since very few objects bear the name of Sebkhotpe III and still few^er are 
those which come from Sehel.^ 

According to Bankes, this altar stood originally in Sehel, a statement which accords 
well with the names of the divinities and localities which figure on it. De Morgan and 
his assistants, who worked there for a short time, discovered two independent buildings. 
One of these proved to be a small temple in sandstone situated to the west of the hill 
called Mousintagoug, not far from the only village on the island. Today there is no 
longer any trace of the temple, but a few' of its blocks are still to be found reused in 
the village and a few more are stored in the Inspectorate of Antiquities at Aswan. 
Most of them bear the usual Ha«pi-figures accompanied by inscriptions naming 
Ptolemy IVThe other building is a small chapel cut in the eastern side of the hill 
called Husseintagoug and is cased w'ith slabs of quartzite bearing the name of AmencH 
phis 11. Thus there Is nothing to suggest that either building w'as in existence during 
the reign of Sebkhotpe III, when this altar was erected. 

Although no exhaustive excavations have ei’cr been conducted at Sehel, there is no 
possibility of the presence of any other building there. Is it then possible that the altar 
which forms the subject of this article ever stood in one of the two buildings existing 
on the island? De Morgan and his assistants state that in the chapel cut in the hill 
called Husseintagoug they found the representation of Amenophis II before some 
divinities, including Anukis to whom the chapel wfas dedicated. They add that the 

^ 32^ 60p wiKh pi. 3^ and Wild's and Macadam's articles In the present volume. 
^ In fact nothing is «rtaln]y known as coming from Sehel^ but it seems probable that the Tarin Museum 

pf}ssesse-3 two objects from that Island. The first is a statue of the god’s father Ken kneeling and holding a 
shrine of Anukis (No. 3016). The second is a wooden shrine with the representation, pF Anukis in her sacred 
bark on one <ji the outer faces (No. Z44i&)^ 

3 De Moigan, Cat. mow. 
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existence of this chapel is confirmed by the numerous inscriptions which are carved 
opposite on the western side of Bibitagoug.* Some of these which date back to the 
Middle Kingdom have the name of Anokis, sometimes even her representation, thus 
indicating that the chapel may have already existed at that period. Two of these 
graffiti are worthy of note; one depicts Sesostris III {M. 39), while the other shows 
Neferhotpe 1 (M. 40), each standing before Anukis, who holds the t-nh-sign. to the 
sovereign’s nose.* A third inscription (M. 76) is perhaps more convincing in this 

respect, since it contains a speech beginning with the words 

w.every priest and every scribe of this temple who shall do what pleases 

his god ., This inscription, which belongs to the chief of works, Intef son of Paisi, 
is found exactly opposite the chapel (pt. V, i), which is presumably that referred to 
in this speech. Many reasons suggest that this graffito should be dated towards the 
end of the Twelfth Dynast}', most probably to the reigns of Sesostris IK or Am- 
menemes IIL It would thus seem that the chapel of Anukis was already in existence at 
that date, and was therefore av'ailable for the altar of Sebk^otpe to be installed in it 
later. In its ruins are still to be found some hundreds of chips of different kinds of 
stone, including sandstone, the material of which the altar u'as made. At some time 
after Bankes left Egypt in 1821 and prior to the work of De Morgan and his assistants 
in the Aswan district in 1893, the inscribed faces were sawn off the monument for 
convenience of transport. 

Neither the name of Sebkhotpc III nor those of the members of his family W'ho are 
depicted on the altar have ever been found in Asw^ or its environs. Only In the temple 
of Hekaib in Elephantine* did we unearth in 1946 a fragment of limestone with a 
cartouche of one of the kings of that name followed by the upper part of the ram of 
Khnum. As no other occurrence of that name has ever been found in this region, it 
seems possible that this may be the same Sebkhotpe as the king named on the altar 
from Sehel. A matter which is not fully accounted for is that on the altar we find not 
only the king, but also his father, mother, daughter, mo brothers, and one other 
relative whose name and relationship to the king are not stated. There seems no 
explanation of the presence of such a list of relatives; we can only point out that similar 
instances occur in the Astvan district in the case of this king’s successor. On the rocks 
of Aswan, beside the four graffiti which mention the names of Neferhotpe I alone, 
there arc three more where these names are followed by one or more of the names of 
the members of his family. In one instance the cartouches of the king are followed by 

king’s relative Neb«6nekh’, in a second case they arc followed by the 

» tbi<i. 77 and Douriant m Rtf . trav. 13, 187 fF. In Porter and Mo$$, Bibliography, v, 253, the of the 
is wfongly gh'cn as Ammencmes IL 

^ That^fSirso^trU [tt bnuTTibered 112 by WrigalLand jg cit. 87; that of Neferhotpe I is 

numbered 11 r by Weiftall and 40 by Dc loc, cit. For these tw o inscriptions set Ann. Serv. 5a, 501 

* Pub1t»h^^^i under No, 76. sec De Morgufl, op, tit. Sg. The name of Anukis occurs tn icc In this LnscriptioUp 

but in iht tmcmi^ teproduetd by De Morffon It u m-trlookcd in both This inscription^ Trhlch we hope 

to publish shortly* tontains many' points of interest. 

* For a short accoLint of its discovery' and of the objects found sec Chrcrt. No. 42 (July 1946), 200 f,, 
and RrL\ 7p 1^ ff. 
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names of his father and of the same Neb<onekh. and in a third case the names of a 
series of relatives ending with that of the same man are enumerated after the Horus- 
name, the prenomen and the nomen of the king.* This suggests that Nebtonekh came 
originally from this district or at least lived there for some time, and that it was he 
who ordered these graffiti to be cut, and this idea finds support from the fact that ti^o 
stelae inscribed with his name were brought to light among the finds in the temple of 
l^ekaib. It is therefore not improbable that a member of the family of Sebkhotpe III 
may have either lived at Aswan or at least made a temporary stay there, and that it 
was he who was responsible for the erection of the altar in Sehel.^ 

It remains to speak of the divinities figured on the altar. On the t«.'o wider faces the 
king is represented twice before Satis and twice in the presence of Anukis. One of the 
narrower faces is missing, but on the other the king is shown receiving the blessing of 
two deities described by Macadam as two ram-headed gods, and by Wild as Khnum 
and Seth, The arguments brought fonvard by the latter scholar seem to find some 
support in a graffito (M. 170) in Sehel itself,^ Though of later date, most probably 
of the Ramesside period, it shows that Seth sometimes accompanies the triad of the 
Cataract re^on. It contains a scene showing four figures with two horizontal lines of 
inscription below, all being somewhat weathered. What remains, however, is clear 
enough to show' that Khnum and Anukis face Seth and Satis (pi. V, a). The inscription 

below reads j I 1 
Mekal( ?)-pefry of the Treasury of the Lord of the Two Lands, son of the governor 
Pratemhab deceased’*. Here, as apparently on the altar of Sebkhotpe III, Seth is repre¬ 
sented with the triad of the Cataract, showing that there was some connexion between 
him and that group of divinities. As Wild has rightly pointed out, Seth as well as 
Horus is usually represented in similar scenes as blessing or crowning the king in 

company with other divinities. 

’ HU naiiic5 ar< found tlone in SthfI, De Moisan, op, cit. i, 84 [i i), Sj [*a.l» 87 [40]; with that of NebfCiickh 
8s [15]: with those of his father and of Neb'ftnekh in Konosso, 73 Usl I and with a list of relatives ending with 

the same Neb*6nekh on the road from Aswan to Philae, 17 [79]. 
* A graffito on the desert road between Armant and Nag' Hammadi depicts a king of Dyn. XITI, possibly 

Sebkhotpe III himself, foUowed by eight of his relatives, s« Winkler, fhicA Dratirngi oj Sauthtm Upptr 
Egypt, t, to; pt. 10, fig. I. Again the inscriptions seem to be due to a relative of the king. See below, pp, aj ff. 

^ De op. at- ip ^7* 
* in the DngiiuU the arms are folded imder his mantle. 
* Another inscription in SehS] (M. 1S4) mentions the scribe of the Treasury of the Lord of the Two 

Lands Pefry.who U probably identical with the owner of our inscription. Perhaps here we have a variant of 
his name showing that of the Canaanite god Mekal, cf. Rowe, Beth-Shan, pp. 14 ff- and pL 33, 
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A ROYAL FAMILY OF THE THIRTEENTH DYNASTY 
By M. R LASIING rVL4CADAM 

It is gratih'ing to leam that my account of the Bankes MSS., which a former editor of 
thc>wr/ia/. Sir Alan Gardiner, accepted for publication (JEA 32, 57 ff.) has attracted 
a certain amount of interest. One of the pieces illustrated in that article, although in a 
sadlv deteriorated condition, having been employed, it seems, as a millstone since the 
time when it was seen and copied by Bankes, has been discovered by M. Henri Wild, 
of the French Institute! st a dealer s in Cairo, and he has forwarded a description and 
drawing of it in its present state, see the accompanying article by him in this volume 
of the Jmirml. The relief is one of two seen by Bankes at Sehel, and Labib Bey 
Habachi, who has recently been concerned with works in the Cataract district, includes 
some comments on the deities represented on the other in an article likew'ise in this 
volume. Since 1 now have some further remarks to offer concerning the king who 
figures in these reliefs, the editor has kindly arranged to include all these papers in a 
single volume. 

The publication of my article has had a further result, which is that Mr. L E. S, 
Edwards, now Depu^- Keeper in charge of Egj’ptian antiquities at the British Museum, 
has called my attention to the presence in his Department of a substantial number of 
further manuscripts and drawings by Bankes. By hts generous permission, therefore, 
I am enabled to include here 3 drawing (British Museum, Bankes Notebooks, i, 86} of 
yet another representation of King Sekhemrcf-sevvadjtqw^ Sebkhotpe (p), IV, 2). This 
drawing is marked Island Seehale’, and from the dimensions given (2-27x 1-68m. 
when transposed into metric) it seems likely to have been another relief from the same 
monument as those shown in JfEA 32, pi. 8. of which one piece has been found by 

In tbe relief now to be described we have a second double scene showing the same 
lung and the same goddesses, the main difference being that here the goddesses are on 
the inside instead of the outside. The scene is surmounted by the sky above which 
comes the roll-moulding of the lost cornice. It is hardly necessary to add that the draw¬ 
ing exhibits the same characteristics of flat feet and absence of umei, to which M. Wild 
rails attention [p 13, (u), (g)], as the other drawings of Bankes 1 these things would not 
have been so on the original. The goddesses give the king f and 1. the first sx-mbolicaily 
projected from the bead of the second, which is at the same time the staff of the deity 
conferring the gifts, a theme common enough. The texts above the main persons merely 
state their identities and confirm the gifts. ^ 

’k « apan from the fact that these three reliefs are likely to have formed oortions of a 
«ngfc monvimcn, of Sobkhoq.. « Sobol. U.oro » a avidor imoroat. RTngod mT lal.! 
jnonuonod rol.o m amatl rogislors behind the main soonoa arc mombSrof tte kSl 
family, four male and two female, as follows: “ ^ ® 
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1. X^1 king’s father {though not here so designated), the 

‘Father of the God’* Menthotpe. 
2. A second male figure dressed like Menthotpe, the name and titles of which Bankes 

omitted. 
3. ^ prince named Sonb. 

4. another prince named Kha^ikau, 

5* king's mother, Yauheyebu. 

b- ^ princess named Rensonb. 
The names of Sebkhotpe's parents are known from scarabs,' That his father was never 

king is reasonably certain, for his name, without the royal attributes, and that of Queen 

Yauheyebu, appear on a stela of 
King’s Son Sonb, begotten of the God’s Father Menthotpe, deceased, and bom to 
the King’s Mother Yauheyebu’,- who is thus the full brother of Sebkhotpe. Sonb must 
there be using the title ‘King’s Son’ in such a way as to credit his father retrospectively 
w ith royalty by virtue of his ow'n position as brother of Sebk^iotpe, for had Menthotpe 
e^'cr assumed that dignity in his lifetime the royal attributes would not have been 
omitted from these monuments, both of which w'ere made after his death. From the 
stela we obtain also the names of Sonb's children, two sons, Sebkhotpe and Menthotpe, 
and two daughters, Yauheyebu and Henu as well as that of a lady named Nebyot 

may well be a wife of Sonb, But tvhether this Sonb is the Sonb of the 
relief under discussion is not quite clear, for the person represented on the monument 
at Sehel stands in a register behind Sebkhotpe and below Menthotpe, so that the quali¬ 
fication ‘his son’ might refer to either. Reference to the opposite side of the relief does 
not help us, for in the designation of Princess Rensonb Bankes has merely drawn a line 
to delineate the suffix after sft. If this had been a clear — it would indicate that on this 
relief the suffixes might be taken, if necessary% to refer to other persons than Sebkhotpe, 
I am inclined to think that it is in fact a —, for all the other ■*— are sufficiently recog¬ 
nizable. In consequence we are entitled to consider whether 5/ /, *his son’, describing 
the princes Kha'ikau and Sonb, may not refer to Menthotpe. In that case they are the 
brothers of Sebkhotpe and not his sons, having nevertheless arrogated to themselves 
the title ‘King's son’, as w'e have seen Sonb do elsewhere. It may be noted that in the 
present relief all the persons whose names we can read have epithets revealing that they 
have died, saving only Sebkhotpe and Kha<ikau. On the other hand Sebkhotpe seems 
to have survived at least two of his daughters, as we shall see, and Sonbs are legion, 
especially at the time of w hich we are speaking, so that there is every possibility of his 
having had a son of that name. In this inconclusive state the question must be left until 
later, for although I shall in a moment be able to cite another monument on which 
Sonb and Kha'ikau are named, this contributes nothing except the probability that 
Khafikau too died before Sebkhotpe. 

Other members of the royal family are knowm from two further sources. The first 
of these is the handsome stela Louvre C S,^ a funerary monument, dated to this reign 

I Utticd til, for cxamplfr, Petrie, Histerieat jSrora&r, Nov. 290-2. ^ Ree. irav. 7, 188. 
i Pn$$e. JVfoii,, viii*, Piemt. Situfil. . 11, 107; Petrie, ifitrory, i (1924 ed.>, fig. 125. 
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by the names of the king in the upper portion, for Sebkhotpe’s daughters 

I ^Princess Yauheyebu, known as ‘Nose’ or possibly ‘Nosy’, and 

Princess Dede^anuke. These were both daughters by a queen named 4-0^^ 
Neni, and their epithets indicate that both they and their mother died before Sebkhotpe. 

The second source is a family stela found at Abydos in i9<}4 now in the Cairo 
Museum,* Here a ‘King’s Mother’ Yauheyebu is showm, wearing a head-dress similar 
to that worn by the queen of this name on the Sehel monument, accompanied by at 
least tw enty-five other persons, all of w'hom w’ere related in some way to her and to one 
another. That she is the same Queen Yauheyebu in both instances, the mother of 
Sebkhotpe, seems very probable, though the continual retransmission of family names 
implies a warning against making loo ready equivalences. However, if we take it that 
she is identical, the stela is an eloquent witness to the marital manners of the period, 
or perhaps rather of the social surroundings from which the family sprang, for, as has 
been remarked,^ the lack of titles probably indicates a middle or lower-class origin, and 
this must have been true of other royal families of that era: they were parvenus. The 
Queen’s husband Menthotpe, as well as her sons Sebkhotpe and Sonb, are absent, and 
since she here has different children, one supposes that she had another husband, and 
to him we shall return in a moment. 

Most of the relationships between these persons cannot be determined with complete 
certainty because there is no guiding principle whereby the reader may discover to 
whom the various epithets ‘his mother’, ‘her son’, and the like, are supposed to refer. 
If anyone should maintain that in such scenes the relationships stated must alw'ays 
refer to the principal persons represented, or, failing that, to persons in the near vicinity, 
reference to this monument should dispel the illusion. The lady Dedenub {No, lo if 
w e number the figures from left to right successively in registers, beginning at the top) 
is, for example, called ‘her motheri. Whose mother? She is not the mother of the queen, 
for Yauheyebu's mother is stated to be one Senwosre. She is not the mother of the 
ladies to her left (No, ii) and right (No. 9), nor yet of her who is placed above her 
(No. 3), for these are all said to be daughters of the queen. She ts not the mother of 
No. 13, for that lady is said to be the daughter of No. 4, Lastly ‘her mother’ cannot be 
said in reference to any person in the register below, for these are all males. If we accept 
the solution proposed by the authors of the publication, ‘her’ refers to a person named 
Ini, w'ho is in fact not represented at all unless in the lost portion.* On the other hand 
the description of No. 6 is so phrased that ‘her’ can refer only to No, 1, while ‘his’ in 
that of No. 24 must refer to No. 20, It is evident, therefore, that there is no system at 
all, at least in so far as the epithets are concerned, and for this reason there Is no inherent 
objection to making Sonb, in the Bankes drawing, the son of Menthotpe. W’e shall see 
later, however, that there does seem to be some system in the disposition of the figures. 

' A^TtoTip Currellyp and Weipodp Abydos^ in, p^- ^ Ibid.^ p. 48- 
» I find Thai ] am nut altogether in agreeinent ^-iih the senciitogy proposed by the authors. No. 14 fi b 

mf b dearly to denote a son of Sebkwon and of Ini. Consequently I would make No. i9t 
Sebkwon'son^f-Srn'ionkh, the husband of Ini instead of No. 7. Scbkwon h then father of Nos, t4p 15 (also 
called Sebkivon)p 16, and 17+ 





Plate VI 

KOCK-CUT STEI-A OF KING SEBKHOTPF 111 OX THE ARMAXT-XAG'-I.IAMMADI TRACK 
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The triple occurrence of brothers and sisters 'on the mother^s side’, that is, half- 
brothers and half-sisters (Nos. 13, 23, 24) indicates that three of the ladies mentioned 
(Hapiu, Bebi<onkh, and Sontipe) had more than one husband, and, as has been said, 
this looks like being true also of Queen Yauheyebu, for besides Sonb and Sebkhotpc 
she has two sons (Nos. 6, 7), neither of whom is given a royal title, and three daughters 

(Nos. 3, 8, 9), of whom only tw'o are called ‘King’s Sister’. 
The rather marked tendency of the ladies to change partners makes it difficult enough 

to visualize the complicated relationships which ensue, but one circumstance may 
be noted which could be thought to imply that matters stood even worse. Ojrte of 
Yauheyebu’s daughters who are also King’s-Sisters is called Mautisonti 
This is a startling name to our w'ay of thinking, for it means ‘My mother is my sister'.* 
A name may proverbially mean nothing, or it may be only intended to be understood 
metaphorically. But if it be taken literally it involves the conclusion that one of 

Yauheyebu's husbands was her father. 
Fortified by this preliminary study of the House of Sebkhotpe we may proceed to the 

examination of another monument to the family. North-westwards from the hills above 
Armant runs a track across the desert, a short cut w-hich awids the large bend in the 
Nile wherein lay the Fourth, Fifth, Skth, and Seventh nomes of Upper Egypt. It 
reaches the river again in the direction of Nag’ Uammadi and Farshut. At the point 
where it descends from the level of the desert, roughly half-way between Armant and 
Nag’ Hammadi. Dr. Hans Winkler reported an exceptionally large number of rock 
graffiti, including Arab umum, drawings of gods, men, animals, and boats, as well as 
hieratic, hieroglyphic, Greek, and Coptic inscriptions,^* a fact which testifies to the 
continuous importance of the track. ‘Rarely’, he says, ‘has such a mass of hieroglyphic 
inscriptions been found at one site, and not only the usual graffiti, but even a carefully 
worked stela.’ It is this stela which holds our interest at the moment. Although careful 
scrutiny can distinguish much in the published photograph,^ the inscription was studied 
by the late Professor Newberry, and his copy of it exists in one of his note-books, 
together with some further pictures.'* 1 am again indebted to Mr. Edwards, and also to 
Miss Moss, for notifying me of this, and for suggesting that it would be useful to include 
the stela in the present article, as it has some bearing on the Bankes drawing. I have 
also to thank Professor Save-Soderbergh, who kindly micro-filmed all the relevant 
documents of Professor Newberry’s. By projecting his conveniently small negatives on 
to a sheet of paper, draw'Lng in. the images, and comparing the results wuth Professor 
New'berry’s, I have succeeded in making the drawing shown in pi. \ I. Some points 
remain obscure, and these I have indicated as best I can wnth hatching and with inter¬ 
rogation-marks. It has not quite the accuracy which a visit to the site might have made 
possible, but it show's the main essentiais more clearly than a photograph. 

< Personennam^Tif T, p. 3] I, n* I# agrees, 

^ Ri?£k Drauings of Southern Upper Eg^'ptt iv Situ 30. ^ Ibid., pi. 10, r. 
^ I am reflsormbly sure that one of the piemres I have used i& a copy of the one published (see the previous 

note), which Is one of Dr+ Winkler's photographs taken for the Sir Robert Mond Expedition of the E.E.S. It 

occurs to me that the other two are probably also copies of Dr. Winldcr’s pictures. They are exccllcntp like all 

of his. On the other hand ihcy may have been taken by ProL Newberry. 
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The site at the northern end of the high part of the road was evidently of some impor¬ 

tance. Winkler supposes that the difhcult pass above it could only be scaled by day, and 

that travellers were inclined to pass the night at this spot before attempting it. It is note- 

worthy that he reports mounds of potsherds there, especially in the neighbourhood of 

this stela. The road, one might think, would mainly be used in settled times, when the 

wayfarer might be sure of not encountering hostility after a desert march. Since 

Sebkhotpe’s names are found at Sehel, at El-Kab,* prominently at Medamud,^ and 

here, such conditions would seem to have obtained during his reign at least as far as 

this point. Probably he reigned over the whole of Egypt, for the name of his predecessor 

Meremeshaf has been seen on colossal statues at Tanis^ and that of his successor 
Neferhotpe as far aw'ay as Byblus * 

The rock-cut inscription is badly defaced, but with the aid of the texts and reliefs 

previously considered one can distinguish more than a little. In form the monument is 

a stela with rounded top, upon which can be seen traces of the usual winged disk, too 

indistinct to indicate w'hh certainty in the plate. 

There are two registers, the lower one of which is surmounted by the sky «==». In the 

upper scene King Sebkhotpe, recognized by the first and the last two names of his 

titulary, stands before the falcon-headed Month, the chief deity of the Armant region 

at the southern end of the road. The god says As;'?'! giving thee all life 
and welfare; I am giving thee all health’. The remnant of text above was copied as 

by Newberry', who doubtless thought the full reading should be This may 

indeed be so, for in front of ^ there is something very like Yet it will be noted that 

where the name of Month can be more clearly read, in the fourth column of the lower 

scene, it has the more correct orthography with and 1 am therefore inclined to think 

that the apparent is merely a blemish. It appears to be deeper than the other signs, 

and the spelling would also fill the available space better than 

At the left end of the upper scene the legends seem to be tilted to the right. This may 

be due to a slip of the rock, but it is more likely to be the result of photographic distor¬ 
tion, especially if the dressed surface of the stone is not quite flat. 

Sebkhotpe, with beard and tail, recei\'es ^ from the l-sceptre of the god. Behind him 

after a gap, their left arms bent so that their hands touch their breasts, follow his father 

Menthotpe, his mother Yauheyebu, and a queen Senbehna^s, different from the Neni 
of the Louvre stela, and not hitherto known in this connexion. The two royal ladies 

wear the same head-dress as we have seen in the Bmkes drawing and in the Abydos 

stela. The three legends, the missing portions of w hich can be confidently fiU^ in from 
the other sources (see pi. VI) are: 

I. ‘The hereditary prince, the governor, the “God’s Father”, Menthotpe, deceased.* 

' Tj-lor, Wall Dramrrgs and Monumtuts of El Kahi thf Tomb of Sebeknekht, pi. 7. In this tomb the 
name is qualified wiih rntf-^rw. The owner of the tomb « the second of a line of three Sebknalthtea 
on the father’a side from a ^/ly-r niuned Imeru. The second Scbknakhte ha« brothers named Sebknnkhte and 
B«bj who calJ thenfudii'^ ‘King's Son* {pL 4). 

* Rapport! . . . Mt'dnm^ud igaj and 1^28, paisim, 
* P^triCp Tanii^ 1, pi 3; Leps, Dtnkm, lllj. 259 c. 
* Montet* Kimi, 1, 90, W«1J^ Bull Irnf./r.^ 32, 25-26. 
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2. ‘The priivcess, the King's dear mother, Yauheyebu, deceased/ 
3. ‘The princess, great of grace and great of favour, the mistress of the Two Lands 

entire, the wearer of the crown Beautiful/ Senbehna^s, may she live! 
Queen Senbehna<s has for long been known as belonging somewhere within the con¬ 

fines of the Second Intermediate Period, Professor Newberry’s notes show that he had 
recognized the importance of this inscription for determining her chronological posi¬ 
tion, and on a former occasion^ he had recognized the similarity' between her name and 
that of a vizier Senbehnatf, the husband of a hereditary princess Sebkho^c and the 
father of Queen Menthotpe, the last being generally agreed to be the wife of King 
Dbout. Studies concerning these latter persons, dating from Goodwin, Lepsius, and 
Passalacqua, together with a bibliography of Queen Senbehna<s, have been most inter¬ 
estingly assembled by the late H. E. Winlock in a former volume of Journal^ 

The gap after Sebkhotpe is awkward. It is large enough to contain another figure, but 
in the photographs nothing positive can be discerned. There is indeed a curved line 
exactly where one might expect to see the ear and neck of such a figure, and if this exists 
it may depict the unnamed person appearing in the upper left comer of the Bankes 
drawing. Yet if the concluding column of the king’s legend end in some such words as 
di ftth mi dt, as surely it must, and if the name of Menthotpe is to retain its titles, 
there is then no space left for the name and titles of an additional figure. On the other 
hand the curved mark could be the hieroglj'ph perhaps the beginning of a column 

of signs headed by 
The lower scene like\vise depicts a series of persons, again facing to the right. The 

two hindmost are males, and arc preceded by three females with traces of a fourth.^ It 
is not easy to say what the broken area at the right contained. If there w as another deity 
there this would have perhaps been Hathor, since she presided over the Sixth and 
Seventh nomes at the northern end of the road where the monument is placed. On the 
other hand, there may have been no deity, but only a continuation of the line of figures 
above. In the latter case the third and fourth columns of signs, of which traces remain, 
will not have repeated the name of Sebkhotpe's father, as at first sight appears, but 
rather that of another member of the family, perhaps a son or a daughter who likewise 
carried the name Menthotpe or another compounded with ‘Mont’, 

The first two complete figures are evidently daughters of Sebkhotpe, for they are 
dressed like the two daughters in the Louvre stela except that here both ends of the 
head-fillets are shown falling bacl^vard w'hereas in the Louvre scene one end comes 
forward. The name of the first complete princess is lost: possibly she w'as Dede'anuke. 
The next is a Yauheyebu, surely she who m the Louvre inscription bears the unbe¬ 
coming yet unrepudiated nickname of‘Nosy’. Here there is in fact room to restore the 

J Th* crown was also called ^EeautiM and \Vhite (?)’* On the canopic box and coffin of Qu«n 

Menthotpe (titles quoted 10, 270) tha two forms Seem to be Lnterchangeabk. AU three names nfrit), 
and since all have ^ determinative, denote the White Crown of Upper Egypt. Yet in the relief 

the queen does not wear ^, but instead a head-dress of tall feathers, wMch is evidently a symbol of roy^ty. 

Can ff/KO have been the on^dnal name of this feathered crown? 

* GauthJerp Uvrs 
1 10* ff* ^ Newberry^^s notes moke this figure female. 

B 1674 E 
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signs ^*^<3 (following the Louvre spelling); I have resisted the temptation to place 
them in the dra\ting, how'ever, having indicated there, with dotted lines, only such 
restored signs as seem reasonably certain. 

The next lady is dressed differently, having the long w'ig which falls below the 
shoulders, and this I take to be connected with the fact that she is not a royal daughter 
but a' hereditary princess, great of grace and great of favour*. In Bankes’s drawing of the 
Sehel monument, the low'er left-hand figure, named Rensonb, is similarly dressed, and 
again is not given a royal title. Rensonb then is perhaps a daughter of queen Yauheyebu, 
but not by Menthotpc, for in that event she would have assumed the title stt nmt as 
we have seen Sonb do, and it seems not unreasonable to conclude that she is a daughter 
of Yauheyebu (confirming the reading on the Bankes drawing) and her second 
husband; and from this one may hazard the suggestion that this second husband is the 
anonymous figure in the top left comer of the Sehel relief. The last lady in the rock- 
stela is not Rensonb, for the traces do not suit the name, but she could well be another 
daughter of Yauheyebu, 

If we now reconsider the Abydos stela we shall see that there is perhaps a little more 
consistency in the arrangement of the figures than we were at first inclined to suspect. 
In the first two registers there is a clear division into two families, while filiation is 
normally expressed on the female side only. The two families are respectively descended 
from Senwosre the mother of Yauheyebu (No. i) and from Hapiu the mother of 
Bebi^onkh (No. 4). If we take note of the women only, we see that those of the Senwosre 
family are placed more or less on the left side of the stela (Nos. 1,3, S, 9), those of the 
Hapiu family on the right (Nos. 4, 5, 10, 13, 23). Some of the males are similarly placed 
by reference to their descent; thus Nos. 7 and 21 are on the Senwosre side, Nos. 11 and 
18 are on the Hapiu. But the position of the males is complicated by their marriages 
and by the introduction into the family of men from outside who married into it (Nos. 
12 and 19, together with *4-17, sons of 19: cf. p. 22, n. 3). In the top register, however, 
this complication has not arisen, and there are as yet only two families concerned. No. 6, 
belonging by descent to the Senwosre side, is placed on the Hapiu side because he 
married into it; and evidently No. 2, who belongs to the Hapiu family by birth, is 
placed on the left side because he married into the Senwosre family. No. 2 is the ‘God's 
Father’ Dedesubek, whose mother was Bebi^onkh the daughter of Hapiu. I am inclined 
to think that his position next to Yauhejebu is due to his marriage with her, and that he 
is the hitherto anonymous second husband. No. 3, called merely ‘daughter of Yauheyebu, 
bom to Yauheyebu' 1 take to be not a name but a carte blanche to cover any daughters 
whose names could not he fitted in. Thus the Queen and her daughters are neatly 
packed together in the top left corner: they entirely enclose Dedesubek, who cannot 
escape from belonging w'lth them. 

Another fact now strikes us as being important: one of Yauhey^u’s daughters is also 
called Dedesubek' (No. 8); does it not seem likely that she is the ‘God's Father’ Dede- 
subek’s daughter? If she were Menthotpe’s daughter w'hy did she not arrogate to her¬ 
self the title s/i nswi ‘King’s daughter’ just as Sonb called himself ‘King’s Son’? It 

t The fctninln* form in ihe E^tkn would probably not differ in pronunciation from the masculine. 
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would appear that Dedesubek and Mautisonti failed to do this because they were not 
daughters of King Sebkhotpe's father; as daughters of the ^God’s Father’ Dedesubek 
they were only ifiwt'ff and they might call themselves sat iiswt but not vl aszot. 
Further, since the mention of nmt indicates that Yauheyebu’s marriage with Menthotpe 
was prior to that with Dedesubek, and since King Sebkhotpe survived his mother, her 
marriage with Dedesubek. who was apparently her father (cf. above), took place during 

the lifetime of the king, probably when Menthotpe died. 
The last figure on the rock-stela is Khafikau,' whom we have met already on the 

Bankes drawing. His association there with Sonb makes it probable that the penultimate 
figure on the rock-stela is also Sonb. The traces there seem in fact to suit the name, as 
I have indicated in the drawing, but this was not seen by Newberry-, and I am very 
conscious of the fact that in searching for signs on broken patches of stone one thinks 
only too easily that one sees what one hopes to find. With regard to the parentage of 
these two princes the rock-stela is not helpful. On the other hand, the Sehel relief, one 
feels, would be unlikely to show them unless their mother were included, for the family 
has a matriarchal atmosphere. Their mother cannot have been Rensonb, who has no 
title ’King’s Wife’, and for lack of any better evidence it may be presumed that their 
mother is the Queen Mother herself, Yauheyebu, the only other lady in the picture. 

It remains now to reassemble that part of the genealog)^ which concerns King 
Sebkhotpe, since we have found further names to add. The tree, omitting its rather 
problematical ramifications of the Abydos stela, 1 take to be as foIlow’S. Females are in 

italics, and the numerals refer to the Abydos stela. 

= 'God-s Father" Dedesubek? 

Qustn Yauhn'fbu (i) »» i. 'God^s Father* Mtnibcftpe 
= 2. "God^s Father" Dt'dcsiibek (a) ? 

King’s sort [dc} King's [ht] 
Sonb, son of Kha^ikau? 
Menthotpe = Nebydt {?) 

King Sebkhotpe 
= 1. Ncni 
= 2. Senbehna*s 

Hem-emi (21)? 

eons: 
Re^ptohwer (6), 
Kflkhte (7)p 
(eons of 
Dedesubek). 

daughters: 
D^detubik 
daughter of 
D«dc3ubck^ 

Mautisonti (9), 
daughter of 
Dedesubek. 

Sebkhotpe Menthotpe Yaubty^bUf 
daughter of daughter of 
NVni Ncni 

Others (cf, 3), 
e.g. Remonbt 
daughter of 
Dedesubek ? 

For the drawing of the lowest part of the stela, a horizontal line of signs mentioning 
’Siamun, possessor of honour, son of'Ankhe., .M am entirely dependent on the photo¬ 
graphs, for this is not included in Professor Newberry ’s copy. A nearer view would, I 
believe, have established at least the concluding signs. Siamun is a common enough 

* Newbeny’s copy arranges the signs (in a column) thus: a4j^. The published photograph suggests the 

same arTangemeiit, but the unpublished one has enough traces, obscured in shadow in the first photograph, 

to mske out three LI L) U in a column, which fit the space better. The last signs might be |j j or j 
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name in the Thirteenth Dynasty; in P. Boulatj i8, a register of accounts at the court of 
another Sebkhotpe not very far removed itt time from this one, five Siamuns are men¬ 
tioned.’- Perhaps the monument was made, not without hope of a share in the roya 
favour, so as to include, tout au fond^ the name of a recently deceased member of their 
company, by a g roup of Sebkhotpe's poor relations; they must have been very numerous. 

>■ Also S Rensonbs, 3 more Sebktiotpes, 6 Sotibs (lo if we include P J (J), and 2 Dedesubeka, 
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A GRIM METAPHOR 
By SIR ALAN GARDINER 

The hieroglyph m (F41 ia my Sign-list)* appears to have presented a problem, not 
merely to Eg>T>tologists, but even to the Egy-ptians themselves. In a rubric belonging 
to that part of Ch. 151 of the Book of the Dead which refers to the amulet of the R 

or djed^column (R11) we read: riTS ±1!?" T ^ 
column of fayence, the top (£ct) ofwhkh is offine^old.^ The word here may. as Griflnh 
suggested,3 contain an allusion to the 'lopping off* {k) of the branches of the this 
being viewed as a tree; but it also in all probability owed its very existence to the 
resemblance of the determinative of the stem k to the top of the amulet. A di^rent 
interpretation of the sign m is seen in its use as determiiMtive of the word pid 
*back’t hotv easily it could be viewed as a piece of flesh with ribs projecting from it is 
shown by its similarity to the hieroglyph w often found m the lists of offerings in the 
word [I nl 9 spAi ‘ribs of beef’.* It is, however, certain that neitherof these Middle Egyptian 
interpretations has correctly diagnosed the sign’s origin. Before investigating that origin 
let us recall the normal employment from the Twelfth Dymasty onwards. The Old 
Kingdom verb k ‘cut off’ (limbs, plants, trees), sometimes thus determined by a 
knife,® has later been largely superseded by its synonym kd^'^ m whichjg^^ 
later is often replaced by ; from k is derived the very common abstract word 
kt,^ with such variants as and with a number of related meanings such as 
‘slaughter’, ‘cutting in pieces’, ‘ferocity’.'* It is difficult, at first sight, to see what con¬ 
nexion the sign € can have had with any of these notions, but we shall find that the 

Pyramid Texts provide the answer. 
The material at my disposal does not permit me to trace the gradual evolution of the 

determinative found in those earliest religious writings into the strange and incompre¬ 
hensible form indicated above, but the older and younger forms have enough in 
common, above all the parallel bars and the projection at the top, to render the fact in¬ 
disputable. As Sethe’s careful copies show—they are of course not facsimiles—both the 

I The conctiision miched in rhe pftaeru article was ver>' briefly stated in the and ed, of my Egyptian Gram- 

Funtral Papyrut of louiya. pL 13,1. 3. where, how^-cr, the actual fortn of the aigii i* doMr in 

appeaiance to the top of the dpd; substantially the same rubric in Na^nlk, Lit Quatre Stiltt ortmt/rt dti Mtttee 

de MarseiU^t ^ Sj ^ determinatives of 
» Griffith, Hieregtypht. p. 60, “ Ditr et Bahtm, (iv). 116. 

J References Ln my Sign-lUt under F43: sec too II1&. iv* 105. , , - 
* Urh. 1, 101, 14 (Weni)’ ibid, 108, 4 uses a man holding a kiufe^ for iKe simple knife detemimalivc cf. m 

M.K„ Couyet & Montetp OuMi i io, 6* 

Urk, t\\ S^. II. 
> Cairo 2Do3g; Urk. iv* aSi, 7: NaviOcp Deir d B^ari (m), S7t 

^ Selim Hassanp HymneSf p. 34, 
Log, cU^t without plural strokes Berlin 1624: pi. JO. 

IFfr. iVj 416 gi^'cs 35 the meanings Unh^r 
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verb anH the derivative sbstfict s^t display in tbe Pyi^inid s deteinitiMti\e 

of which the pictorial exp la nation is at once apparent i it is a bundle of stalks tied round 

the rtiiddle with, visible above, the t^vo ends of the twine or cord as (e.gi) in the sign 

of the papyrus (Yi). Usually the stalks are four in number {Pyf- 549 ^ 17^3 
M, N: 940 c, N, and often), but sometimes they are three (53 a, N; 755 c, P; 940 c, M; 

1039 c, P); examples are found (e.g- 53 ^97 ^'hcre the stalks are fused 

together so as to present the form =; the vertical ties may be omitted (53 j ^33 
M) or welded into one thick stroke {1337 d, P); the loose ends at the top may have been 

overlooked (ibid.; 763 d, P) or reduced to a tiny dot {755 r, P, M) or, at least in one 

case (1472 b, P) twisted round into a minute semicircle resembling that seen in 

These differences are insignificant and do not seriously affect our undersUnding of the 

sign; more importance, hoxvever, may perhaps be attached to the isolated variant 

{1472 b, M), since the cun'e seems to indicate that the objects bound together were 

flexible, e.g. stalks instead of boards. Clearly the hieroglyph, if depicting anything at 

all connected with ‘cutting’, the bask notion of the stemF, can only have depicted the 

thing that w'as cut, not the instrument with which the cutting was done. That instru¬ 

ment, a simple knife, is used as determinative in the Pyramids only once, namely in 

940 c, P. It remains to state that the antiquated determinative has survived into the 

Tw'elfth Dynasty in a unique writing of the well-knotvn epithet of Osiris 

who par fed the slaughtering oj the Two La/idr.* 
The meaning of the PjTamid Texts determinative of fr, sf/ might still have remained 

a puzzle, had not De Buck pointed out to me that the verb hmr 'seize', ‘grasp’ receives 

in the same texts a determinative which in ttvo cases is actually identical (S47 ^ * 

766 P, cf. ibid. N), while in a few others the horizontal stalks, if such they be, display 

heads which must clearly be what, in the determinative of sft, had already been 

lopped off; cf., in Pyr, 24 c, ^ (N352) and (NS63); in 1Z12 the variant of N lacks 

the lies, while that of M, in Sethe’s edition, shapes the four horizontal strokes as though 

they were arrows. This valuable information supplied by De Buck instantly reminded 

me of a relief of operations connected with the flax harvest that I had somewhere seen 

on the walls of a tomb; at the moment I could not remember the actual place, but this 

was at once pointed out by^ my regretted friend Gunn. In the Eighteenth Dynasty tomb 

of Pehrai at El-Kab- we see men and a woman plucking up the stalks, then a man 

holding a bundle and patting it in such a way as to bring the heads or bolls level, then 

another man tyinga laige bundle together; lastly, a bundle of stalks having been brought 

to the old man on the left, he combs them through a wooden contrivance, in English 

called a‘ripple’, which neatly removes the bolls, these falling in great numbers on to the 

ground (see fig. i). Here, obviously, we have the origin both of in the Pyramids and 

of B in later times. The meaning of the verb hmr confirms this identification. It signifies 

‘to grasp', a sense indicated by its once in the Pyramid Texts {547 b, T) having as 

determinative a fist holding a stick. A text of the reign of Ramesses II shows that kmr 
* Cfsifo 2024:1 = Liuige and Schiferp Crab- urid ip 265 ^ at c. 
^ Tylor and Criffithp Tkt Timb of Faheri (E.E.F. edrtiDn}p pi. 3 J similarly in the Theban tomba of KhotembS 

(No. 57) And Menna (No. ieK3)p see Wreszinski^i^f/aj, 193, 233. The Old and Middle Kingdoitl scena show 
only the bundles^ never also the wooden contrivance described here. 
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was the regular term used in reference to the familiar scene of Pharaoh grasping the 

Innlf*! of his enemies before battering their heads to pieces with his clubd An allusion 

to this ferocious act, which to Egyptian minds exhibited their warrior monarch at his 

Fic. I. Incidents of tlw flai harvest. 

best, is found already in the Pymmid Texts (401 o); 

|1« « (Wji the grasper of the forelocks who is O (god) Hm (?), is he who lassoes thern^ 

for Onnoj. 
We conclude, accordingly, that the scribes and sculptors responsible for the inscrip¬ 

tions on the walls of the Old Kingdom pyramids, when they referred to some act of 

‘cutting down* or ‘slaughter’ (fr, tt), had before their mind’s eye the familiar sight of 

field-workers decapitating the recently gathered flax. Since the bolls fell in their 

hundreds, here we have a somewhat gruesome pictorial metaphor for a kind of mass- 

murder. But this is not the only case in which recollection of the flax-harvest suggested 

to the Egyptians an image for the Pharaoh’s treatment of his enemies; just as the stalks 

had to be ‘bound together’, so too the captured foreigners had to be ‘bound’ to one 

another at the foot of their conqueror’s throne. The same verb dmf (see Wb. v, 451) 

is used in both contexts, its determinative clearly depicting a tied bundle of flax, see in 

my Sign-list a {M3S) for the Old Kingdom and o (M36) for Middle Egyptian. In Old 

Kingdom tombs ■» dms mhr (?) ‘binding the fla.x' is found as legend to the 

scene of that operation^ and in inscriptions of the time of Tuthmosis III we read 
‘I together (dm/d) the Nubian foreigners in tens of 

thousands and ^usands** and §11 foreign countries, 

their chieftains bound (dmf) under [his feet]*.® 

* The passage ia quoted in In my note on Semaeni in JEA 2% 75. 

■ I.e. the men and goda whom King Oimoa proposes to eat. Sethe, ObtrsetsuF^ und Up 

rightly compares the temple-sccncs in queattonj but nciiher he nor otber ttanslatora of the (JfEA iOp 

9^^) render Hfto as 1 have su^csted here- 

^ Montet^ di ia vk prk'^t 197* 
* Urh. IV. 6iij is^ 

■ ZAS 46, 56, Fig. 22. 
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THE MEANING OF nd AND nd-hr 
By J. G\STN GRIFFITHS 

I 

The Worterbuch gives the transliteration nd for as many as ele^^en words. Of these, 
five are verbs to which are assigned the meanings ‘grind’, ‘ask’, ‘confer’, ‘punish’, and 
‘protect’. The last two are tentatively connected by means of the expression ‘vgl. das 
folg. Wort.’ It is with this last word that we shall be mainly concerned here. 

It is a word of very common occurrence In the Pyramid Texts. Seventeen examples 
from this source are quoted in the Bde^atellen of the Worterbuch. Speleers in his index* 
of the texts cites fort}'-nine.i The Worterbuch cannot, of course, be blamed for not 
quoting all the instances from the Pyramid Texts. Reasons of space alone would forbid 
that. Indeed, as sixty instances in all are quoted, the word has been generously dealt 

with, ^ ^ 
The word is w'ritten in the Pyramid Texts in three chief w'aysi T> "T* 

This is the order of frequency. Occasional variants are —and The deter¬ 
minative __s first appears in P. Ebers, i, 7'”®i and from then on the word is commonly 
written in the forms T> -Jj* seen, therefore, that the statement 
of the Worterbuch ‘Det, gem calls for the reservation that no determinative of any 
kind appears in the numerous examples of the w'ord in the Pyramid Texts,^ The state¬ 
ment ‘Schreibung wie bei wrf“fragen” ’ is broadly true, save that the common writing 

I is thus ignored. 
'Schutiien’ is the meaning given ; and it is somewhat remarkable that this firmly 

contradicted the meaning ’avenge’ which not a few scholars had previously given the 
word + What is still more remarkable is that the rendering ‘avenge’ has Wgorously per¬ 
sisted even after the publication of this volume of the Worterbuch in 1938,* 

> TriiduCtioH, Index et Voeobtilaire dei Tfxtes Jti PyramideF £gyplietines, 343. 
* Of these, two are ‘Ergari*ungen’. but in sevecsJ othere, as the reference is to sections, there is more than 

one example. 
s The same is true of the example in the Ramesseum Dnuriarie Papyrus^ J. aS. 
* Seihe, Verhum (1899). § 367 H "r^chen*^ 0. it); id., Urk. n (19*4)* 4 (‘Ptolemaios dcr Racher Aeg\-p- 

tens* for a phrase in the R«>setta Stone, R 6, In spite of the Greek rti7 iirttfivvatfrof rfj Atywrrw; Spiegelberg 
wrote in the margin of hi* copy, which is now tn my possession, 'Retter Aegyptens )i H. Schilfer, Unten. 
IV (iwh a, 30; ‘Ich richte den Wcncn-nefni’, although on p. ai the same verb is translated by ‘helfen’: 
J. H. Breasted, Develi^ment o/Aefigioii and Tfioueitt in Aneimt Egypt (1912), a®. 30. 2S\T. G. Alien, Hona 
in iJie Pyramid Textt (1916), 18 (A jo); ay {□ 15), etc,; A, Rusch in ZAS 60<1925), sj- 

^ Sethe, Unters. lo (19x8), 3*; Piankoff, Le ‘C®i#r’ dant let Texu$ ^gyptiem (193®). 60 (Vengef', of which 
E, M, Guest stated in Aae, ^pi, 1933,115, that it was a ‘usage now abandoned by most scholars' I}; Breasted, 
TVie Dtirati 0/ Conf«ni« (1933), 102; L. Speleers. CoMMenf /flKt-»f lire let Texta da Piratnides ^’pliennett 
(193+h Sf n. I, is doubtful (‘Hor qut v«nge (protege) son pi«’); Sethe, Ob. Kamm. /h-r. (1935), m, t03, although 
in HI. 177, he adds the meaning given by the Wb, as a possible nltemativc; Mercer, Horsif Royal God of Egypt 
(1943)^ liS; ScharifT Dtt Aasbr^itung des OsiThhdfes in FT^kzeii ufid wa}ir^%d dts RAches 
Miincfitf:, i947p Heft 4}, 33, talks of Horus becoming *Racher semes Voters^ (Harendotes)—he is translatiogj 
of CQursCp the phrase mi k~J on which the form Is based; Hayes^ JE/I 33 {1947)1 4- 
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The origin of this long-continuing heresy is not easy to trace, although the reason 

for it seems fairly clear. It is with the action of Horus in relation to his father Osiris 

that the majority of the references are concerned. The phrase nd ft*/, where nd according 

to the Worterbiuh is used as a noun,^ has to do with the same action. Plutarch^ states ^ 

that when Horus was asked w'hat he held to be the most noble of all things, he replied 

T& TTOTpi jvot Tifxwpftv KQ.Kut$ TfaBovatv. But hc docs not stress the avenging dement 

in the role of Horus, In Chapter 27 he uses the w'ord TtfUi>p6s of Isis. Emphasis on 

Horus as an avenger is likewise absent from the accounts of Herodotus and Diodorus 

Siculus; and it was the Greek of the Rosetta Stone which enabled Sir J. G, Wilkinson^ 

to say in 1841 that ‘the peculiar and distinguishing title of the younger Horus is “the 

supporter or defender of hb father, Osiris’* 
There is little doubt, as Schafer* pointed out, that it w'as the context of vengeance 

in the Egyptian references to the Osirian myth that suggested the rendering ‘avenge*. 

The word is sometimes used, in these references, before an allusion to the pumshment 

meted out to enemies. ‘The Great Ennead nd thee’, says a spell^ addressed to Osiris- 

King. It goes on: ‘They have placed for thee thine enemies beneath thee.’ Another 

example* suggests this meaning more pointedly; ‘I am Horus tvho his father. I 

have smitten for thee him who smote thee.’ 
Sch^er, in the work which I have cited, is discussing the first occurrence of the 

word in the welL-knowm Stela of Ikhernofret, where mention is made (1. 17) of the 
procession of Wepw’awet ‘when he goes forth to nd his father’. Wepwaw’et is here 

clearly in the role usually assigned to Horus, but Schafer thinks nd has a wider meaning 

in example than in the later one {1. 21) where Ikhernofret says, ‘I nd*d Onnophris’. 

As an argument against taking ‘avenge* as the usual meaning, Schafer states that the 

verb is sometimes applied to things. He provides, as an instance of this use, a quotation 

from the Pyramid Texts {§ 1656 a-c): ‘He wd’s this K., he n^’s this pyramid of K., 

he «d’s this construction of Ms, from all the gods, from all the dead.’ This instance is 

unfortunately complicated by the statement wMch soon follows (§ 1647 a-b), identifying 

the King, his construction, and Ms pyramid, with Osiris.t Perhaps a better example is 

to be found in those statements wMch represent the injured eye of Horus as being 

the recipient of the action, as when the King is addressed,* ‘Thou art Thoth who n^’d 

it {the eye), thou art not Seth who seized it.’ It might be argued that Thoth stands in 

the same relation to the injured eye of Horus as he does to Horus himself, and that 

this relation is that of an avenger,^ Such an identification of the eye and its possessor 

is not convincing, even when one remembers the extensive symbolism to w'hich the 

injured eye of Horus is subjected. Further, it in the sentence quoted seems to demand 

* § 633 A Buggefsts thflt it is a verb: *He (Homs) thee (OamS'K.) in hi& namt of the 

(ar, a) son who (or» paat) hia father/ Cf. § a-t. 
J Di Iside H 0$md£^ 19, 

3 Manners aW Cmiotm 0/ ih^ Andmt EgyptuiriSM i- («cond $eries)i 39®^- 

* Unim. IV, 2p ai-2p following Wiedcnrtann in Jfer. frflr, 34* 
5 Fyr. § 626 £1^. CL § 1628 § 1685 <1 CM)» 

f Cf. Carl WilkCp Zum Pmonfjikati&n v<m Pyt&mldtn, ZAS 70, 71, * Pyr* § 2213 d. QL § 1233 
Cf. Fyt* 5 575 h: "He (Homs) has made Tho^ csuae the followers of Seth to retreat for theo (Osiiis-K^)/ 

H i«4 F 
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a simpler antithesis, something like *save\ {If the eye was seized, it was not protected, 

but it saved by Thoth after being seized.) 
Another dear example of the application of the word to an. object, in such a way as 

to exclude the meaning 'avenge', occurs in a sentence' addressed to the godd^ess Tayt. 

‘ She is asked to nd the head of the King, ‘so that it may not loosen its^ . bhe is then 

asked, ‘Collect thou his bones that they may not loosen themselves, This, then, is a 

request for protection against dismemberment after burial. 
A further argument against the meaning ‘avenge’ is that the verb often has as ite 

object a person or persons who do not, m^ihologically or in fact, require to be avenged. 

Thus the King is exhorted to nd his children and guard himself.^ In a short spell 

addressed to the King we find the words,^ *A great one (?) comes to nd his^son , Other 

recipients of the action are the gods,^ the Sun-god,* and the poor man. It may be 
added that dbi^ supplied the meaning ‘avenge’ in Egyptian, although I have not seen 

an example in Old Egyptian, 
The Worterbttth is right, therefore, in rejecting ‘avenge'- Probably also, the meaning 

‘protect' is near the mark. In many cases, however, as in one® which we have alr^dy 

discussed, a slightly stronger or more active sense seems necessary, namely save or 

*rcsciJic^fl 
An interesting example* has wrfapparently parallel with nkm ‘rescue’: ‘He has r^cued 

thee from thine enemy, he has nd*d thee as one who has been ni'd In his timely hour. 

Like nhm, nd is regularly followed in the Pyramid Texts by the preposition It 

is not until the Ptolemaic period that nd is followed by r.'‘ But it should be noted that 

both fad and mki ‘protert’ are followed by the same prepositions.The preposition 

m-r is used^ in addition! after hnm * embrace* when it implies protections*^ ^nd after 

sdh ‘conceal* when it has the same implication, 
The meaning ‘save* is certainly hard to avoid in the interpretation of those numerous 

occurrences of the verb which are connected with the myth of Osiris. As -we have seen, 

the verb is used to describe the favourable action done to Osiris by Horus. Others are 
occasionally described as benefiting Osiris or Osiris-King with this acrion Geb,** Isis 

and Nephthys,'^ the gods,'^ and the Great Ennead.'® In the case of Isis and Nephthys, 

and in that of the gods, it is Horus who causes them to nd; and one reference'* describes 

, _ . * Fyr. I an fr. 

* Pyr. f ii4 e. The refewnc* is not certain. Perhaps itiis lo Osiris in, relation to the Homs-King* 

+ De Buck. Coffin Ttxti, i, 25+A. 
• (M 9, j, the Sun-god btmg Kferred tn as the father of the uraeus-seipent. 

* Bk. Df.aJ (Navillc), 1S2, 4. For other cKamples sec Wb. s.v. 
t The two words occur in a te« fmm the temple of Edfti edited hy Blackman and Fairman in Misullanm 

Grtsoriana. 1941. 404 and fig. 4. The translation there given is ‘t [orua of Behdet, Protector of his Father in 

Behdet, who emeteth retribution (^6') from his enemies in Retribution-Town (pAw) . .. 

• Pyr 5 aaia d. * 
** /N’T. 168 (t, 290c, S94 e, 1033 e, 1334 
H Wb. II. 374. S' ” '3' *4! 11, 160, 2. 3- 

it n'fc. Ill, 378, 4* 'Nut guaida (Anm) thee from C«-r) every eviP § 825 «)■ 
'* 55 777«*i ^25 b. See also B't. iv, 371, 10, 

pyt, 5 t&33 r > 'Osiris, srise for thy father Geb, that he rnay thee from $cfh« 
i» /y. I 584<t-e. ” Py*- 5 57^ «• '* S a (N), ” Pyr-1 973 o- 
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Horus and Geb coming together to the injured Osiris. Now it is clear that Horus and 

his helpers are not represented as having protected Osiris. They did not prevent h^ 

from being cast down in Gehesti. TfVhat they did was to find Osiris there and save him 

from his plight. The following passage (i^r. §§ 1683 ^^1685 b) seems to indicate this 

meaning clearly. It is a speech of Homs. 

‘Arise for me, my father, arise for me, Osiris-King. It 1$ I. I am thy son, l am Horus. 1 am come 

to thee that I may purify thee and cleanse thee. I make thee live, O father King. 1 gather thy bones 

together for theei I collect thy soft parts for thee, I gather thy dismembered parts together for thee. 

For r am Horus who nd'd his father. I have smitten for thee him who smote thee. I have nd’d thee, 

my father, from him who did evil against thee.’ 

It is true that there is here a reference to the punishment of the enemyj but what is 

emphasized is revivification and funerary security, on the pattern of Osiris: being saved 

from death and dismemberment.* * j ■ 
A more unusual context is found in an allusion- to the action of the Ennead in M0-ing 

Osiris in the House of the Prince. Here the reference is probably to a legal vindication^ 

but the verb will bear the same meaning. There is one occurrence in the Pyramid 

Texts (§ 592 c) where ‘avenge’ seems at first sight to give a better sense than 

‘protect’ or ‘save’: ‘It is Homs who will nd what Seth hath done to thee.’ ‘Protect’ is 

impossible here, nor is the ‘bestrafen’ of the Worterbuch {11, 374, 3) plausible. Se^e 

remarks that ‘make good’ or ‘compensate’ seems the required meaning. Such a meaning 

is a natural extension of ‘save’, in the sense of ‘redeem. 
We have seen that inaiivrtu is used to translate nd in the Rosetta Stone.+ It is strange 

that this is not the invariable rendering. The expression appears in two places 

as Scot ffWTipev in the Greek.® The same Greek equivalent for it occurs in other texts 

of the Ptolemaic period, including the Decree of Canopus.^ 
It is likely that the two meanings, ‘save’ and ‘protect’, closely relat^ as they are, 

can be denoted by nd. The verb is sometimes applied to persons or things which are 

not represented as having been attacked or maltreated. It is used, for example, of the 

King’s action towards his land and people or towards a god,’ In these cases protect 

seems the likely meaning, although the common concept of the living King as Horus 

reminds us that the other meaning may be present, in the sense that the King is the 

past or potential Saviour. One might compare the use of in Greek as an epithet 

of Zeus and other protecting deities such as Apollo, Hermes, Asclepios, and 

* Cf. Pyr. 1582 (‘Hail. Osiris-K.’ Horus has ni'd thee. He h» done (it?) to his ka which is in thee, 
that Thou mayest be content in thy name of Contented Ka’); §§ 898 a-399 a (* Isis ben nils thee, father salutes 
thee, like Horus who tid’d his father Osiris. The son tid'd his father. Horn* has nd'd this K„ Osms lives, the 
spirit which is in Ncdyet lives. This K. lives’): f§ 758 fr (‘The son it^’d his father, Horus n^’d Osi^. 
Horus Tt^’d this K. from his enemies. Arise, O K,, tid'd, equipped as a god, arrayed in the foim of Osins 
on the throne of Khentameothes'); |i6ion (’Recitatioo. Osiris-K., protected (mha), tid’d, living’). 

* /^'r. §2i5r ““'1’^ ^ probably perfccti%'e passive participle. ^ Cf. Py^- S 9S6 tt ff. 

* Urk, It, 189, referred to ab«%ie; also II, 174, l where o tirafivvix? warp; bvtov ‘CJmpei translatea 

jjftf it-f 
5 Vrk. iis r- 
* Brug$chi T/iefiflirrus, ^1:7 = il, 37S* 
T Sec Wb*t B.v. and &. the fiQung nd and ndty. 
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The connexion with Horus is once expressly invoked when nd is used (as a noun) to 

describe Rameses II—‘beneficent nd like Homs’.‘ 

Either meaning seems possible in Peasant^ 144;- but ‘save* is more appropriate in 

the example from Griffith, Siiit and Dir Rijeh^^ where reference is made to the restora¬ 
tion of fallen buildings. 

II 

It w'ould be pleasant to be able to point to affinities of meaning which ivould enable 

this verb nd to be related to one or more of the other verbs which are similarly (if not 

identically) written. One contribution towards this elucidation can be made with some 

conhdence. The WorteThneh^s separate listing of nd ‘bestrafen’ is unnecessary, since 

the first two examples quoted, tvhere ltd denotes an action done to ‘enemies' {Amduat^ 

I, 28) and to ‘the followers of Seth* (Mariette, Denddrah, lit, 35 a) should clearly be 

classified under nd ‘to grind’. A metaphorical use already classified thereunder (p, 370, 

B, a) is 'vom Zermalmen der Glieder des Biisen'. As for the other alleged example of 

‘bestrafen’ {Pyr, § 592 c), it can more feasibly be claimed as an example of 7i4 ‘to save’, 
as we have already seen. 

What is the meaning of nd in the common phrase nd hr ‘to greet’? A significant 

variant of nd it-f^ used of Horus as saviour of his father, is nd hr It f (Wb, ii, 375 (6), 

thirteen examples of which are cited in the Belegstellen); similarly ndty hr fi*/ is a 

frequent variant of ndty it'f (Wb, ir, 376 (r i)). The word hr in these phrases is regularly 

written as the noun, and not as the preposition, corresponding to its use in the phrase 

nd hr 'to greet’. Now it seems very unlikely that nd hr it'f means ‘the greeter of his 

father’. It can hardly diverge in meaning from the more common form of the phrase 

where the hr is omitted. One is consequently forced to believe that nd hr ‘to greet’ 

means, in the first place, ‘to save (the face of)’, and that the original meaning persisted 
strongly enough to allow nd hr ii-f to be an expression synonymous with 

In the Pyramid Texts the expression nd ^ * to greet’ is frequently used with the 

prothetic i, e.g. §258^ 'where it might be the imperative, meaning 

literally, 'Save thy face, SH\ Nd is described by Sethe in his Verbum (iii, 23) as ‘2 rad. 

(urspr. Ill inf.)’, and in favour of the postulated origin is the geminating participial 

form in Pyr. § 649 c. According to Gardiner (Eg. Gramm.^ § 336), ‘in Old Egyptian 

the prothetic i is often found w'ith imperatives of the 2-lit. class’; in the case of nd 

this I occurs in one instance where the verb is clearly indicative.* That the verb is 

consistently indicative, and not imperative, in this phrase is shown by examples in 

• See Wh. tl, 374, 16. 

Gardiner in 5p 13 Ctakc counsel for the poor man") took k to be another 

verb. In favour of bis interpretation is the fact that sfhile the determinative ^ occurs Sometimes with nd 

^protect', it ia coitinidn with n4 "question* or 'take €ouiiseI\ with the connected verb n^n^. The context is 
slightly more favourable^ however^ to the rendering 'protect'. So is the use of ^ after the verb. This ianot infre¬ 

quent with n4 "protect^^ but does not apparently occur with 'question' except in the expression 

II, 371 p 10), A funilar sentence occurs in Bk. Dead CNaville)* iSs, 4 (ia% quoted Wb* ll, 3747^1^. 

It where the absence of the determinative ^ seem^ decisive in favour of n4 'p^otect^ 

^ h ajs. quoted H'"^. 11, 375^ 16. 
^ Pyr, § 203s 
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the 3rd person like Pyr. § 2035 b (*K. nd's the face of his father Re*’) and by the way 
in which the phrase is treated in the passive, as in Pyr. § 2042 a {‘Thy face is nd’d 
by Sokar’, although in might possibly mean inquit here). Gardiner, op. cit., § 272 also 
takes the view that the verb is indicative, but he believes that here is ‘a formula which 
perhaps originally meant “I salute thy face” 

The meaning *8ave* would not be inapposite in a formula of greeting. A similar idea 
is present in the Hebrew phrase Di*?©*? ^7 ‘ to ask after your healdi’, i.e. 'salute you’, 
although it so happens that there is a more precise parallel to this idiom in another 
Egyptian phrase, namely, nd hrt, ‘ask after the condition of’, and so ‘greet’. In Greek 

and are occasionally found as a farewell greeting, but the best parallels 

are the Latin salve and salaio. 
It is not hard to suggest why hr should be used with nd in the phrase for ‘to greet*. 

The face w'as the sigi^cant part of the personality of man or god; and later, by 
synecdoche, hr was used for the whole person, especially in the phrase ^ ‘every¬ 

body’.* 

* See R'l. Ill, 130; Gardiner, Eg. Gramm. § 103; and Gnipow, Die biidlichen Atadtiicke da Agyptadun, 

113^14, where it is noted that the use of ^ in this phiase is not metaphoricaJ^ 
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THE DECIPHERMENT OF THE HIEROGLYPHS 
An article by the late PROFESSOR F. LL. GRIFFITH, The Centenary of Egyptoit^, published in 

The Titties Literary Suppiemeat^ February' 2, 1922, and reprinted by kind permission <ii the Times. 

History is generally divided into ancient, medieval, and modem ; and while modem 

history develops forward day by day, ancient history' has of late spread backwards with 

research by centuries at a time. Some distinctive term ought to be devised for the 

record of events in periods beyond the ken of Greek and Latin writers, For this, a 

hundred years ago, the only authorities were a few doubtful lists of names, dates, and 

events; together with Homer, Herodotus, and Diodorus on the one hand and the data 

of Holy Writ on the other. Professor Breasted, of Chicago, surveying the early history 

of man back to the beginning, summarizes it as the ‘New Past’. We might perhaps 

emplo'y the term ‘archaic history’ for the narrative of events and movements along with 

the chronology and cultural development of the Nearer East earlier than, the Persian 

Empire; we might even lower the ‘archaic’ starting-point so that ‘ancient’ history 

would begin with Alexander, w'hose conquests opened the Eastern w'orld to a certain 

amount of obserx'ation and inquiry as well as to the vigorous influences of the West. 

The other terminus of this 'archaic' history w ould be defined for each country as the 

point after which written record can no longer aid the investigator. Beyond it there lies 

the prehistoric, to w'hich investigation can still labour to restore from material unwritten 

remains a history of civilization, art, and invention, and of the movements of races. 

Pre-history may be studied in the antiquities of every land, excluding only certain, 

islands never inhabited before modern times and the uninhabitable Arctic and Antarctic 

regions. The domain of archaic history, on the other hand, is of limited area. It can be 

found in China and in India, but in the main it centres round the junction of the three 

continents of the Old World; and its distinctive sources are mainly in hieroglyphic 

and cuneiform writings, the Phoenician script and its congeners contributing but little. 

The cuneiform, first deciphered in trilingual Persian, ‘Susian', and Babylonian texts, 

is ever opening up a wider circle of nations and languages in Eastern Asia Minor, 

Armenia, Mesopotamia, and the highlands of ancient Elam. Hieroglyphic picture 

writing, apart from the still undeciphered scripts of Crete and the Hittites (if Hiitite 

be the correct label), is almost confined to the Nile valley and the Eg)ptlan language; 

but within these boundaries it has a vast literature and a rich archaeology', w'hich bril¬ 

liantly illuminate each other and reflect their light upon all the lands of the Nearer 

East. We now discern more clearly, year by year, the parts played by the great nations 

of antiquity' and their mighty men upon that stage at the junction of the continents— 

the monumental, artistic, religious Egy'ptians; the legally-minded, business-loving 

Sumerians and Babylonians; and the warlike, cruel Assyrians and Elamites, And we 

are beginning to learn of another great race, or complex of races, possessing remarkable 

characteristics, the Cappadocian Hittites, their empire subject to a mild and beneficent 
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rule which, according to Dr. Forrer, gave credit to each individual for his particular 

contributiort to the common weaL 
It was into the Egyptian realm that the first strong ray of light was throwm by 

modern research; and here a choice of events appropriate for centenary celebration 

presents itself, beginnmg with the discovery of the trilingual Rosetta Stone by Napo¬ 

leon's expedition in 1799. The year 1802 has a double record in the decipherment of 

ancient writings, for it w-as then that the Swede Akerblad deciphered several words in 

the demotic-Egyptian version of the Rosetta Stone, and Grotefend at Gottingen bril¬ 

liantly guessed the names of the Achaemenid kings in the cuneiform inscriptions of the 

Persian Empire. In 1819 Thomas Young, the versatile physicist, gave some partially 

correct interpretations of words and groups in hieroglyphic. But it was not till 1822 

that logically incontrovertible reading of Egv'ptian hierogi>'phs began. Once in posses¬ 

sion of a definite clue, Champollion’s genius proceeded with the utmost rapidity from 

point to point. In less than ten years he obtained approximate values for most of the 

multitudinous hieroglyphs, both phonetic and 'determinative*, established the names 

and succession of a host of kings, and compiled a large vocabulary; above all, he could 

recognize the general meaning of most of the inscriptions that he met vfith, w'hether in 

monumental hieroglyphic or in cursive hieratic or demotic. Disease struck him dowm 

at the early age of forty-one in the midst of his pioneering and granted no respite for 

final co-ordination of results. Moreover, Champollion left no pupil systematically 

trained to carry on his work; in consequence, much that he had discovered lay unuti¬ 

lized amongst his papers, only to be recognized after new generations of Egyptologists 

had perfected his beginnings. 
Jean Fran9ois ChampoUion-le-Jeune was bom on December 23, i79®» Figeac, in 

the Departement du Lot, the youngest child of a bookseller whose business was ruined 

by the Revolution. His very capable brother, Jacques Joseph Champollion-Figeac, was 

twelve years older, and soon took the place of both mother and father to the impetuous 

Francois. The latter, like most Egyptologists, showed his predilection early—^in fact, 

the germ of his interest in Egypt may be traced back to the tender age of eleven, when 

he began seriously to learn Hebrew and Arabic. As a student at Grenoble he applied 

himself to the study of ancient historj' (of which subject he became professor in the 

university at eighteen), together with Coptic, the extinct language of Egy'ptian Chris¬ 

tianity, and all alphabets and systems of writing that might lead to the desired goal, the 

decipherment of the Rosetta Stone, 
While his brother became a worshipper of Imperial Napoleon, Francois retained his 

enthusiasm for 'freedom', and needed all the protection and help that Jacques could 

give. After 1813 his situation and prospects became w'ell-nigh desperate, with only a 

flash of great hope at the beginning of the Hundred Days. In 1816 jealousies and party 

strife, and no doubt the results of his own rash acts, writings, and lampoons, drove the 

democrat and anti-clerical, now a proscribed suspect, in banishment from Grenoble to 

his native town of Figeac. There he turned schoolmaster. In 1817 he w'as back in 

Grenoble, conducting a school and becoming librarian of the local Academic des* 

Sciences, He was deprived of these posts in 1S20, and sought refuge with his brother, 
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who w'as established in Paris. To the end of his life Champollion was constantly in hot 

water, violently attacked by ^me and enthusiastically admired by others, even when 

he had abandoned the dangerous game of politics to devote himself wholly to Egypto¬ 

logical research and the increase of the Louvre collection. 
Whereas Champollion was a specialist with a single aim determined from his boy¬ 

hood, his English rival in decipherment, Thomas Young, was a man of exceptionally 

wide attainments, who had made a European reputation in science long before he 

touched Egypt. Young was bom in 1773 and brought up in the strictest Quaker prin¬ 

ciples. He early learnt many languages, including Hebrew and Arabic, was a good 

classic, and mastered mathematics and the physical sciences; but he chose medicine 

for his career, studying in Edinburgh and Gottingen. While in Edinburgh in 1793 

had already carried out such important researches on the ej'e that he was made F.R.S. 

in the following year. In 1799, though now of independent means, he settled down to 

practise as a physician in Welbeck Street. In 1801 he was appointed Professor of 

Physics to the Royal Institution; and his lectures there embodied profound original 

discoveries in optics and the undulatoiy theory of light. In iSoa he was elected foreign 

secretary of the Royal Society, He seems to have attained only moderate success as a 

practising physician, being probably too conscientious to convince his patients; but 

in view of marriage he took his profession with almost Quixotic seriousness, resigned 

his professorship in 1S03, and for twenty years published his writings (other than 

medical) only under the cover of pseudonymic initials. At length in 1814, at the age 

of forty-one (the age at which Champollion died), Young, always ready to tiy^ a new 

puzate, turned his attention for the hist rime to Egyptian. In May he sent some com¬ 

ments on hierogl>'phic and hieratic papyri, published and unpublished, to the Society 

of Antiquaries, with a copy of some fragments which his friend, W. R. Boughton, had 

recently bought in EglTt. He already grasped the fact that the hieratic system of 

writing, with w’hich he included demotic, was identical with the hieroglyphic; he 

approved of Akerblad’s readings of the demotic as far as they w'ent, and he considered 

that for decipherment Ideas derived from Greek authorities, comparisons with Oriental 

alphabets, and other external evidences were of no practical use, but that the Egyptian 

documents must be interpreted by their own evidence. 

This principle he put into practice immediately by an intensive study of the Egyptian 

versions of the Rosetta Stone, Of the hieroglj'pWc text only about one-third survived, 

and all the lines w'ere Imperfect, while the demotic and Greek texts were nearly com¬ 

plete. Starting with the more obvious points of contact, proper names, etc., and pro¬ 

ceeding with a most careful examination of the repetitions of groups, he w'as able to 

divide up the Egjptian versions into words with considerable success and to equate 

them with the Greek. In November he appended to his former paper a conjectural 

translation of these two versions. De Sacy had been the first to point out in the demotic 

the groups for three proper names—namely, Ptolemy, Alexander, and Alexandria; 

Akerblad in the same year (i8oa) had analysed these and other names and two or three 

word-groups into their alphabetic elements, obtaining fifteen alphabetic letters with 

three numerical figures, and nineteen names and words. Young’s additions to the 
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identified characters were few and unsatisfactory; but his Greek-demotic vocabulary 
now amounted to eighty-six groups, most of which were correct, though his conjectural 
readings into sounds or Coptic words were generally, but not always, wrong. In 1816 
Young announced further discoveries obtained from other material than the Rosetta 
Stone in the Museum Critkum of Cambridge; in particular, he had identified longparailel 
texts on papyri (belonging to the Book of the Dead) in. hieroglyphic and in hieratic 
and so established the equivalence of the pictorial and cursive forms of the signs. In 
1819 he put together his results with illustrative plates in the article Egypt, signed I, J., 
for the ‘Supplement to the Fourth, Fifth, and Sixth Editions of the Encyclopaedia 

Britannka\ He was now certain that both demotic and hieroglyphic writing consisted 
largely of phonetic elements; he had separated out the designations of a large number 
of deities, very ingeniously but rather luckily identified the cartouche of Berenice in 
addition to the known one of Ptolemy, and correctly suggested that another cartouche 
must be that of Manetho*s Thuthmosis in the Eighteenth Dynasty. He also pointed 
out in hieroglyphic the alphabetic characters for/and t, and the ‘determinative' used 
in late texts for feminine names, and recognized from variants in the papyri that 
different characters could have the same powers—in short, the principle of homophony. 
All this was mixed up with many false conclusions, but the method pursued w^as 
infallibly leading to definite decipherment. 

The first published work of ChampoUion on Egypt dates from 1814, when he 
brought out the geographical section of a projected encyclopaedic work, L'^gypie sous 

Us Pkaraons, containing in two volumes a discussion of the geographical names pre¬ 
served in ancient authors and in Coptic manuscripts. In the Introduction he professes 
to have discovered that between the language of the Egyptian alphabetic manuscripts 
(by which he meant demotic) and Coptic (apart from Greek words adopted into the 
latter) the only difference is that of the forms of the letters, and states that his efforts 
to read the Egyptian text of the inscription of Rosetta have been crowded with almost 
complete success. At that time he was very sanguine and evidently not very critical; 
and these statements roused in the minds of sound scholars, like De Sacy, the suspicion 
of charlatanism. Without mentioning Akerblad, he seems to have accepted his results 
and opinions, both good and bad, and to have made little, if any, progress beyond. 
In 1819-20 he applied himself to a minute comparison of the hieratic and hieroglyphic 
parallels of the Book of the Dead, and produced a special memoir, published in 1821, 
containing tables of the equivalences; but he now floundered strangely into the convic¬ 
tion that hieroglyphic writing worked symbolically and did not represent sounds. It was 
at this time that Young’s Encyclopaedia article was distributed* and it is a matter which 
has been much debated w*hether Champollion’s subsequent line of research w’as due 
in considerable measure to unacknowledged hints obtained from that article. Young 
always to his death sustained this charge; ChampolHon denied it. Whether or no 
ChampoUion needed such a hint at the start, his subsequent career was one prolonged 
triumph of decipherment. 

Both investigators, more especially ChampoUion, were baffled and confused by the 
discordant testimony of the ancient writers as well as by the bad copies of inscriptions 

B 1474 G 
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sent home by travellers. An abundance of original material was needed by each investi¬ 
gator to test their hj'potheses thoroughly. England, indeed, had acquired by conquest 
the originals collected by Napoleon’s expedition, but apart from these, Egyptian monu¬ 
ments were scarce both in. England and in France, ^et each year brought some new 
thing. The name of Ptolemy (Epiphanes) occurred frequently on the Rosetta Stone in 
its hieroghiihic cartouche, but that of Cleopatra was unfortunately lost along with the 
beginning of the inscription. In 1815 W, J. Bankes, exploring the Temple of Philae, 
had discovered a base block, covered with Greek inscriptions in honour of Ptolemy 
Physcon and the two Cleopatras, near to a fallen obelisk inscribed in hierogl^qjhic which 
seemed to have stood upon it. The tw^o were transported by Belzoni in 1S19 to England 
to adorn Mr. Bankes’s park at Kingston Lacy, where they still stand, though sadly 
shorn of their writing by the English climate. Dr. Itoung, absorbed in literary and 
other work of many kinds, had access to copies, but seems to have gained from them 
only the suggestion that the feminine cartouche accompany ing that of Ptolemy belonged 
to Cleopatra. A lithograph of the Greek and hieroglyphic inscriptions was made for 
Bankes in 1821, and a copy was sent in January 1822 to the Academie des Inscriptions 
in Paris with Young’s suggestion of Cleopatra written against the cartouche by Bankes 
in pencil. It w'as inunediately forwarded to Letronne and by him to Champollion, w'ho 
was also in Paris. In the Remte Encydopidiq\ie for March 1822 w’e find a communication 
from Champollion chiefly to point out that the cartouche of a Ptolemy was upon the 

obelisk. 
But this WM the moment, a century ago, which for Champollion turned bewildermg 

investigation into brilliant and continuous decipherment. Now he saw Cleopatra’s name 
in hierogh'phs written in signs which wxre evidently alphabetic, the letters P O L of 

placed where they w ere to be espected in the cartouche of Khtonarpa.; the 
T, however, differed in the two names, which detail could be readily explained by the 
theory of homophones. The tw'o cartouches gave him thirteen alphabetic characters 
for twelve sounds. Armed with these, and remembering the possibilities of further 
homophones, Champollion soon deciphered elsewhere the hierogljTphic names of 
Alexander and his Greek successors and those of the early Roman Emperors. 

Here comes a curious detail; the zodiac of Denderah had been somew hat confidently 
dated by different persons on astronomical grounds to various periods up to 15000 B.C., 

and fierce discussions inwlving Biblical chronolog)' had arisen in consequence, so that 
even the Vatican began to quake. The clerical patty, to whom ChampoUion had long 
been an object of hatred and suspicion at Grenoble, were ready to acclaim him as 
protagonist of their cause when he read upon its representation in the Description de 

pRgypte the imperial Roman title Autocrator in a cartouche. On September 29 was 
read at the Academie the memorable Lettre d M. Dacier relathe d VAlphabet des Hiero~ 

glyphes phonetiques, in which these discoveries were expounded. 
There still remained the distressing probability (as it seemed then) that the alphabet 

might have been introduced by the Greeks for spelling foreign names, and was but an 
excrescence on some far more mysterious system of writing w'hich might conceal for 
ever the w isdom of the Egi-ptians. About this time Champollion received some drawings 
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of the reliefs at Abu Simbel. In the cartouches he saw the disk of the sun, named re in 

Coptic, foQowed by three signs, the last ttt'o being the already well-known s repeated 

thus: RE *SS, Ramesses or Rameses in Manetho’s list of the Nineteenth and Twentieth 

Dynasties; and the Biblical Ramses, a name which had had a particular attraction for 

him, leaped at once into view. At the same time he met with a cartouche containing the 

figure of Thoth followed by the same sign mes (the value of w'hicfi was confirmed by its 

occurrence in the Rosetta inscription parallel to the Greek yev^QXia^ easily equated 

with the Coptic nasi, mosi, ‘bear’); this cartouche, therefore, belonged to Manetho’s 

Thuthmosis in the Eighteenth Dynasty. (As a matter of fact, Young had already in his 

Encyclopaedia article conjecturally identified this cartouche with Thuthmosis on the 

strength of the figure of Thoth occurrmg in it; but so far no proof of its correctness 

had been forthcoming, and the rest of Young’s conjectures regarding Pharaonic names 

were utterly wide of the mark.) 

Thus at last ChampoUion was assured that the alphabetic characters of his Ptolemaic 

cartouches were used similarly in distant Pharaonic times; and, further, the variant 

spellings of the name of Harnesses were particularly instructive at this stage. The path 

to success in the interpretation of the ancient Egyptian records was now clearly defined; 

only plenty of material and long years of well-directed diligence were needed to com¬ 

plete the victory. In less than eighteen months from the reading of the cartouche of 

Cleopatra, the wonderful Precis du systeme hieroglyphique appeared, crammed with the 

results of new decipherments, admirably arranged. Just before this Louis XVIII, 

pressed by the Due de Blacas, a member of the ancient aristocracy of France to whom 

archaeology owes a deep debt of gratitude, had forgiven ChampoUion his youthful 

Republican errors. There resulted a mbsion to Italy to study the great Drovetti collec¬ 

tion of monuments and papyri in Turin (June 1824 to November 1825), immediately 

followed by another mission, occupying most of the following year, to report on and 

acquire for the Louvre a second Drovetti collection at Leghorn. From this ChampoUion 

returned as Conservator of the Egyptian Collections. Finally, a joint French and Tuscan 

mission headed by ChampoUion and his pupil Rosellini, each with six assistant archi¬ 

tects and draughtsmen, was dispatched to Egypt in August 1828, After thoroughly 

examining the monuments from Alexandria to the Second Cataract, the expedition 

returned in December 1829 with full portfolios and considerable collections of originals. 

The decipherer now possessed all the material he could desire for the work of a life¬ 

time; day and night he had laboured at Thebes and other momimental sites, copying 

and deciphering till his strength was w'eU-nigh exhausted. In his own home his com¬ 

plexion and his turn of mind had earned for him from boyhood the sobriquet of 

V^gypiien; the climate of Eg\'pt suited him exactly, and his enthusiasm and lively 

spirits were unconquerable, so that his health at the end of the voyage down the Nile 

was excellent. But, reaching France in the middle of a very severe winter, and subjected 

to a miserable and relentless quarantine of thirty-one days at Toulon, he arrived in 

Paris w'ith his constitution grievously injured. Here be found bitter opponents, old and 

new; in May 1830, however, his friends triumphed; he was elected to the Academic 

des Inscriptions, and in March 1831 the first Chair of Egyptology w'as constituted for 
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him at the Collie de France. But Champollton’s work was almost over. A few months 

later he was smitten with apoplexi.', and on March 3, 1832, he died. 
^Vhatj meanwhile, had Young been doing? In 1819 he formed a small Syro-Egyptian 

societv* amongst his friends for publishing Hieroglyphics^ the first fasciculus of which 

appeared in that year. In November 1823 he had the good fortune to discover the 

‘Grey antigraph’, an official Greek translation of a demotic papyrus in Paris recording 

the sale by one cemeteiy' priest to another of a share in the services to be performed for 

certain mummies, with a long list of their names. In 1823 published under his own 

name Discoveries in Hieroglyphical LiteratuTCt an account of his work on the Rosetta 

Stone and the demotic papyri, professedly in order to claim for himself and for England 

her due share of credit in the solution of the Egyptian riddle, and apparently (from the 

last words of the preface) as a farewell to the subject. The second fasciculus of Hiero¬ 

glyphics contained facsimiles of the antigraph and all the related papyri, and Young’s 

parallel texts of the Rosetta Stone. In a letter to Sir William Cell on September 13 he 

stated that he intended to give up the scheme of Egyptological publication for three 

reasons—'the expense of publication, the exhaustion of the material, the fact that 

‘Champollion is doing so much that he will not suffer anything of material consequence 

to be lost'—^unless an offer made by the Royal Society of Literature to carry it on for 

him proved acceptable. Young had always many irons in the fire, and thenceforth, 

although he continued to superintend Hieroglyphics under the new auspices, he 

attempted no more decipherments. But his last w'ork, completed on his death-bed, in 

1829, was to prepare for publication his collection of datings, wrords, and names in 

demotic in a small dictionary'. 

In 1833 Champollion*s manuscripts w*ere purchased by the Government from his 

widow and deposited in the Bibliotheque Natlonale. The only complete manuscript 

was the ‘Grammaire ^gyptienne’, which Francois had laboured in his illness to prepare 

for the press. It w'as very extensive, and comprised, first, his theory and classification of 

the hieroglyphic signs, with their values and their equivalents in hieratic cursive; and 

secondly, the rendering in hierogly'phic signs of the different parts of speech, with the 

conjugation of verbs and declension of nouns, much of it illustrated by phrases taken 

from the monuments. It was a wonderful piece of work, and was printed by Figeac 

exactly as it stood in the manuscript. But though complete in design and marvellously 

rich in material, inconsistencies in detail and one or two notes for unfilled headings 

show’ how far it was from satisfying the author’s ideals when the pen fell from his 

skilful hand and his teeming brain could no longer find expression. The Grammaire 

was published in 1838. Materials for a dictionary also existed in loose sheets, to which 

his brother now' made large additions and corrections from the Grammaire. Figeac was 

naturally puzzled how to arrange them, but decided on the plan (which probably would 

have received Champollion’s approval) of putting the hieroglyphic words in order of 

the initial signs, these signs being classified according to their pictorial nature as human 

beings, animals, birds, etc., as in the Grammaire, 
* There is a slight error here. The society formed by Young was called airaply The Eg^yttian Society, aa 

the printed prospectus attests. The Syro-Egyptian Society w'as a later creation, founded in 1844^ and it con¬ 
tinued until 1872 when it was merged in the Societ}’ of Biblical Archaeology* W* R. Dawson^. 
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Considered as a means of convincing the learned public and guiding the student, 
these tw'O works had very grave defects. Almost everything at this stage was really 
tentative and subject to correction, hut no line was draimi betvveen reasonable certainty 
and conjecture. The phonetic transcripts of the groups were given in Coptic characters, 
suggesting that they were intended to represent Coptic words. At starting, as we have 
seen, ChampoUion expected to find that Egyptian writing was to be read into pure 
Coptic, and so far he had not freed himself entirely from this idea. In reality Coptic 
is a remote deii^'ative from ancient Egj^tian, like French from Latin j in some cases, 
therefore, Champollion's provisional transcripts produced good Coptic words, while 
mostly they were more or less meaningless or impossible, and in transcribing phrases 
either Coptic syntax was hopelessly violated or the order of hierogij'phic words had to 
be inverted. This was all very baffling and misleading. The supreme \-alue lay in the 

translations, which were approximately correct. 
In 1835 a beginning w^as made with the publication of the expedition's drawings, 

and ten years later of the invaluable note-books of ChampoUion, wherein the monu^ 
ments were systematically described from the point of view of a student of the mscrip- 
tions. The publication of these Noikes descriptives was unsatisfactory, and was sus^ 
pended in 1848; and it w as not till Gaston Maspero supplemented and completed it in 
1870-89 that the full measure of Champollion’s attainment in this particular work 
could be seen. A vast quantity of material still exists in the collection of Champollion’s 
manuscripts, which it would be worth while to examine for the history of the science, 
even if it should be found to contain no copies of lost inscriptions- 

Our knowledge of Champollion’s personality would have been slight had not a 
German lady, Ftaulein Hartleben, devoted many years to the task of writing his life. 
Beginning in 1891, when a nephew, Aime, and a niece, Zoe, were still able to impart 
vivid recollections of their uncle, she worked through the masses of correspondence 
preserved at the Chiteau de Vif and at Grenoble, and produced in 1906 two packed 
volumes entitled ChampoUion, sein Leben und sein Werk, followed by two volumes of 
Lettres et Jourtiaux concerning the missions to Italy and Egyiit. Here w'e can follow 
Champollion’s career from infancy to the grave, through all the violent political changes 
and crises which affected his material and intellectual existence. He was no dry-as-dust 
scholar; he showed himself lively in companionship, playful and fond of children, a 
leader amongst his comrades, and considerate to his subordinates; sarcastic in contro¬ 
versy unless checked by his brother, confident and magnetically persuasive in personal 

intercourse. 
The fierce opposition to ChampoUion both in France and abroad was due partly to 

political and religious prejudices, partly to the vagaries of ingenious minds in upholding 
their own theories, partly to the contempt which those trained to worship the classics 
used to entertain for barbarian study; to a certain extent also it was caused by inter¬ 
national rivalries. But it must be admitted that his work was never put in a really con¬ 
vincing form. During his short period of successful labour ChampoUion was too much 
occupied w'ith amassing material and pushing forward his conquests to consider how 
best to soUdify the ground behind him. If the greedy fates had granted him a few more 
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years for teaching and for calm study of his collections, he could have convinced friends 
and neutrals and silenced his enemies by making a chrestomathy of a few of the most 
telling pieces from the vsisl heap of material. With such a work in his hands (including, 
for instance, the hieroglyphic and Greek parallels on the Rosetta Stone and certain 
scenes or pictures with explanatory inscriptions of obvious import, together with 
translations, proofs for readings of the best-knowm signs, and illustrative w'ords from 
Coptic) the scientific student and attentive reader would have seen the firm ground 
beneath their feet and have known approximately what w’as established and w*hat was 
provisional. The Lettre a Dacier and the Precis, showing the steps by which Champol- 
lion reached his conclusions down to 1S24, were slightly revised four years later and 
reissued In one volume. They thus served as an introduction to the Grammaire and 
Dictionnaire. But few of the monuments tvere yet published, and none who w*ere 
unacquainted with them could fully realize the cogency of ChampoUion’s arguments. 
It was not till the talented and judicious Lepsius, highly trained in epigraphy and 
philology, thoroughly examined the foundations and pronounced them firm (in the 
Lettre a M. k Professeur H. Rosellwi, published in the year i S37) that scholars recovered 
confidence. 

The collecting of Egyptian antiquities by governments and private persons had long 
since been fashionable, and now students at once began to apply themselves to the 
subject. Champollion’s Chair at the College de France was soon revived in favour of 
the able Vicomte Emmanuel de Rouge, Birch in London, Brugsch in Berlin, Chabas in 
Chalons-sur-Saone, Goodwin in Cambridge, were prominent amongst the earliest 
epigoni, Lepsius's colossal Detikmaler atis Aegypten utid Aethiopien supplemented the 
great publications of monuments by Champollion and Rosellini with accurate though 
conventionalized copies of scenes and texts of all periods, w'hile Mariette excavated new 
monuments and founded a great centre of archaeology in Eg}pt itself, A special journal 
for Egyptology was launched at Berlin by Brugsch in 1S63. Then photography brought 
its aid to archaeological research. Maspero carried on the work of publication and 
translation with extraordinary vigour, Erman and Stem revolutionized the study of 
ancient Egyptian and Coptic grammar, and Flinders Petrie inaugurated scientific 
excavation. At the present day a host of explorers and professors are at work in evety 
civilized land producing and explaining their discoveries with the most rigorous exacti¬ 
tude, They have long since ceased to quote the authority of Champollion; but each of 
them is ready to uncover his head at the grave of the pioneer in Pere la Chaise and to 
acclaim the centenary of 1822. 
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THE STELA OF RUDJ^AHAU 
By R. O. FAULKNER 

Among the monuments of the early Middle Kingdom in the collections of the British 
Museum there is Included the stela of a m an named var. ^"7^, Rudjtahau, which 
bears the registration number 159 and the exhibition number 96. This monument, 
w’hich is of limestone, is round-topped, and measures 5 ft. 2 in. high by 3 ft. 2 in. wide; 
it is stated to have come from Abydos and to have belonged to the Salt Collection.’ 
The upper portion of the stone contains three registers of scenes (pi. VII}; the upper¬ 
most has an altar decked with the funeral meal, with a senator before it, and various 
offerings; the middle scene shows the deceased and his wife seated on a settee with 
their family parading before them and making offerings; the third depicts episodes of 
farm-life, a cow being milked, farm-hands bringing vessels to be filled, and a cow 
suckling its calf. The lower portion of the stela contains the ‘biography’ of the deceased 
in twelve lines of text running horizontally from right to left. 

The stela has already been published twice, once in a photographic print in Egyptian 

Antiquities, vol. i (an album of photographs published by the British Museum in 1872) 
and again in a hand-copy by P. D. Scott-Moncrieff in Hieroglyphic Texts from E^^ptian 

Stelae, etc., in the British Museum, r, pis. 46-7. The earlier publication is relatively 
inaccessible, w'hile the later copy is unfortunately far from accurate, so it seemed 
desirable not only to make a fresh photographic reproduction of the monument, but 
also to re-edit the main text. With this end in view I made many years ago a new 
hand-copy based upon an examination of the original monument. Various circum¬ 
stances have combined to delay the publication of my revised copy, but with the kind 
permission of Mr. I, E. S. Edwards, Keeper of Egyptian Antiquities in the British 
Museum, the text of the biographical inscription is now reproduced here (fig. 1), 

The monument bears no date, but it undoubtedly belongs to the Eleventh Dynasty, 
since it exhibits certain features which are characteristic of the stelae of this period, 
and indeed it clearly belongs to that group of which the well-known stela of Tjetji^ is 
a prominent example. Polotsky has studied these early Middle Kingdom inscriptions 
in his book Zu den Insckriften der ii, Dynastie (Leipzig, 1929), and the more outstand¬ 
ing characteristics of our text are detailed below, with references to the relevant sections 
of Polotsky’s book; 

^ without breast-tuft in nhito, 1, 6, cf. Polotsky, 19. 
■J in the offering formula reversed, 1. i, cf. ibid. §11, 
[jj with loop on top, 1, ii, cf, § 13, 
t (papyrus-roll determinative) perpendicular in m-hih, I. 10, cf. § 29. 

so grouped in ^ and ^ 1, ii, see also 11. 3. 4, 13, cf. § 30. 
instead of the common 1% in [irmt, 1. 2; A/m 1, 10, cf. § 35. 

* A Guide tite Egyptian Gaileries {Scuiptme), 39^ * Brit, Mua, 614^ transL Blackmiin, ^^£"^4 17* 55 fF. 
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The expressions ink mt'J njri msd f dwi T was one who loved good and hated evil’ 
(1. 11) with the idmi form instead of participles, cf. § 44; ink it kd'J mrrw rmii m hrt 
hrw ntrrnb*l was one who achieved a good reputation, whom men loved all and every 
day’ (L 12), cf. § 48; fnk-ib ‘acute (?)’ (I 7), cf. § 58, 

The main inscription of the stela, which is not without its difficulties, belongs to that 
large class of Egyptian texts which we conventionally term ‘biographies’, but which 
only too often merely enumerate the more important offices or functions ffiled by the 
deceased, the earlier stages of his career being passed over in silence. The present 
example is particularly uninformative in this respect, as apart from the usual self¬ 
laudation we learn only of certain priestly offices and duties which fell to the owner’s 
lot. The translation runs as follow's;‘ 

(i) A boon which the king grants <to> Osiris, Lord of Busiris, Foremost of those in 
the West, Lord of AbydoSt wherever he may be,^ [namely) an invocation offering of a 
thousand of bread and beer, a thousand of oxen and fowl, a thousand of alabaster and 

^ The superior Letters refer to the which follow' die translatioiL Or dl his aspects". 
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clothings a thousand of all [things] (2) good and pure^ bread of Wepwatcett tli£ funerary 

meal of Osiris^ sns~loa%^eSi pure mhite loaves^ jugs of imlk, jars of beer; a load of the provi¬ 

sions (3) which belong to the L^td of Abydos, and whtch are issued tn the presence of the 

Great God after his soul has been satisfied therewith^ for the honoured one^ the Chief 

Prophet Rttdjrahau, justified. 
He said: I was a wise matif (4) a Thoth-like leader^^ who kept silence <con£eming> the 

mysteries of the temple fi who exalted the patricians over the plebs;^ a Thoth tn judgement, 

<to whom> the Two Lands came (? I was one like unto Ptak^ (5) ilte peer of Khttutn, 

one greatly dreaded among the froward in the procession of the &m{t)'-priest,^ one highly 

placed in the Western Horizon j like unto the One (6) in it* I was an Anubts-priest and 

wardrobe-keeper of the linen on the day of binding (?)*--* carrymg-poiesj^ swift of 

hand in apprehending (7) foes in the District of Offeringsone who was acute (?),^ prophet 

of Neith on the day of. . who kept silence’^ concerning the pronouncement of the judges 

(8) on the day of cutting fine linen; one favoured of Him who dwells in Hesret ,. .,** 
a guide (9) on the Horite ways of the Netherworld'^ on the day of erecting bouquets (?)/ 
who gladdened his god with what he desired,' who ennobled himself by what his heart 

received,^ and who propitiated the nobles (10} and digniiaries when going forth from the 

presence of his lord, the honoured Rudjcakau. 
He said: I was a magnate who be7it the arm and whose precedence was recogntzed among 

the nobles,great in my city and wealth in my house, a great pillar of my 

family, / was one who loved good and haled evil, with whom none ever retired to bed 

(12) wrathftd: there was no deceit which issiwd from my mouth, and there was no wrong 

which my hands performed; I was one who achieved a good reputation' whom men loved 

all and every day. 

Notes 

• Shnw D^ty, lit. 'leader of Thoth’, must mean 'a leader partaking of the nature of 
Thoth’, since even the most bombastic Egyptian would scarcely claim to be a guide to 

the god of wisdom. 
The preposition hr should be supplied after hsp r; compare the synonymous expres¬ 

sion hsp ht (Ar), on which see Gardiner, Admonitions, 104. 
* On the pet and the rhyt see now Gardiner, Onomastica, i, 98* ff., where this passage 

plays a significant part in the argument. 
^ is quite obscure. Damage to the stone has rendered the first sign a little obscure, 

but if our reading be correct, the group might possibly be a bungle for 
whom the Two Lands came’, the scribe having copied the first and last signs only. 
However, I can quote no other instance of this expression in a parallel context referring 
to a private person; one would expect it to be confined to royalty. 

' The ‘procession of the yf7j(/)-pricst’ is mentioned again Drk. iv, 27,4; on the reading 
of the priestly title |1^ see Gardiner, Onomastica, 1, 39* ff. The reference to the terror 
inspired in the froward on this occasion suggests that it partook of the nature of the 
procession of Wepwawet as described in the stela of Ikhcrnofret: ‘I was ... a 
priest pure of fingers, I made the procession of Wepw'aw'ei when he xvent to defend his 
father, I drove off the rebels from the niwi^-bark and felled the enemies of Osiris’, 

B 1971 H 
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11. 17 f. = Sethe, L£S€stmk£t 71, n fF. This similarity' suggests that the ‘procession of 
the sm(i)-priest‘ was a feature of the Osirian Mysteries; it is not impossible that it may 
have been an alternative name for the ‘procession, of Wepwawet', on which see Schafer, 
Mysierien des Ow'm, 21 ff. That Rudj'ahau did in fact take part in the Osirian Mysteries 
is further suggested by later passages in his inscription. 

* ‘The Western Horizon’ here would seem to be some kind of religious estabbshment 
in which Rudj^ahau held an important position, and it is possible that it may signify 
the Tomb of Osiris and its appurtenances. 

' 'Ini'sn should apparently be emended into im-s^ as the suffix can refer only to the 
ibt imntt, which is singular. Perhaps the w'riter was referring in thought to a multiplicity 
of chapels or shrines within the sacred precinct. The 'One' here mentioned is presum¬ 
ably Osiris. 

51 is doubtless to be understood as rir‘linen’, cf. Gardiner in Bull, htst.fr. 30, lyaff., 
for to interpret it as h ‘cord’ yields no sense. The significance of the fire-sign which 
follows entirely escapes me. 

‘ The determinative of skn is not 0; it appears exactly like the cord which determines 
fttk in the next line, and which is a variant of t. It ts therefore possible that skn has 
here its primitive meaning ‘bind together', otherwise known only from ‘float 
made of reeds bound together’, e.g. Pyr. 351 n, ctJEA 4, 174 ff.; 17, 53 f. Following 
skn is a short lacuna of about one square which I cannot restore. 

J For the meaning of ubm see IVb. ri, 243, 5 ff. The context suggests that these poles 
were used for carrying aloft a portable shrine or sacred image. 

^ Here w'e have apparently another allusion to the r^elling of the enemies of Osiris 
in the celebration of the Mysteries; the expression w/i r Vswift of hand’ does not seem 
to be found elsewhere. The place-name Wrri-htpt which occurs here and on a Copen¬ 
hagen stela of Intef published in i2^c. traz'. i, 133 f. (1. 6) is probably Identical with 

j '^'hich according to IVb, 1,288,4 was a division of the necropolis of Abydos. 

' Ffih-ib is a rare epithet which is know n elsewhere only on a second stela at Copen¬ 
hagen belonging to the above-named Intef, ZAS 34, 26 f. (L 4), and on a third stela of 
the same man which is in the British Museum (No. 1164, Hieroglyphic Texts, i, 55; 
Lange, Eitte neue hischrift aus Ilerviontlm, in Sitzb. Berlin, 1914, 991 ff.). Its sense is 
not determined with any precision; Polotsky, § 58, suggests ‘fest zusammendreht wie 
ein Strick*, with obvious reference to the cord-determinative. There is, however, an 
Old Kingdom word/w/i ‘carpenter’, ‘joiner’, determined with saw and adze {Wb. r, 

^5)* which hints at a root-meaning ‘sharp-edged*, hence presumably the Wb. 
rendering ‘klug o, a.’ (i, 577, i) for the mental quality This view, it must be 
admitted, takes no account of the cord-determinative, but the sense thus obtained 
seems nearer the mark than Polotsky's alternative. 

The expression day of the idhw occurs to my' knowledge only here, and it is quite 
obscure. To t^e idlm as a participle of dk ‘be sheltered {?)*, Letters to Dead, i, 3, n. 
(p. 15)—or ‘hide’, JEA 16, 149—yields no good sense. 

" Hbs ht presumably has a similar meaning to hip ht ‘keep silence’, see above, n.\ 
though III, 64, i6 is doubtful, 
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_J unknown to IFS. in this writing, is probably to be understtwd as a variant of 

sfil decapitate , Wb, tii, 457, 17 ff., though the latter is not recorded in the sense 

of cutting up textiles \ on the relationship of ^ and cf. Gardiner, Sinuhe^ 72 flp., 

160 L The connexion beh^ een ‘the utterance of the judges' and ‘the cuttbg of linen’ 
is utterly obscure. 

^ M m/r mri is u^telligible. M mit cannot be adverbial ‘in truth’ referring to 

as that would require the feminine we may guess that we have here the infinitive 

of the verb otjc lead dependent on the preposition m, but the meaning of ttntt is 
unknowm. 

■» PoMibly a term for the subterranean part of the Tomb of Osiris. Note the curious 
form of the star-sign in 

^ This expression occurs apparently only here, see Wh. i, 176, 9. The sign following 

P in srhf is more like hrp or sHm than but no verb shrp is knowm and the causative 

sshm strengthen (Sethe, Lesestiickef 84, 3) is very rare, so that JVh, is undoubtedly 

co^ect in reading the sign in question as one of the tw'o ^ which follow presumably 

being its phonetic complement. If such indeed be the case, the next W'ord will read not 

n?J AI \ I! this recalls ‘lettuces’ in Horus and Sethi 11, 11. 12, but 

the latter word is masculine {rk^cf, Wb, 1,176,10 fF,), In P. Harris I, 2ii, i, however, 

there is mention of i‘great bouquets made w'ith 

flowers’; the vagaries of Late Egj’ptian orthography render the gender of 

uncertain, and it may w^elJ be identical with —in our text, in which case the 

passage in question might refer to the setting up of bouquets of flowers as a ritual act, 

■ The form of the J-sign in hnm is unusual. For the expre^ion hnm , . ,m mrHt'f see 

also Louvre C 15, quoted by Gardiner, Sinukei 97. 

* I.e. his thoughts and ideas w'ere such as brought him credit and advancement. Note 

the peculiar form of the ^-sign. 

" The parallel hfni rmn m~tn of Brit. Mus. 614,7, show^s that m-trt mv ‘among the 

nobles’ at the end of the line qualifies him rmn as well as rk ^t-rd'f; the bending of the 

arm rmn) in this context refers to the attitude of respect adopted by the courtiers 

in the royal presence, see Blackman’s remarks jfE^ 16, yo, though the determinative 

0 of him supports the older view that it means ‘bend dowm* the arms rather than ‘fold’ 

them, the attitude envisaged being that of the sign This word exhibits the well- 

knowTi tendency for initial h and h to interchange before following i in certain words 

it is WTitten here, but in the almost contemporary stela Brit. Mus. 

614. Elsewhere this word is sometimes determined with —^ instead of 0» e-g. 

Shifnffrecked Sailor^ 87; Devaud, Ptahhotep, 62; in these two instances the word for 

‘arms’ is rwy, not rmn. The compound word st-rd ’rank’, ‘station’, ‘precedence’, is 

fairly conmion, cf. e.g, Beni Hasans r, 17; Vrk. vu, 6r, 19. 

* Irt kd here bears what was doubtless its original meaning‘make a (good) reputation* 

(lit. ‘character’), see JEA, 17, 60, but later this e.\pression came to have a rather 

different sense, cf. ‘No desire of him who offends her 

(Egypt’s) inhabitants shall aeWeve success’, Israel Stela, 13. 

’ tSardiner, Shttihe, 87 tpn 'coipse', kit 'marsh*); manv other instances could be quoted. 
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The name Ricd-fhfV! means ‘Prevailing of Weapons’, a warlike cognomen strangely 

at variance with its owner's priestly career. Since, as we have seen above, our stela 

cannot be very far removed in date from that of Tjetji, which belongs to the beginning 

of the Theban Eleventh Dynasty, there can be little doubt that the name in question 

is in fact an epithet of a Theban monarch who w'as presumably at war with the Hcracleo- 

poHtans; the assumption of a royal epithet as the personal name of a private citizen was 

a gesture of loyalty very common in Ancient Egypt. There Is certainly no hint of mili¬ 

tary activities in the record of Rudj^ahau, w’ho seems to have been a priest in public life 

and a farmer or country gentleman in private. That part of his inscription which deals 

with his priestly duties is unfortunately' very obscure, but w'e have seen reason to think 

that he took a prominent part in the performance of the Osirian Mysteries. 

From the scenes above the main inscription we learn something of Rudj^ahau’s 

entourage, though the legends are roughly cut or even scratched on the stone, in 

marked contrast to the careful work of the biographical text. The principal scene 

(middle register) depicts Rudj^ahau and his beloved mfe Idi^ deceased receiving 

the respects of their sen^ants and family. In front of the pair stand ihe butter 

Wefiaru (above) and the butcher MdAer, while beneath the butler's arms there 

has been inserted, apparently as an afterthought, the figure of his true servant 

Meru. Behind the serv'ants stands his teell-beioved son, his heir teho succeeds to his place,^ 

Rudjeahau',^ he in turn Is followed by the sons Djadjay, I) Jfl Ibi and ([“I) Idi, 

the liegeman {ndt) Sitnakhte {sic, amanl), the retainer (ImjEif) Khnemhotpe 

and the daughter Nefrawet. In the lunette at the top of the stela the liegeman 

Rudj<ahau tends a table of offerings. The low'ermost register contains a fanning scene. 

On the right, in the place of calves, herdsman lyu (?) milks the 

mother of a calf. Approaching him from the left are three men bearing milk-jars; the 

first is his herdsman Djadjay, while over the other tw'o w'e read 

herdsman Idi the your^er {?) who belongs to the herdsman 

Neferpdret, Finally, a cow named “fHJ ‘Good counseV is suckling her calf. Clearly 

Rudj^ahau’s mundane interest lay in dairy-farming. 

* hry mi f \ note the 'hieratlcizing^ form of ES ^ 
^ Note the hieratic form of the arrow 
J A distorted hiemtie sign. * A gap to clear the htaEl of the second man. 
» Reading suggested by Mr. James. =3 i§ but a deeply cut line and ^ merely a hieratic "squiggk% 
* The significance of this genitive ia not clear. The w has been inserted over the top of thefoLtowing title* 
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THE EIYKSOS RULE IN EGYPT' 
By T. S.W'E-SODERBERGH 

Ix the nineteenth century b.c. Egj^jt was the strongest state in the Near East. To the 

south, Lower Nubia w’as occupied by Egyptian forces, and still farther to the south 

trade flourished in the Egj'ptian factor^’’ at Kemta in the Sudan. From these southern, 

provinces gold and other valuable goods came to Egj'pt in huge quantities. This politi¬ 

cal and commercial strength permitted Egypt to play a dominant role also in the north, 

and at least the kinglets of By bios in Syria seem to have been Pharaoh’s vassals. They 

used regalia of an Egyptian design, and were possibly anointed at their coronation with 

oil from vessels bearing the name of the Egyptian king.^ It is probable that other 

Syrian cities, too, such as Ras Shamra-Ugarit, were politically dependent on Egj'pt.^ 

After the fall of the Twelfth Dynasty (r. 1778 b.c.*) there followed a short period—■ 
let us say about a generation—when the unity of Egjpt was no longer upheld, but a 

number of ephemeral kinglets ruled the country contemporaneously.® However, Egjpt 

soon recovered its political unity and strength, and this passing weakness had not 

changed Egypt’s political position in the Near East.* 

* A paper re^ti in Mny ig5o at & meeting of ihe Egypt Exploration Society in Liondon and at the Griffiih 
Institute in Oitford, The pioblems connected with the Hyksos have often been extensively discussed (cf, 
especially Pp C. Labib N^mchafi f/jer Hyksos in Agy'pten and ihr Sturz^ GJiicJatadt-Hamburg, 193^) 
R- M. Engbetg (Th^ Hyksos SAOC iS, ChicagOp 1939) and have quite recently been anaJysed in 
detail by H, Stock (StuMm etcr G<schkhte und Archdot^gk der rj. bis ij. Efynattie Agypitnt, Agr Fotsch, Heft 
1%, Gmekstadt-Hamburg^ 194^) and by H. E. Wiidods (TAc Risi‘ and Fail a/ ih^ Middle Kingdom in Thebes, 
New York, 1947; cf. Faulkner, 34, 123 and my re%iew Bi. Or. 6, Nop 3/4, S7 ff,)* The Editor oi JEA 
is responsible for the appemr^cc of yet another article on thia weJbwom theme, aince he very kindly con¬ 
sidered my paper worth publishing. 1 have Intentionally refrained from quoting all the endless contToversies 
and possible references; most of the relevant literature is easily to be found in the works just mentioned. On 
the Nubian evidence cE my Agypten und Lund, 1941, and JEA 35, 50 ff, 

= CL Montet, Byths ei VEgypti^ p1s> SSff, (ointment vasesp ctc.)j 95 (regalia^ uraei on pL gS^); note also 
the use of hieroglyphs and Egyptian designs on the weapons, ibid. pla. gg ff. The cylinder of Yakin-ilu, quoted 
by Sidney Smith, Aialakh and Chronali^f 14 f.^ cannot bo used as evidence for the Twelfth D>Tiastyp as it ia 
probably of a Jaicr date {Albrightp Buti. ASOR gg* 11, nn. 15^ 16) (cE below, m 

^ CE Schaeffer^ Ugmiikar i, so ff. An Eg3q]tian domination is rather to be deduced from the fact that the 
Egyptian statuettea of the Twelfth Dynasty^ seem to have been intentionally smashed (SchaefTerp op. cit. zs) 
than from their mere existence at Ugarit (as is done by Smith, op. dt 15)- *he Egy’ptian power in Palestine 
see Wilsonp AJSL gSp 2Z5 ff.p with a summary' of the M.IC. finds in Syria and Palestine. .4s rightly stressed by 
Wilson p it is dangerous to draw conclusions regarding the political situation from occasional finds of cylinden&p 
scarabsp and statuettes; too great a rclianec on such crilena would lead to the absurd conclusion that regions 
such as Anatolia and Creie^ where M.K. statuettes have been found, had at one time been under Egy'ptian rule. 

* Lynn Wood, BtilL A30R gg, Sj Edgertonj. JLVES i, 314. 
* CE Stock, op* dt S3 ff.; V^andier, JS ig44, 156 ff., stresses the uncertainty of Stock's chief arguments, but 

finds his results acceptable for other reasons^ 

* CE my Ag. H. Nil*, t ig; the cylinder of Yakin-ilu (above, n. 2) indicates that this king of Byblos was a 
vassal of one of the first rulers of ihe 'irucrrcp^um' (Shclepibre* 1! or 11 [), and Lf this Yakin-ilu is identical with 
the ffliher of 7HfK (cf. below, p, 54, n. 4), FAji (?) (df. Albright, loc. cit.), it would be another argument for 
the assumption that the 'interregnum* lasted only about a generation. 
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Under the kings of the Thirteenth Dynasty, Neferhotpe and his brother Sebkhoipe, 

the situation is again much the same as under the Twelfth Dyn^ty. Egypt itself is 

unified, and in Lower Nubia miiy of the rich tombs in the neighbourhood of the 

fortified towns seem to date from this very period. At Kerma, in the Sudan, the native 

civilization shows great richness as a result of Egy'ptian trade.' 

The archaeological evidence, however, suggests a certain dlilerence, in that from 

now on foreign ceramic wares increase in number in the Egyptian tombs. Thus we find 

the so-called Tell el-Yahudiyah ware spread from Kerma in the south to Syria m the 

north.* This ware and other goods bear witness to an intense trade all over an imme^e 

area, a trade that was bound to modify to a certain extent Ae character of the Egyptian 

dvibzation and to some extent break down its conservative self-sufficiency, which is 

so Typical of the earlier periods. 
In the north Egypt's old relations with the town of Byblos are maintained. In Byblos 

a most instructive relief has been found, showing a Byblotic kinglet named Intn paying 

homage to the name of King Neferhotpe of Egypt.^ Thus 'Intn regarded himself more 

or less as a vassal of the Egyptian king. 

It is possible that this Intn is identical with a king of Byblos, called Yantm-hammu, 

who is mentioned in the now famous archives of the town of Mari.* The texts from 

Mari shed new light on the history of the Near East in the middle of the eighteenth 

century. The Assyrian king Shamshi-Adad I had ruled a great part of Upper Mesopo¬ 

tamia, but his son Ishme-Dagan was not able to maintain the political strength of 

Assyria, and Mari had Uberated itself. In a letter to the ruler of Mari, Zimri-Lim, the 

political situation is clearly depicted (cf. fig. i) J 

‘There is no king who, of himself, U the strongest. Ten or fifteen kings follow H^tnurabi of 

Babel, the same number follow Rim-Sin of Larsa, the same number follow Ibal-pi-El of Esh- 

nunna, the same number follow Amut-pi-il of Katna, twenty kings foUow Yarim4im of Yarnkbad.’* 

This balance of power between rather small states did not last long. Hammurabi of 

Babel defeated Larsa and Mari, and for a short time possibly also ruled Assyria. 

But soon a tribe from the eastern mountains descended into the plain, and these 

people, the so-called Kassites, established their rule in the eastern part of Babylonia. 

In Assyria another foreign people from the east, the Hurrians, gradually became a 

strong political factor. Since the Kassites had established themselves in Babylonia, this 

new expansive force turned south-w*estwards. Alalakb, the capital of Yamkhad, was 

sacked, possibly by these Hurrians, and there was a general unrest in Syria owing to 

these ethnic movements from the east.* 

What happened to Egypt in the meantime? After the brothers Neferhotpe and 

I On the reigns of Neferhotpe »tid his brother Sebkbotpe see Stock, op. cit. sg f.. and on ihcir power in 
Nubia my Ag. «. Nub, 119 ff, Sitjck (61 f.) dates Neferhotpe to about 1760-175O a c., stananj? from the yeM 
17S8 for the fall of the M.K., thouBh about i7SC^i74o B.c. (cf. above, p. S3, n, 4) seems mom likely. Albright's 
date for Neferhnipe, about 1741^-1730 B.C. iBuU. ASOR gg, 16), may be too low, as it is deduced from the sum 
of all the extant rr]?nfll years of the Turin Papyrus from the beginning of the lliirteenth Dynasty to Neferhotpe 
without considering that in all probability several kings reigned contemporaneously. 

* Cf. below, p. 57 with lef, ' Montet, Kfini, i, go ff.; cf. Stock, op. dt- 59. 
+ Albright, Bull. ASOR 99. 9 ff. ’ Doasin, Syria, 19, 117 f.; cf. Smith, op. dt- ti. 

* Cf. Smith, op. cit, 35. 
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Sebkhotpe the power of the Egyptian Government progressively declined^ The later 
king-lists and the contemporaiy’ monuments mention an overwhelming number of 
kinglets who must have reigned contemporaneously. Egypt was again in a state more 

I. The political situation in the Noar East in the rcsgn of Zimri-Lim of Maiir 

or less of anarchy, a ripe fruit to be gathered by anyone with no great effort. At this 
time, and possibly as a result of the unrest in Syria, Asiatics filtered into the Delta and 
soon established themselves as local rulers there. Among the many ephemeral rulers of 
this period the Ramesside king-list of the Turin Papyrus (col. 9, 30/1) mentions the 
names ‘Anti (= fnt-hr ‘Anather on contemporary scarabs) and Bbnm Bcbnem 
(or Bblm), which are clearly of an Asiatic character. These two kinglets were probably 
such Asiatic dynasts of the Delta.^ 

About a generation after King Neferhotpe, i.e. shortly before 1700 b.c., these Asiatics, 
called the Hyksos, rule all Egypt, and have taken over the Egyptian control of Lower 
Nubia as well as the trade at Kcrma in the Sudan, 

The only literary source that describes how the Hyksos came into power is the 
History of Egypt written by Manetho in the second century B.c., i.e. about 1,500 years 
after the event. Thus it is a very' late source, but derived from earlier documents. It is, 
however, a tj'pical trait of all the late sources regarding the Hyksos that they are 
strongly tinged by propaganda against the foreigners. In fact, the later a text the more 
hostile it is to the Hyksos. This must be remembered when we read Manetho’s version 

^ Nefcrhotpe*s brolherj Kha^nefem^ Sebkhotpe^ reigned at leasi eight years {FIFAO lOp 3, p. 33)^ thus 
probably about 1740-1730 B.C. Accordisg to Stock (op. cit. 60 ff.) the successors of tMs Urte, aUOp down to 
Merheteprt< Sebkhotpe (Turin Papynis 7^ t-4: 31 ycajs, i-e. down to about 1700 = Stock's 1710; cf. above* 
p. 54, n* 1) ruled all wliich leads him to the cohduslon (p. 61) 'bis SEUtn Jdirc 1710 (changed on p. 63 
to 1720!) ungcfi4h.r kann + , * von cincm Einlall dcr Hyksos kdne Rcdc scin'. But one scarab of Memeferrc* Ay 
(Tun Pap. 7, 3) found at Tell cUYahudiyah (Pciric* Hyku^ srid /iroWiVr Ckieif pi. 9, 116} is no argument for 
the power of this kin^ in the Delta. Thus the first Hyksos (^Anathen Bebnem (or Seblem)p ete^ cf+ Stockp op. 
cit.* 64 t) may well ha^'c established their rule in the Eastern Delta about 1730 B.C. (cf. below, p^ 64), Som^ of 
the numerous lungs of this period in the Turin Papyrus (cols. S and 9) may correspond to the ^-called Four¬ 
teenth Dynasty- of Xois (Stock* op. dt*, n. 377), which b then to be dated about 1730“! 710/00 B.c. (cf. below'* 
p. 63, n. 4). * Manetho* ed. W. G. Waddell* 79 ff. 
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‘Tourimajos*/ he tells us, ‘in hU reign, for what cause I know not, a blast of go<J smote ua; and 

unexpectedly, from the regions of the East, invaders of obscure race marched in confidence of vic¬ 

tory against our land. By main force they easily aeiaed it without striking a blow; and having over¬ 

powered the rulers of the land, they then burned our cities nithlessly, razed to rhe ground the 

temples of the gods, and treated all the natives with a cruel hostility, massacring some and leading 

into slas-ery the wives and children of othet^. Finally, thej' appointed as king one of their number 

whose name was Salitis. He had his seat at Memphis, levying tribute from Upper and Lower Egypt, 

and aiwaj*^ leaving garrisons behind in the most advantageous positions.' 

Manetho then tells us that Salitis built a stronghold at Avaris in the Eastern Delta, 
After him reigned the kings Bnon, Apachnan, Apophis, lannas, and Assis (or Aseih or 
Kertos), and their descendants, 'Their whole race (lA^or) was called Hyksos,’ 

Now, who were these Hyksos? The Egyptian term is ftkita h/mt, w%ich means 
‘rulers of foreign countries’.* This seems to have been a usual designation of the sheikhs 
in Palestine and Syria as early as the beginning of the Twelfth Dynasty, For instance, 
such a sheikh who came with thirty-seven Asiatics to bring their products to Egypt is 
depicted in a tomb at Beni Hasan. In the accompanying inscription he is called ‘the 
ruler of a foreign country (hkf hfst) Abishai’.^ This picture may perhaps serve as an 
illustration of those Asiatic groups who filtered into the Delta towards the end of the 
Thirteenth Dynasty, but we have no r^son to regard these hkfw hfsuit who are men¬ 
tioned in the twentieth century—^i,e. two or three centuries before the Hyksos—as 
identical with the later Hyksos or as a foreign element in Palestine, a sort of‘Ritlcrader 

attacking the country from Syria,* 
Later on only, when the Hyksos rulers of Egypt had come to use hkt hfswt as a kind 

of royal title, does it become a more special term designating the group of Asiatics who 

ruled Egy^pt. 
This term gives us the impression that the Hyksos were only a little group of foreign 

dynasts rather than a numerous people with a special civilization. According to Mane- 
tho's version it also seems as if the Hyksos rule only meant a change of political leaders 
in Egypt, and not a mass-invasion of a numerically important foreign ethnic element. 
This view is corroborated by contemporary evidence. 

There are a great many tombs from the Hyksos period in Egypt, but there is nowhere 

• Or Tlmflios; cf, Albright, Burt. ASOJt15, n. 44. * See, for example, Labih, op. cit. 5. 
> Davies, Ancitnt Egyptian Painlingt, pis. 10. 11; Exp. 1931-32, p. aj, fi*. 4-As rightly 

stressed by fin, ^8 f.) \l is a pwrt unwarranted to assume the identity of these with the 
later Hyksos and (i^ith Labib* op. cit. 9) to use their Semitic ty-pt to determirie the ethnic origin of the Hyksoa. 

* Alt, ZAS 58^ 49 f.p regards the mentioned in Siniihe B gS 9$ being identicaJ with the later 
Hyksos" but (w ith Gardiner, Note^ on Si<)ry of Smnhr. 167) denies the hktoricaJ value of the text w^th 
regard to conditions in Syria and Palestine at the beginning of the Twelfth Dynasty^ Since Sintlhe was serving 
v^hki of jR/ffre the meaning of h here probably only ^ihe (other) rulers of (these) foreign countries^ 
and the passage is no proof for the appwarance of a foreign ethnic or social group (as suggested by Galling^ ZDVF 
6^, 99 fO' Engberg {Megiddo O/P 33, 150, 161) also assume a new population from the begin* 
ning of MM. 11 {corresponding in Egypt lo the M.K. and Hyksos periods) because of the stylistic chang(s in 
the ceramic art. They aUo point out that ^skeletal evidence too indicates that the M.B. 11 population differed 
from that which had preceded'-^n argument which seems convincing, until one finds cut (on p. igz) that the 
material consists cf mo broken skulls from M.B. I! and that there arc no M.B. I skulls in compare them with. 
Thus the change of the population, and still mere the early appearance of the Hyksos proper in PalesdnCp is 

open to doubt. 
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a clear indication of an invasion of a fordgn peopk from the north. Foreign ceramic 

ware is often to be found, but this is the result of a gradually increasing influx of 

foreign goods that can be observed from the fall of the Twelfth Dynasty and onwards. 

There is nowhere a sudden change in the burial customs. Only a very restricted number 

of tombs, at Tell el-Yahudiyah, Abusir el-Melek, Kaw, Sedment. and Deshashah have 

been ascribed to the Hyksos,' but the attribution is uncertain and at least those of 

Afaussr el-Melek belong to the very latest phase of the Hyksos penod. 
A great number of archaeological objects and the like have often been attributed to 

the Hyksos, and from this material conclusions have been drawn with regard to the 

civilization of the Hyksos‘people’, their homeland and ethnic composition.^^ I will here 

only mention a few of them. 
It is again and again stated that the so-called TeU el-Yahudi>'ah ware should be 

regarded as Hyksos products and. as the American scholar Engberg puts it. be *an 

invaluable aid "in the detection of the Hyksos occupation of a site’.^ This is m my 

opinion wholly unwarranted. First of all it is a very dangerous method to deduce 

ethnic movements from the presence of a certain tj'pe of ceramic ware only, it there is 

not at the same time some important change in burial customs, and it can often be 

proved that a change in the archaeological material is simply due to trade.* 
Moreover, the typical Tell el-Yahudiyah jugs are gradually developed m Palestme 

and Syria, and their appearance there marks no sudden change in the ceramic tradition.* 

In Eg>TJtian territory' they were introduced long before the arrival of the ^lyksos, and 

are found in tombs in Lower Nubia dating from a time when the Hyksos had hard y 

even reached Middle Egir'pt. The most that can be said about the connexion beuveen 

the Hyksos and the Tell cl-Yahudlyah jugs is that the Hyksos perhaps liked them, and 

that possibly greater quantities were imported when the Hyksos rulers controlled the 

trade than when it was handled by a more consen'ative Egj-ptian Government. It 

should also be stressed that these jugs were used in Egypt after the unpopular Hyksos 

had been expelled. 

* Wdf. ZDMG 83* 74 U Engbe,^, TheHyk«>, 19; Stock, op. dt. 72 f- 
Scharff (fyyDOG 49,87, -with a referenet to Muller, ibid, a?, 3®* f-) akdetons at Abujir el V 

show a foreign, posaibly Semitic, tjpe. i. .-.v triii_ 
» See, for example. Winlodt. Tin Rut and Pali 0/ the s^iddti Kingdom tn Thebes, Chap. V Ill-^ne of the 

moat characteristic examples of this way of interpreting the new d viliMUon of the New Kingdom (cf. my review 

18; cf. *5 The improbability of this Interpretation has been rej^tedly 

demonstrated (e.g. Otto, ZDFVbi, 168 ff.. 272 ft,. Biasing, AFOF 14. 85 Stock, op. tit. 721 ^ Stc^m 
in Handbook to the Hkhoboa Museum, 56 f.). On the date of the appearance of the ivarc m Egypt and its ^r- 

rence in Nubia, rf. tnv Ag. a. Nub. 124 ff- ^ ** “^"1 
(Petrie, Belh Peteth, I, 5), a place which probably (cf. below, p. 71. n. s) is identical with the hislontal Hyksoa 

&trt>nffhold Sharuhenr , i ■ u ^ t 
4 Whui would not a future archaeoloBist be able to deduce by this method from the house o \case o 

modem Egypt? ‘Since petrol cans have largely replaced the larger vases of eai^etiwarc, wc see that a 
-'petrol can people" invaded Egypt in the beginning of the aoth century Jt.o„ and since the dtxoration can 
ti^d to the USA this people time from .\merica.’ On the other band, the pry-senw of the stoves would 
demonstrate on ethnic movement from Sweden, mixed with a Latin element in view of the Latin wor written 

on the siovea. 
s Cf. Albright, 13^ 79; AJA 36^ 559; Otto^ loo. cit. 

1 B 1474 
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The same reasoning applies to another ceramk ware* which has been similarly 

misused, if I may say so, to demonstrate that there was a Human element among the 

Hyksos. It is the so-called bichrome wheel-made ware, known from the Second Inter¬ 

mediate in Egj^Dt at Abusir el-Melek* and Sedment.^ A similar decoration^ but 

on a different ware, w*as used in Upper Mesopotamia* where part of the population 

spoke the Hurrian language, and hence this ceramic type is sometimes called Hurrian 

ware. First of all it may be noted that not even the connexion between Hurrians and 

this painted Upper Mesopotamian^ so-called Khabur ware is as yet established—the 

typical ceramic of the Hurrian state Mitanni was the entirely different Nuzu waret^ 

Neither true Khabur ware nor the probably Hurrian Nuzu w^are have been found in 

Egypt, but only some pots w^hich show decoration similar to that of the Khabur ware 

but which are otherwise of a different The typical bichrome ware of Palestine, 

w^hich reached its peak after the Hyksos period and may be connected w'ith the Second 

Intermediate vases found in Egypt, was perhaps influenced by a north Syrian ware, 

which in turn may be derived from the true Khabur ware, which in turn again may 

perhaps be connected with the Hurrians. It is a very long way from the pots found in 

Egvpt to the Hurrians as an ethnic element, and to call this w^are 'Human' is in my 

opinion a rather wild guess. And even if they wxre indeed Hurrian pots, this w'ould by 

no means suffice to show that there w'ere Hurrians among the Hyksos, since this type 

of ceramic may well have reached Egypt by trade. 
The hypothesis that the Hyksos contained Human elements seems also not to be 

supported by linguistic evidence. Most of the Hyksos names are pure Semitic, and 

thoser wHch cannot be thus explained are in any case hardly Hurrian.^ 

Certain traits in the glyptic art have also been adduced in this connexion to show an 

alleged Eastern element in the civdizatton of the Hyksos. As one of the best msiances 

the so-called Homblower plaque has been mentioned, where the bird should not be 

* Cf. Engbi^rg, ap. cit. lo with n. ii; it is true that Ertgberg used the term 'Human' in this connexion 
primarily in the sense that "sonie of the most charBctemtic aspects of late Hyksoa culture are comp^ble to 
irmteriol triuw employed contemporaneously by a Human-spe^ng people in northern xMesopotamia' (p. 38)^ 
but he tl^^ve^Iheles5 used this ware as an ar^menf for the Bssumptinn of ft "eonsiderftble movement of 
Human) peoples" (p. 3^; efn also ibid., pp. 46 f->. (Similarly also Stock, op* dt. 75 vdlh n. 474; he quotes Otto* 
ZDFV bi, 221, but ought to have considered the oonclusivt arguments ibid., 173, against connecting the 
bichromc ware with the Hyksos as an ethnic drmenr) 

^ For the Tekvant literature concerning these painted wanes see Stewart, op. cit. 42 fF., 59 ff., and Marian 
Welker, Trans^L Atn^r^ Phitot. Soc. S.S. 38, 1S3 ffl; cfx also Smith, Alalakh and Chronotogy^ 8 f. 

^ Cr Labib^ op- cit. g; Dussaud, RlriR 109, 116. Khian* which has generally b«n regarded os a non-Semitic 
name (cf. Stock, op, dtx 66, adducing—as already Olmstead* JEA 8, 225—King ^aian[i] of Sam^al in the 
ninth (1) century; also Albright* JPOS is, 228 t) is compared by Dussaud with Arabic: and Nabataean 
Hasyan (and^ of course, I^aian[J] of Sam'al is no ar^ment against this comparison* since he may well have 
had a Semitic name). The names of this type ending in -ji{o) (also = Ugaritic SamukenE, and probably 
already Tttftt of Byblos; cf. above* p, 34) arc explained by Albright (loc. cit^) as poaslbly South Anatolian* 
but in any case not Hurrian. Names of a Hurrian type are conspicuously absent among the H^ltsos—it is just 
possible* but by no means certain, that may be derived from the Hurrian god Siiniqe (Gustavs, ZAS 
64, 57 f.; Stock, op. cit. 67; Bpeiser. /nfrodaffidn Atm. ASOM io, 39; Gelb* Purv^es, MacRaei 
Nasi P^sonai iYaitmu, OIP $7, 257. The aid idencilication iSm^ ™ Sim^'ficn. is presumably wrong; cf. Gustava^ 
loc. dt.). But since this ruler belongs to the later Hyksos who seem to have active relations with the north (cf+ 
bfrJour, p. 61), he may have hftd a Hurrian name without belongCng to that people. Nothing, in my opinion* 
can be deduced with regard to & non-SemilIc element among the Hyksoa from their propernames. 
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regarded as a badly designed vulture, the Egyptian Nekhebet, but rather as the 

Mesopotamian Imdugud. Further, the pattern, at the bottom is a typically Mesopo¬ 

tamian drawing of mountains.’ I will not deny that this interpretation is possible, nor 

that, for example, the antithetical groups with the ‘tree of life’ on scarabs may be due 

to influence from Mesopotamia. But since seals of the First Dynasty of Babel have 

been found at Ras Shamra, this Eastern trait in the glj'ptic art may well be the result 

of trade connexions. The existence of such far-reaching connexions is demonstrated 

by the presence in Egypt of Cypriote ceramic ware, and nobody has tried to show that 

there was a Cypriote ethnic element among the Hyksos. 
An Arj'an element has been assumed, too, based on the thesis that the Hyksos 

invaded Egypt so easily because they used horse-drawn chariots, a war technique that 

is said to be Aryan, because some of the technical terms connected with it are of an 

Indo-Iranian origin, and that in fact revolutionized warfare.^ I cannot here enter upon 

the complicated problems connected with the history of the horse in the Near East, 

Let it suffice to point out that the horse was known in Mesopotamia long before we 

find any traces of Indo-Iranians,^ and that, on the other hand, there is not the slightest 

evidence that the Hyksos used the horse until the very latest part of their rule in 

Egypt. The earliest literary mention is in a text which refers to the expulsion of the 

Hyksos.^ At Tell el-'Ajjul In southern Palestine Petrie found rich tombs where horses 

and asses had been buried with the dead, and he regarded this as a definite proof on 

the one hand that the Hyksos used the horse, and on the other hand that the tombs in 

question belonged to the Hyksos * But these tombs date from the very end of the 

Hyksos period, possibly even only from the beginning of the Eighteenth Dynasty.* 

Not a single buried horse nor even a bone of a horse has been found in any of the 

' Cf. Stock, op. at. ja f. _ . . - 
* Cf., for example, Winlock. Op. cit. 15a ff., and Stock, op. dt. 73 f. with ref. CMil GOtze wird man an erne von 

ariwhen Herrai aefOhtte chumsche und dann alUnahlich auch seminsche Bcwcij^ng denken. Dieaea Wander- 
heer brachte crat d<jn Kananacm ond dann den Agyptem Pferd und Wagcn; die Agyptcr endchnten darum 
die ihnen Eiaherlicg«nden kananiischen Worte ftlr beide' (Stock, p, 74)—this repreaent* what baa bec^e 
more or l«s the coaumant epmio about the 'invading' Hyksos. With regard to the last statement cf, Albright, 
AFOF 6, Zi8, n. 4, who stresses the fact that Canaanite tamek ‘was always represented in Middle and Late 
Egyptian by f, and that Egyptian wmt, 'horse', is hence probably not a Canaanite loan-word. The Canoaniie 
mrkbt, 'chariot’, occurs only later in the Eighteenth Dynasty and onwards, which rather suggests a later 
borrowing, whereas (prrf ‘chariot’, is possibly an Egyptian word; cf. Gunn’s note in Ann. ASOR 13, 49, 
n. lip. All this tells us nothing about the ethnic orlein or composition of the Hykaos.) Bissing's perfectly sound 

aigumcnta {AFOF ti, 328 ff.) sgainst the thesis that the Hyksos invaded Egypt with the aid of horses have in 

no way bc^n refuted^ by Stock, loc. cit. 
» Cf,, for example, Gdtre, Klrinasien^ 73. {ini. a/, a rabi tisi in the Cappadocian tablets from the nineteenth 

century'); boises and chariots in Mari under Zimri-Lim {Syria 19, 125); Malloivaij, 9,216 (‘the chariot was 
already widely used in the Early Oynastic-Sargonid III periods, and... the chariot warfare so freely practised 
in the middlc'of the second millennium b.c. was then 3 comparatively modem exploitation of an invention which 

had been made rnore than a thousand years earlier'). 
* Utk. IV, 3. The word (ttr in the Kamost text perhaps also refers to hones (of. below, pp. 68f.). The M.M.A. 

statuette of a groom on a horse (Winlock, pp. cit., pi. 22) is not exactly dated. 
3 Cf. Bissing, tt, 333, n. 61, and Otw. ZDPV 61,259 ctwfra Petrie, Ancient Gasa, i, pp. 3 L. dc. 
* Otto, loc. cit.; Albright, JPOS 15, 223 ('mostly from the Sixteenth century'). Schaeffer, Stratigraplde 

compar^e, 156 ff., advocates an earlier dating (not later than 1630 to i6ao), but stresses the uncertainty whether 

the burials belong to any Hyksos. 
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numerous tombs from the Hyksos period in Egirpt, and there is not a single picture 
of a horse, despite the fact that all sorts of different animals are depicted on the scarabs 
of this time. In the hunting-scenes the hunter is depicted on foot,' which as a rule is 
not the case in those countries where the use of horse-draw'n chariots has been fully 
adopted. Thus everything in the evidence seems to demonstrate that the Hyksos never 
used this war technique until possibly in the last struggles against the Egyptians 
before they w'ere expelled from the country. 

The Hyksos are also said to have introduced a new type of fortress into the Near 
East. These are very huge camps with an earthen 'wall surrounded by a moat. It has 
even been said that this type of defence is a natural type only on great plains such as 
those in the neighbourhood of the Caspian sea, and that therefore the homeland of the 
Hyksos must be sought in those distant tracts.^ 

On the map (fig. 2) these alleged Hyksos fortresses are imrked out.’ Most of those 
in Palestine date from the Hyksos period, even if one of them (Ha^or) is said to go 
back to much earlier times. The date of the others is more dubious, and that at 
Sippar is deduced only from a Sumerian text which mentions that ‘the wall of Sippar 
. - . was made of great masses of earth’In any case this is a widespread type during 
the Hyksos period, but—-and that Is essential—^no certain instance is known from 
Egypt, the only country where the actual Hyksos are established wdth certainty as a 
political factor! 

Tw'O ruins at Tell el-Yahudlyah and Heliopolis have repeatedly been interpreted as 
such fortresses, but, unfortunately, I think the architect RIcke’ is right in assuming 
that they are more probably temple foundations. 

To sum up, the analysis of the archaeological evidence gives a somewhat negative 
result, but rather supports the view mentioned above, that the Hyksos rule w'as only a 
change of political leaders, and not an Invasion by a numerically important ethnic 

* K.g. Newberr^^ Scarabs, pL 25, 26. 
* Albright^ Ji*OS2j IZ2 f.; Sqc* Or^ Rft, 3145 iSk 3=23 ff,j Amrr ASOR 17^ 2S f.; Hurarr- 

Jord Symposicft^ 16 f.; BnU. ASOR SSp 33» cf. op. ciU 20 fF-; Winlock;, op. cit. 163 f.; Stewart* 
op. cjt. 57 f.; Stock, op, citr 73; Wdkerp Amrr. Philoi. Soc, 3&, 207. Albrightinterpretations have 
been eritid2cd, by Otto, ZDFV61, 270 f., and Bissing, AFOF ti, 326. Schaefer, op. cit. 156^ n. 4, 
19 also sceptiral. 

1 llie nTteniioned in the diecussion by Albright* Engberg, and Welker* as well as Tell Jarisha, for 
\ihich see QDAP 10* ig3 f.; PEQ 78* p3 It should be noticed tliat ntajiy of these construertiDns have not 
been ade^uaiely Jnvestij^ated or published. The histoiy of the art of fortiheation of the Middle Bronze age 
remdns to be written (Albright, An^hatoiogy cf Paltrsiine^ iQ4Qi S7 f!,), 

^ Albright* BtifL ASOR 88. 33. 

J ZAS 71* 107 ff-: criticized by Albright, Am^ ASOR 17, 28^ n. a. Undoubtedly* Ridkc is right in his state¬ 
ments (d) fhat the date of the two ^fortresses' is so far unsettled; {&) ihit at Tell el-Yahudlyah the facts (i) that 
the entrance ramp is confined to the outer approach; (z) that the easy outer slope of the 'rampart' would 
favour the attackers* while the vertical inner face w“ould inflict the maximum disadvantage on the defenders; 
and (3) that there is no trace either of de^nsive wall or of moat, make it hard to believe that this construction 
had any defensive purpose (cf. Otto, ZDFV 61, 271); and that it differs essentially from the rampart fortrEca- 
tions in Syria and Palestine, where, for example* the entrances as a mb (?) are cut through the miopart and 
where wc find defensive waib as well as moats: (c) that there h a touch earlier similar constnuedon in Hicracon- 
polls. Even if rheie rampart-fortifications were to be ascribed to the Hyksos, the northern or Indo-Iranian 
origin of all of them or part of them would by no means be demonstrated (as admitted by Albright* loc. cit.)* 
or* in my opinior^, even made plausible. 
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element with a superior war technique and a special civilization. On the other hand, 
the Hyksos had close connexions with Asia, and seem to have favoured the introduction 
of innovations from this area more than their Egyptian predecessors. But it is only 

Fig. a. Tem-pis^ Rampart-fortifications. 

towards the end of their rule in Egypt that they introduce a number of improvements 
in military technique in an attempt to uphold their political power against the growing 
Egjqitian opposition. Then first the horse-drawn chariots, new' types of daggers and 
swords, bronze weapons, the strong compound Asiatic bow, etc., are imported from 
Asia. This reconstruction of the cultural development is in any case more in line with 
the dates of the actual finds of these innovations in Eg>pt, since they are unknown until 
the very end of the Hyksos rule. 

The view that the Hyksos do not represent a real invasion of a foreign people is also 
supported by the development in Nubia, which can be reconstructed from the texts 
and the archaeological evidence.' In Lower Nubia there was always strong opposition; 
to the Egyptian occupation, and the Nubians there had to be severely controlled by 
means of strong fortresses built in their centres of population. To uphold trade at 
Kerma farther south in the Sudan it was necessary for the Egyptian Government to 
have political pow'er in Lower Nubia. In Kerrna the situation b the opposite. The 
natives derived great benefit from Egyptian trade, and the Egyptians never tried to 
dominate this tract politically but preferred peaceful commercial contacts. The Hyksos 
rulers took over this peaceful trade in Kerma, which continues w'ithout any interruption 

‘ Cf. my u. iVuA., Chap. C s and D, and JEA 35, 56. 
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for about a century after the Hyksos came into power in Eg^'pt proper. One of the 
last, or possibly the very last, of the Upper Egy'ptian kings of the Thirteenth DjTiasty, 
who is called DedumosS and may be identical with Manetho’s (Tou)tiinaios, under 
Tvhose rule the Hyksos are said to have overpow'ered Eg)'pt,* probably occurs in Kerma 
in a fragmentary inscription.^ And the names of the Hyksos Sheshi (= Assis?), 
Mataibre<, and Jacob-El are found on seal-impressions in the trade factory, presumably 
to seal ohicial documents.^ These Hyksos belong to the first group of foreign rulers in 
Egypt. Other archaeological evidence also shows that trade continued dow'n to this 
time, which implies that the rulers from DedumosS down to these Hyksos must have 
ruled Low’er Nubia and the southern part of Upper Eg^^pt. 

Had a numerous foreign people invaded Eg}pt and crushed the Egyptian administra¬ 
tion and the military'' strength and organization of the Egyptian Government, this 
development in the south would be very difficult to explain. 

After the first politically rather unimportant Hyksos kinglets in the Delta, we can 
distinguish two groups of Hyksos rulers. The first, which we may call, with Manetho, 
the Fifteenth Dynasty, consisted according to the king-list of the Turin Papyrus of 
6 rulers who reigned for io8 years,* The names are lost except for that of the last, who 
in this source is called Khamudy (HI'lmi'tly), Manetho gives the names as Salitis, Boon, 
Apachnan, Apophis, lannas, and Assis (Aseth), or Kertos, Apopbis and lannas are 
known from contemporary monuments in the form ^Awoserre* Apophis and Sewose- 
renre^ Khian, and Assis may be identical with King Sheshi, wrhose name often occurs 
on scarabs that stylistically can be dated to the earlier half of the Hyksos rule. These 
scarabs are intimately connected with those bearing the name Ma<aibre<, which may 
be another name of the same king. Possibly, the Hyksos ruler Jacob-El, whose name 
is also know'n from scarabs, belongs to this earlier group, or was the first of the second 
group, to judge from the style and the distribution of his scarabs. Khamudy and Kertos 
finally may be different names for the same king.* 

* Cf, Albright Bull. ASGR 99* 15^11. 44; 5toc1fp op. dt. 63; Hayts^ JE+'I 33. 9 f. (who points out the proba¬ 
bility' that at least one of the two known kings with the name DedutnosA ruled Upper Egypt down to 

* Rcisner^ Krrma 4 tot; my u. jVu6. hi. 

^ Reisner^ Kerma //, 75 fig* 16S; cf- BL Or 6^ \ JEA 35, 56. 
On the number cf. Albright, Bull. ASOR 99* 17^ n. 49. Except for the date indicated by the Tania 

era (below* p. 64p n. a) the Fifteenth Dynasty may be dated to about 1710-1610 B.c. (= the dates suggested 
by Stockp op. cit. 70, on partly different grounds) for the following reasons. As shown above (p, 55* n. i) the 
kings of Dyn, XIIl ruled all Egypt down to at least 1730 BX.;, and the first AsJadc kinglets can hardly have 
established their rule m the Eastern Delta before that date. Since we must allow gome time for all the other rulers 
down to Dedumos^ in Upper Egypt (above^ n. 1)* N^tsy in Tanis (Stock, op. cit. 6j f. with ref.)p Ctc.^ and 
for the earliest Hyksos such as .Anathcr and Bebncm^ the beginniiig of Dyn. XV must be dated a decade or two 
Uier+ fHence I find it difficult to accept Vandicr^a dating 1730-i6ii b.c*for Dyn.XV:_7S 1944,166.) ff we accept 
Mattetho's statement that the first ruler of Dyn. XV* Salitis^ overran Upper Egypt and that he reigned 19 ycar^, 
the Hyksosp^>S5ibly came into power in all Egypt about lyoop supposing that this happened tovi^ard the end of the 
reign of Salitis. If we reject Manetho^ the Hyksos power in Upper Egypt may be dated atJIl laterp since Apophis 
*Aw'oserTv^ is the fir^t rutcr knowti from irr sita finds in Uprper Egypt. On the other hand^ Amosis^ who expelled 
the Hyksos of Dy-n. XVi, reigned from about 1570 BX. (c4 Edgcrtoitp AJfSL 53^ 196), and it seerns necessary 
to allow at least more than one generation for Kainos^ and Dyn, XV11 (= Winlcick*3 ^Dyn. XVI and XVIT; 
cf Bi Or. 6, 87) which in all probabiUty started after the end of Dy-n. XV and was contemporaneous with 
Dyn. XVI (= the later Hyksos). About 1610 B.C. thus appears to be the latest plausible date for the end of 
Dyn. XV. (Thus 1 cannot accept Albright's dates 1690-1580 for Dyn, XV^ BuU. ASOR 99, 17.) 

5 CL Slockp op. cit. 64 ff,; on the reading Jacob-El of the writings etc., and possibly also of 
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There can be little doubt about the fact, that these kings, with the possible exception 
of Salitis, Bnon, and Apachnan, ruled all Egypt and Lower Nubia, as is apparent from 
the distribution of in situ finds bearing their names (fig. 3).* The finds in Kerma have 
already been mentioned. The names of Apophis ^Awoserre< and Khian occur on some 
blocks from a monument at Gebelen south of Thebes, The other finds are mostly 
readily portable objects, such as scarabs. This Is true of all the finds from southern 
Palestine, and it is highly probable, though not absolutely certain, that these Hyksos 

ruled this area also. 
One of the arguments that have been adduced for this assumption is that the Hyksos 

could hardly have conquered Egypt without a previous domination of Palestine. But 
if the Hyksos did not arrive in Egypt as conquerors but as peaceful immigrants, who firet 
established themselves as kinglets in the Eastern Delta, and then from this hinter¬ 
land succeeded in overpowering the very weak and ephemeral kinglets of Upper Egypt, 
this argument is no longer valid. Nor can the facts that a lion with the name of Khian 
has been bought in Baghdad and that an alabaster lid with the same name has been 
found in the Palace of Knossos in Crete prove anything about the political power of 
the Hyksos in the Near East.^ But from a later text regarding the War of Liberation 
it seems to be clear that Sharuhen (probably — Tell Far'ah) in southern Palestine was 
a Hyksos stronghold which the Egjqitian King Amosis conquered after the successful 
siege of Avaris, the Hyksos capital in Eg)'pt (cf. below, p. 71). 

The exact situation of this town Avaris is not known with absolute certainty, but at 

ibia. 67 and n. 263 wlh ref, (cf. also Rowley, Fromyoseph (oycthtta, 1950, 36 f. with ref.). I think 
Stock is right in dating Y^ih-hr bter Khian but earlier than * ' and in separating the two 
even if the tradings of the two nemes were possibly tdentical, Albright a rather debased ’ scarab 
in the $cmium E= ai Tell Bcil Mirsim [= late M.B. ll h = middle Hykso* phase), clearly separated from the 
stratum D M.B. II c — last Hyksos phiLse) iAnn. ASOR 17, ^ 5^ pl- 31 AJbright, The Arekaeoiagy 
of Fale^timj 84, pL is^ a). This show^ that ‘ must belong to one of the earlier rulers of Stock's second 
group (Dyn, XVI) (if the scarabs with this name do not simply represent a later comiptlon of the name of 
YJ^-hr). The VAt-J^r (Jacob-El) scarabs belong to a at^IUritilly earlier group (Stock, op, di^ 46; cf. Petrie* 

]i$3{, 4; Albright* JP05 15, aa? f.)* and Jacobs El thus probably reigned before the beginning 
of M.B. 11 c:. According to Albright (loc. cit_* and AJA 36, 55^, etc,) Jacob-EI* like ^Anathcr* would belong to 
the group preceding 'the Khayan and Apophis group* (l.e, before Dyn. XV}. But if my view that the seal- 
impressions in the factory of Kerma represent the rulers who maintained the trade in the Eg^^pdan factory 
(cf. Bir Or. 6* wiih rtLiJEA 35* 56)* Jacob-EL can hardly have be*o one of these early Delta dynasts who 
Tcigned before the Hyksos conquest of Upper If Jacob-EI reigned at the end of Dyn. XV or rather at 
the beginning of Dyn+ XV^ shortly Wfore 1600 b.c^, the scarab from TeB Beii MLrsim* which 
must* ] thinkp be still latcr^ would imply that the beginning of TeQ Beit MirsUti stratum P (= M.B+ [I c) 

can hardly be dated before 1600 B.€. 
* SchoLara who (like Labibp op. cit. iS ff.* and Hissing, AFOF ii, 317 f.) assume chat the Hyksos never 

ruled EgJTit to the south of Cusae—a view’ based on the later KamosS text, quoted bclow^ p, 6S* have to 
regard aH the southern in situ Ends as ^offenbar vert£hleppt\ See also Stock, op. cit. 65* for some other arguments 
against this tiew. To the Nubian irt siiu finds may be added a comipt 5hf-scarab from a Nubian tomb near 
Masreos; Emery-Kirwan, The Ext^ati^ns beimen iVadi Es^Sebu^ and Adinihm, p, 3^1* fig, 316* 6^ 

^ Cf+^ for example* Bissing, AFOF 11, jay* Dussaud (RHR 109,116} rightly describes the Hyksos empire (in 
this sense) as 'un des plus joUs mythes invent^Even those who reject such evidence as the Khian lion cannot 
free themselves from the prejudice of a large Hyksos power in Syria and Palestine* of ’which* in fact, nothing 
whatsoever U known (cf., foreiample+ Albright* Arm. ASOR iji 75 f^\JPOS 230* deducing his opinion from 
the rather homogeneous material culture of Palestine and Syria in Hyksos times; hut unity of dvUization does 

not at all necessarily imply polidcal unity). 
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least it is clear that it was situated in the Eastern Delta.^ Montet’s view that Tanis and 
Avaris are identical is perhaps correct, but, to my knowledge, no Hyksos monuments 
have been found m situ there, and Montet does not yet seem to have reached strata 
from the Hyksos period-1 cannot here enter upon this intricate problem, but the tact 
that the capital of the Hyksos was situated in the Eastern Delta indicates that they had 
dose political connexions with Palestine and probably ruled the southern part ot this 

A find from Tanis has given us an indication of the date when the Hyksos came into 
power in the Eastern Delta. It is the so-called Stela of 400 Years. It set up m die 
reien of Harnesses II and tells us how the future kings Ramises I and Se^os I cele¬ 
brated a jubilee of 400 years of the Seth cult in Tanis. This must have^en m Ae 
reien of King Haremlriab, when Harnesses I and Sethos 1 still sensed as officers m the 
army- Haremhab reigiied about 1330-1320 b.c., and hence^the Seth cult introduced 
into Tanis about 1730-1720 B.C. This date may mark the b^mmng of the Hyksos i^e 
in the Delta, since other sources tell us that Seth or Sutekh was the chief god of the 
Hyksos.^ The cult of the Egyptian god Seth existed in the Eastern Delta ^ early as ihe 
Old Kingdom/ long before the Hyksos, but the Seth-Sutekh of the Hyksos of a 
more Asiatic charaaer, bearing a close resemblance in his appearance to such Asiatic 
gods as Ba'al, Reshep, and Teshub/ A Hyksos scarab sho^vs us the same type as that 
represented on the stela.® The garment and the head-dress with the horns of divinity 

are typical Asiatic traits. r o ..l n ' 1 
In'later texts Attar-Astarte (or 'Anat*^) was regarded as the wife of Seth-Ba al, and 

this naked goddess also appears on Hyksos scarabs/ , r n 
It must, however, be a propagandist exaggeration when a tale froin Ramraside 

times, the famous Pap. SalUcr I, tells us that the Hyksos king served no 8°“ 
Sutekh. despising the Egyptian god Re', and when Hatshepsut trf the Eighteenth 
Dynasty says that the Hyksos 'ruled without Re<'.' That this cannot he true is demon- 

* Cf. the Uteratuie quoted by Rowley, From Joseph to jMhua, z6 ff. * oo .6 f As to St<5ck's 
* Cf for tKsmple, Labib. op. cit. at f-; Engbefs. op, at- g; Albnght Bull. s450R 90, ib f- As to btocK 

f rtrt Sts’! and Wmtock's fop. cit. 07) wTont; interpretation of this date see Vandter, JS, ig+j, 165* 

S?? si* .p.* ‘a U io- 0“' ou*"" ■">' 

’“Ja.Diawid.fiWR.^l.aB. , 1,35,57. NWS. 
* Cf, Dusssud, loc. dt.; Gardiner, Hierat. Fop. Bnt. Mus. IIT> Text. 61 ff. :^r>PV ±-! no fl 
^ E.g. j?«. d Egyptol. I, 108. fig. I, il for the Pslestinian et,-»lence «e inter ol^, Pil*. S- 
1 rf rardSrter 7FA ^2 u! 6^ 1^ 38. pp^ 48, 55. Gardiner's new rendering: 1 have raised up what was dis- 

SS 5^e tr;itne ^ tS Siatics were in A..ris of the No^ Land (widt) roving hord« 

In the middl of them overthniwing what had been made; th^ without R£<. and 
divine command (? - ctneles. etc.) down to my august *e!f .implies (a«oitling to Gardiner 
ceased to be the subUitie director of human affairs*, and that he did not convey his divine w,11 to the Hyksos 
kinHS This mav be the true meaning of the test, and the statement would not then «be m cont^t with 
the historic fact that the Hvksos revered Re< as a great god. Hatshepsut would perhaps only say that their 
Rsoitations with regard to Re' were vain efforts to 'rule with R^' since RE* did not aefcnowlcd^ them as true 
kings and hence ignored them. The different accusation in Pap. SalhcrI (Gardmcr, L.~Eg. Stones, 8s f ) coyl'i 
then be regarded as the caaggeration characteristic of later te«s and culminating tn Manetho s version, 
Breasted’s assumption of a change of number and his interpretation of Ir-/as referring to the i^mdual ruler 

of the Hyksos is hardly correct. However, the text can also be read rnf m ti-^-nir (cf. pi. 6 ^ «c>, which 
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strated by the fact that many Hyksos kings have names composed with Re<, such as 
‘Great is the strength of Re<’ and ‘Ref is the Lord of the Scimetar'. Moreover/Awoserref 
Apophis is called ‘the son of the body of Re*' and ‘the Living Image of Re' on earth’. 
These epithets are written on a palette which the Royal Scribe Itju says that he received 
as a gift from his Lord, King Apophis.' These facts clearly show that the Hyksos rulers 
worshipped the Egyptian god Ref just as much as their own Sutekh-Ba‘al. 

That they also respected Egyptian civilization—despite Uatshepsut’s assertion of 
the contrary—is apparent from the fact that a famous mathematical composition from 
the Twelfth Dynasty was copied by the scribe 
<Ahmose in the thirty-third regnal year of this 
same King Apophb.^ 

To judge from the good Egyptian names 
of these scribes, the earlier Hyksos used 
Egyptian officials, and the fact that trade at 
Kerma in the far-off Sudan could continue 
ivithout interruption when the Hyksos came 
into pow'er also favours the view that the 
first Hyksos took over the earlier Egyptian 
administration together with its Egyptian 
personnel. 

Distributed over the same area as the 
scarabs of King Sheshi and stylistically of the 
same type, there are numerous scarabs bear¬ 
ing the name and title of the Chancellor Htr, 
who must have been one of the most im¬ 
portant Hyksos officials tow^ards the end of 
the first group of Hyksos rulers {fig. 3).^ The 
name is in all probability to be read Hur, a 
Semitic w'ord (Hebrew lin means ‘the noble, the free-bom’). Thus it is possible that this 
foreigner had administrative powder over the whole of Egypt including the Nubian 

could perhaps be an equivalent of n li m ti-J-nfr — ‘and not with (according to) divine command’ (though I know 
no paialkl to this use of tf). This rendering would be more in line with the beginning of Pap. Sallier 1. 

I cannot accept Czeimak’s rather sophisticated explanations (JW^. MasperOj i, yzi S.}. ^atshepsut's state¬ 
ment would, according to Caetmak, be quite correct (p. “jiT), the Hyltaos namea with Rt* w'ould only be a 
conventionalism, so typical of many revolutions ('ohne den Widerapruch zu meHten, legt sich ein -^p6pi 
getrost nodi den alten Rc^ bei', etc.) (p. ysS), but w'hen Kamosfl, etc., calls himself ‘beloved of R€<’ steebt 

(darin) siobter Wlderspruch gegen den .Apophia’ (p. yaq). 
The ‘propagandist’ tendency of the ^atahepsut text can also be noticed in the references to Punt (IL 13 f*J 

cf. my The Navy ef the Eighteenth Egyptian Dynatty, 13 if.) and in phrasca like *my army, which was unequipped, 

has become possessed of riches since I arose as King' (1. 15}. 
1 Labib, op. cit. 37. (It is strange that Labib, n. 7, has no explanation to offer for the Hyksos names 

composed with Re* despite his general scepticism as regards Pap. Sallier I, pp. 36, tS f.) 
* Title of the mathematical Khind Papyrus (Pcct, The Rhind Math, Pap. a). According to MOller (Hierai, 

Palavgraphie. 1, iS) the famous Wesicar Papyrus would be contemporary with the Rhind Papyrus. Perhaps 
the dedication to the temple of Dendcrah of a sisinim by a certain 7pp (= .Apophis f) is a further indication of 

this respect for Egyptian traditions (cf. Etnuin,S6 f.). 
J Cf. Stock, op. dt, 6S with ref. It may be pointed out that the same curious form of the r-bitd also occurs 

g B ttTt 
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province and southern Palestine. Since he probably lived under one of the 

kings who still ruled this area, it is tempting to combine m one way or * 
fact that he is a foreigner with the growing Egyptian opposition against the Hyksos. 

It is hard to say whether the use of such foreigners in a leading adimmstrative positio 

was one of the things that provoked Egyptian feeling against the Hyksos, or whether 

the growing opposition moved the Hyksos rather to rely on their own kind than on 

Egyptians who could no longer be trusted because of this Egyptian reaction agai 

this as it mav, after these first great rulers there follmvs a second group 

from about 1610 B.C., which we may call the Sbcteenth Dynasty. The 
kings no longer occur on finds from Nubia and the southern part of Dpper Eg}pt, but 

ale^oncentLd in the northern part of Egjpt and in southern Palestine. Charac¬ 

teristic of this period is the conflict between the Hyksos and the Eg^tians. and. as 

pointed out above, it seems that the Innovations in the technique of warfare brought 

Egvpt by the Hyksos may archaeologically be dated to this time, when the poliUcal 

position of the Hyksos was threatened by the Egyptians. j • ^ u at 
^ From this tin.; wo h.v= a most impt^aivc Me monument “ 
Abydos.^ It shotvs a sphinx w-ith a royal head and a very Semitic face. W1^ his claws 

he is massacring an Egyptian. If an Egjptian had taken such a piece ^ boot}. he w ould 

in all probabilitv' have smashed and thrown awTiy such a provo^tive picture rather 

than hL it buried in his tomb. Hence the fact that It w^ found at Abydos e 
that it dates from the times w'hen the Hyksos still ruled this part of Upper Egypt, bu 

when the feelings beUveen Hyksos and Egjptians were already bitter on both sid^ 

In Upper Egypt local kinglets now attained a more and more 
In ThebL the^t rulers of the Sev^enteenth Dynasty m their royal titles ^ 
the legitimate rulers of Eg}pt. but they hardly ruled more than the immediate n^g_- 
bourhood of Thebes and possibly even had to pay tr^ute to the Hyksos m the north. 

In all probability there were many other local dynasts m Upper ^ i 
but it was the descendants of this line of Thebans who finally expelled the Hyksos^ 

The earlier history- of the conflict is rather obscure. The mam source is a tale from 

Ramesside times, i.e. written some centuries after 
mentarv.3 The theme is the conflict between a Hyksos king Apophis and the Thebm 

king Seknenreq who was the predecessor of the brothers Kamose and Amosis. the 

kings who eventually drove out the Hyksos. . 
\Ve are told that Egy pt was in a state of pestilence at that time. The pestilence was 

the towTi of the Asiatics, since King Apophis was in Avans, and the entire land was 

elsewhere « ihb rime {^, JEA15. S3. “vertJ Khi^ which that Sink’s aUemarive 

Eighteenth Dynasty tomb^ 
Abb ™rcf my Ag:u. Nub, laa) and a 'K^W «arab in N.K. context from Duh.n (Maclver-%^nolicy, 

Bukim 160, pi- 5?: i»33) rio not change the geneml pictun;. 

! SallieMfcidlnet, 85 ff-l cf. f'or example, Defebvm. Romaru tt CokUs EgypUtm. 

131 ff. with ref. 
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tributary to him. King Apophis had made Sutekh his lord, and did not serve any other 
god in the whole countiy. And he built a beautiful temple to Sutekh, and blasphemously 

worshipped this god in exactly the same way as the Egyptian sun-god Re<-Harakhti. 

Sekncnre^ on the other hand was the ruler of Thebes and inclined to no other 

the entire land except Amen-Ret, King of the Gods. But, to judge from the w or s o t e 

introduction, he paid tribute to the Hyksos. And when Apophis sen^ a messenger to 

Thebes with the preposterous accusation that the hippopotami in Thebes prevented 

him from sleeping in his palace in the Delta, Seknenre^ receives the mesKnger in 

a friendly way, and seems to try to appease the Hyksos king by assunng him of his 

loyalty. The end of the story is not preserved, but probably related some victory ot 

Seknenre', the hero of the tale. 
We do not know exactly which Apophis is referred to. Among the Hyk^s of the 

Sixteenth Dynasty there are two kings with this name, Apophis fA^enre' and Apophis 

Nebkhcpeshre<. The former, we know from a contemporary inscription, built a temple 

(or at least part of a temple) to Seth of Avaris, and since the Apophis of the tale also 

did so, Seknenref’s opponent was possibly Apophis <A^enre(.’ But, in any case, which¬ 

ever Apophis it was, he had a name composed with Re', and thus revered that god, a 
fact which clearly demonstrates the propagandist tendency of the tale (ct. above, 

PP* i * ** 

It is difficult to find out the kernel of truth in this very late story', but it is 

possible that in the beginning of his reign Seknenre' still paid tribute to the Hy sos 
king, and that he was the one who began organized resistance against the foreyners. 

And perhaps it was this first effort that forced the Hyksos to acknowledge the indepen¬ 

dence of the Theban rulers. 
The mummy of Se^enre' bears five terrible wounds in the head, but—as stated by 

Gunn and Gardiner—‘the theory that these w-ere received in the course of a battle 

with the Hyksos is certainly tempting, but belongs wholly to the realm of conjeemre 

This political situation with an independent Upper Egy^itian state is clearly alluded 

to in a text from the reign of Sekncnre<’s successor Kamos€ (cf, fig. 4). Two versions 

are known, one on a contemporary' stela, the other a somewhat later copy on a woo en 

tablet.3 Unfortunately the end of the story is destroyed here also. 
» Labib, op. eit., aS ff.; cf. Stock, op. dt. 66 f,. 70. Stock's arguments for assigning the shortened form 'Jpp 

exclusively to NeblthepeshiS* arc unfortunately not quite correct, as this form wm also umU by 
Ion the bmvl from the tomb of Ammophis I; JEA 3, ‘Sa, pi. 21. i> as a variant of the vmtmg/ppy. 
Otherwise the longer writing Ippy of Pap. Sallier I would be an aigument for ldentlf>^ng the Hyk$M king of 
the tale with ^Aknenm*, since 'Awoseme*, who belongs to the earlier group of Hyksos, is out of the question, 
this would be the logical consequence of Stock's own argument, but ho rt;ecla it because of htf wholly 
uowarnmtcd assumption that the Egyptians later replaced the shorter form of thejiomt wi^ the longer. 

Nevertheless, he mav be right itt his view that Nebkhepcshri' was the last Apophis. but this does not imply 
that NebkhepeshrE' was the opponent of Seknenret. as nothing indicates that Sclsnente< and Kamosi fought 
against the same Hyksos king. The argument .hat ‘Aknenfa* and Seknenre' must be contemporaries because 
of the similarities of their names is, in my opinion, rather viduclesa.-My own mason for the ideritification is, ot 
course, not quite convincing, since both kings may welt have built temples to Seth, even if it is noutn to us 

only of one of them. , a. . - i. j 
On Winlock's impossible opinion fop, cit. 99. t45 Q that there was only one Apoplus who changed hi* 

name several times cf. BL Or. 6^ SSg and FauJkntTp JEA 34, 124. _ 
1 j£j^ J See Laemu, Strv. 39, st+s ff. with reh (esp. JEA 3* 95 n,; 5, 45 tt.j* 
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The text is dated to the third regnal year of Kamos^, and after the dating formula the 

text continues ; 

The powerful King within Thebes. Kamoad, given life for ever, was beneficent King, and RE* 

[caused] him to be a veritable King, and handed over to him the power in very truth. 
And HU Majesty said in hU palace to the council of grandees who were in his suite 

‘To what end am 1 cognizant of it, this my power, when one chieftain U in AvarU, and another in 

Kush, and 1 sit in league with an Asiatic and a Nubian, every man holding his slice of this Egypt? 

He who shares the land with me, I can not pass him as fer as Memphis, which (properly) belongs to 

Egypt, because he holds Hermopolis. No man rests, being wasted through servitude of the Asiatics. 

I wm gr^Pplfi *^P “P*" ^ deliver Egypt and to smite the 

Asiatics.* 
And the grandees of hU Council said; 
‘Behold, the territory of the .Asiatics (goes) as far as Cusae*, they strained their tongues, speaking 

in a single way (= they said in chorus).’ 'But we are at case holding our (part of) Egypt, Elephantine 

b strong, and the midland is with us as far as Cusae. Men till for us the finest of thetr Und; our 

> Thia v«y plausiiile iwidecing I owe to Dr. J. Bams. 
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cattle are graSiTig in the Delta. Spelt ia sent for our swmei Our cattle are not taken away, and there 

is no attack on ... therefore. He holds the land of the .%iatics, we hold Egypt. But [whoever] comes 

to land and [attack us], we wilt oppose him.' 

And they were displeasing to the heart of His Majesty. 

The ensuing speech of the king is fragmentar}'", but we can see that he declares that 

he will 'expel the one who shares the land with him’, that he will ‘proceed northwards 

to seize (?) [him]’ and ‘success will come’. ‘The entire land [shall acclaim] the powerful 

ruler within Thebes, Kamos6 the protector of Egypt.’ 
According to de Buck’ it is a conventional theme that, before an important decision, 

the king has an. interview' with his grandees, and that these then expose all the difficulties 

of the plan proposed by the king, advising him not to try this difficult enterprise. But 

even if we have here to do w'ith a literary device senring to throw into relief the king's 

decision and brave act, this does not mean that the words of the grandees give us a 

false picture of the real situation. In contrast to the later descriptions of the Hyksos 

rule, the speech of the grandees gives us a more favourable picture of the situation. 

They admit that the Nubians are now' no longer under Egyptian rule, but the frontier 

is w'ell fortified at Elephantine, so the Nubians cannot threaten KamosS’s territory. 

The Hyksos still rule great parts of Egj'pt up to Cusae, but even this situation is not 

without its advantages. The Hyksos are not regarded only as cruel and oppressive 

godless barbarians—^the usual picture in the later sources—it is possible to make a deal 

w'ith them and to Jive in peace w'ith them. The Thebans are permitted to breed cattle 

in the Delta, despite the fact that this belongs to the Hyksos territory, and nobody 

takes away their cattle. 
This more sympathetic attitude towards the Hyksos is hardly a mere literary device 

to yield a contrast to the view held by KamosS before he starts the war. The same lack 

of hatred. If I may say so, is perhaps reflected by a slightly later archaeological And, 

that has often puzzled scholars who have chiefly relied on the more uns>mpathetic 

description of the Hyksos in the later sources.^ In the tomb of Amenophis I, who died 

about half a century after Kamose and at about the same time when the Ramose 

inscription was copied on a w'riting-board, there was found a fragment of an alabaster 

vase, bearing the name of'Awoserre^ Apophis and ‘the King’s daughter Herit’. There 

is not the slightest trace of erasure, and the fact that an object inscribed with the name 

of a Hyksos, whom the Egyptians are supposed always to have hated bitterly, was 

found in the tomb of an Egyptian king may indicate that the earlier kings of the 

Eighteenth Dynasty had a more unbiased opinion of the Hyksos than that which is 

reflected in the later sources. 
In his answ'er to the courtiers KamosS does not seem to take up the motive hinted 

at in his first speech, namely that his compatriots in Lower Egypt are ill treated by the 

Hyksos, but stresses the point that he cannot bear that another ruler should share the 

land W'ith him. His policy may, w'ith a more modem expression, be characterized with 

^ typiiche m hit bij di Egyptmaren^ Lcidm, 19^9^ 16 
^ Carter, 2, pl- iij i ; Winlock, op. cir. 147* Both These $diolars a^ame an othemise 

tmicTkOwn relationship between the king and some mlirt of Dyii. XVEii 
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the words: ‘Ein Volk, ein Reich, em Fuhrer’. And just as when these words were used in 
modem times we are not quite certain whether the people in question really wanted 
to be liberated, so it may not be certain that the Egj'ptians preferred to pay tribute to 
KamosS instead of to the Hyksos. There are certain circumstances which may justity 

these doubts. . , cn - ’ - 
The first enemv who is attacked by Kamose is a certain Teti, the son of Piopi, m the 

frontier town Nefrusi. This man mav weU have been an Egi'ptian, to judge from his 
name, and he is also said to have 'made Nefrusi into a nest for the Asiatics', a phrasing 
which suggests that he is an Egyptian who has sided with the Hyksos, the more so smce 
it seems to stand as a contrast to Kamosfi’s utterance: ‘1 turned back the Asiatics who 
had encroached upon(?) Egypt/' We can see that the local dynasts disappear when the 
Thebans come into power, and it seems likely that they did not give in %vithout resis¬ 
tance and that some of them may have preferred the Hyksos, who had a rather loose 
control over the country, to judge from the rise of the Seventeenth Dynastj^ itself 

Be this as it may, 'm an official text describing the first successes we can hardly 
expect to find more explicit allusions to such conditions, but the official version must 
of^urse be that Kamosfi was greeted with enthusiasm by the population as the libera¬ 

tor of the country. That is how such a story runs in our days, too. 
In the rather short description of the beginning of the war MedJay-troops are 

mentioned twice and seem to have played an important role. We know that the Medjay 
were a tribe from the tracts south of Egv’pt, and the Medjay-troops m the Karnose 
text should certainly be associated with the so-called Pan-^aves which are found at 
this time in great numbers from the First Cataract to the neighbourhood of Cusae, i.e. 
distributed over an area exactly corresponding to Kamose’s territory (cf. fig, 4)^ ^ 
contents of these tombs clearly show that they belong to a warUke tnbe from Nubia 
and the Sudan equipped with Egyptian weapons. On an ox-skull one of these barbar^ 
w arriors that were called in by the Thebans to help them against the Hyksos is depicted.^ 
He is a typical Hamite, dressed in a loin-cloth and bearing an Egyptian battle-axe and 

A sling. 
We have also a contemporary picture that gives us an idea of w hat the Hyksos war¬ 

riors looked like. From the reign of the Hyksos bng Apophis Nebkhepeshrei there is 
a dagger found in a tomb at Sakkarah + This king may well have been Kamose’s opponent. 
The dagger was found in the tomb of the Semite oH and originally belonged to another 

Semitic warrior, ‘His Lord’s follower Nhmn\ 

Nltmn has rather a Semitic look, and his weapons, a lance, a short, presumably com¬ 
pound, bow, and a sword or a dagger, are probably of an Asiatic type. The type of the 

1 1 cannot ocMpt Ntwhcirv's conclusicn {PSBA 35- ”7 ci. JEA 3, no) that thb Ted was a son of a 
Hvksos king .Apophla here written in the short form Ppl. Swmbs of the ^Ppi-iype:’ (cf. Stock, op. cii. 45*» f.) 
a« probably of an earlier date, since such wral-impressions occur in the factory of Kcmia, an administmtive 

centre certainly destroyed before Kairujs^'s reign (cf. my Ag. w. iVufr. 109. tjS ff.>. 
1 ffiy JSg. H. iVub. 135 ff.; Gardiner, i, 7S* u, 271* f. 

3 Bmnwn, Mtutaxedda. pL ?*■ c , t-i t 1 
« AfTn. Sero, 7, pL opp. p. iibl ef. Furumftrk, Tkt Smltment at MytOi (Opuscula Archacol. VI. Lund, 

iQjc), atS with tef. 
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dagger itself with its inlaid handle is a new, possibly Asiatic type, too, in fact one of the 
oldest known specimens of this very perfect and efficient type.' The decoration also 
gives an Asiatic impression, and we may compare it, for example, with a scarab from 
Jericho.^ We have here a style of Syro-Palestinian origin, and the same technique of 
decoration is also found on Syrian jewellery 

This picture clearly demonstrates the fact that the Hyksos had close contact with 
Asia, whence they drew their technical strength in warfare during the last decisive 
struggles against the Egyptians who, in their turn, relied on their African hinterland. 
Thus the War of Liberation gives the impression of a stru^le between Asia and Africa, 

Since the end of Kamos^’s text is not preserved, we do not know how far he succeeded 
in pushing the Hyksos northwards. Under his brother and successor Amosis came the 
final victory. A naval officer, ^Ahmose, the son of Ebana, tells us that Avaris fell after a 
siege, and that Sharuben in southern Palestine was then beleaguered for three years.^ 
Sharuhen must have been a Hyksos stronghold in southern Palestine and is probably 
identical with Tell Far*ah, which Petrie called Beth Peleth in his excavation report.^ 

With the fall of this fortress the danger in the north was averted and the power of 
the Hyksos was broken, at least for the time being. That this was so can be seen from 
the fact that Amosis now turned to the south and recaptured Lower Nubia up to 
Buhen at the Second Cataract. Had the Hyksos still been an imminent danger in the 
north, this would not have been possible. 

Through the Hyksos the Egy-ptians had taken over many important innovations in 
the technique of war from Asia, and soon grew into one of the mightiest states in the 
Near East, conquering also an empire in the north. During the later campaigns in 
Asia, the Egyptians learnt still more of the new technique in warfare that had been 
highly specialized as a result of the introduction of the full use of horse-drawm chariots. 
In Egypt, as well as in other countries, the wars were now fought by professional sol¬ 
diers who had learnt their profession from chUdhood and were paid with fiefs—^land 
received as a gift from the king which stayed in the family only as long as a member of 
it still fought in His Majesty’s army,^ 

As a result of the Hyksos occupation Egj^Jt not only changed its habits with regard 
to warfare and other technical details but also its internal political or^nization and 
mental character. From now on begins what we may call the age of chivalrj' in the 
Near East. 

* Cf. WinJock, op, dt., isg f, with ref,; Petrie, Egypt, 1930, 57 ff,; Wainwiight, Ann, Serv, ij, 
135 ff.; Mis. Maxwell-Hyslop, Daggers and Stconb in Watern Atia {Irag, 8, i ff.). This dagger and that of 

^.‘Upienrcf {yEA ti, pi. 25} ftrtm to be the earliest known instances of the tjpe. a fact which complicates the 

problem regarding ixs origin. 
* Rowe, Cataio!gH£ ffj Egypi. Scarabs rn the Paiestine Ai^chaeoi. Mas. pL 2: P- cf. Furumsrk, loc; cit.i, 

n. 8. 
J MonEet* Reltques de rarl synert, lyo ff. 
+ Urh. IV, 3 ff. 
* QL Albright, The Archtia^iogy of Fakstrne and the Bitte, 53, 1S7; id. Bm//. ASOR 33^ 7i Koning, 

Studiin OFter de EEAmarnabneveny Delft, 1940, § 375 with ref. 
^ Heick, Der EinfluJS der MdiiarfUhrer^ 17 f. ; cf. my The Nat-y cf the Eighteenth Egyplian Dynasty, £4. 
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THE OWLS IN ANCIENT EGYPT’ 
By iht late PERCY E. NEWBERRY 

Meenertzhagen {NicoU’s Birds of Egypt^ 349^) records eight species of Owl from 
Egypt and Sinai, and Lortet and Gaillard {La Fmme moadfiee de Vaadenne Bgypte, 

167-70) claim to identified from mumnufied remains six species, Mcineitzhagen 
(p. 74) f however, questions the accuracy of these identifications and considers it doubt¬ 
ful whether some of the closely allied forms in the list can be distinguished by e^ioa- 
tion of the somewhat imsatisfactoty remains so often presented by mummies. Sir 
Gardner Wilkinson {Manners and Customs of the Ancient Egyptians^ iTi, 51) recognized 
three species figured on the monuments: (i) the Eagle Owl; (2) the Bam or White 
Owl; and (3) the Small Owl. Griffith {Hseroglypiis, p. 20) noted that the type used for 
the hieroglyph ^ m ‘varies but is not long-eared until very late times’; this has now 
been found to be incorrect, for the type invariably employed in the Protodynastic 
period is the Eagle Owl and this bird occurs sporadically from Dyn. HI throughout 
dynastic times. From Dyn. Ill the common type for the hieroglyph m is the Bam Owl.* 
Gardiner {Eg, Gramm., pp. 27. 460) named the bird \ of his hieroglyphic fount ‘^e 
Eagle Owl—ascalaphus*, but it has no ears and is clearly the Bam Owl.J The third 
species mentioned by Wilkinson—^the Small Owl—is round-headed and only appears 
in texts of the Saite and Ptolemaic periods. All three owls, unlike other birds figured 
as hieroglyphs, arc drawn with body in profile and head full-faced. In one fowling 
scene from a Dyn. XVIII tomb at Thebes two Barn Owls are depicted in a papyTus 
marsh;* one is represented with wings outspread, the other is figured three-quarter face 

standing upon its nest which is full of eggs. 
In linear hieroglyphic writing the Owl is generally cared and is represented either 

erect or squatting. 
In hieratic writing the Eagle and the Bam Owls are distinctly differentiated, ^ is 

the Eagle Owl and J the Bam Owl. The first is the only form used in the Old Kingdom 
and is common in the Middle Kingdom, but after Dyn. XVIIl rarely occurs except in 
ligatures. Moller {Hieratische Palaet^aphie, i, no. 196) incorrectly gives as the 
Bam Owl and J as the same bird ‘abgekiirtze Form’. This last form does not appear 
before Dyn. XI and is derived from the Bam Owl with its legs cut off see inter alia, 
de Morgan, Dahehour, 90. and note the rare form with legs ^ (Moller, op. cit. u, 

1 An article orisinfLlly liiierLded for publication in the volume of dedicated to Sir AJan Cardincr, md 

found by Mr. I. E. Sh Edv^-arda among the late Professor New’berry^s papers. 
3 Cottevieilk-Glraudet, Rapport fur iet FotnllM de Midamoud, 1531. isserte that the Small Owl is the pro- 

tot>TM5 of the hieroglyph m, but this bird b round-headed and never appears before Dyn. XXVL 
* In the second edition of the Grainmar^ p. 460* the sign ie desenbed simply as 'owl’ and teference is made 

in n. I to Profesaor New’beny^s identification with the Bam Owl. (Ed.) 
^ CaOliaud^ Voyage d iVfrro/, in pi. 7 s. This scene is now in the Louvre, see Vandier, Les anti^t^s /gypliennes 

au Muiife du Louvre^ p. ph *4:. 
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no- 196, Gurob). After Dyn. XXII the hieratic form disappears except in certain 
ligatures mentioned below. Griffith {HieroglypliSt p. 20) drew attention to the curious 
use of ^ in Pyr. 962-3 where it stands as determinative of If>.4, ‘chop off’ the 
head or limb, while in Pyr, 635 is the symbol of the same w'ord. ‘Perhaps’, wrote 
Griffith, ‘this points to the Owl being a bird of ill omen, which it was desirable to 
behead when caught.’ It is remarkable that when mummihed Eagle Owls have been 
examined all have been beheaded.^ 

The hieratic for X is ^ at Hatnub (Anthes, Hatnubt 22,11, Dyn. X or XI) but from 
Dyn. XII onwards it is invariably ligatured (Mdller, op. cit. 1, no, ix). Note that 
Moller, op. cit. ill, no. ri should be corrected to From the Old Kingdom onwards 
the ligature for ^ is written with the ‘eared’ bird except in one instance. Simple B 45, 
where the Bam Owl occurs. In the Rhind Mathematical Papyrus 10, S, and 59, i, 
^ and Jj = ^: similar ‘eared’ forms appear in later manuscripts (Moller, 
op, cit. Ill, no. ix). 

ChampoUion (Ptects du SystejTie hierogl. 312; Diet, Pgyptien^ 139) noted that the 
Coptic name of the Owl named wKTOK6pa$ by the Greeks, is and Griffith 
{Hieroglyphs, p, 20) suggested that, to account for the phonetic value of the hieroglyph 
^ m, this is possibly a compound of which the first dement fw (?) represents the 
ancient name of the bird. Sethe (Der Ursprur^ des Alphabet, 153) gives ajioy ‘Eule’ 
without query-mark, but the word is not recognized by Crum in his Coptic Dictiomry, 
The name of the Eagle Owl in the Demotic Magkal Papyrus of London and Leiden, 
24,31; 27,9 is Here the determinative of the bird is ‘eared’ but its legs 
are omitted: this sign is obviously derived from the linear hieroglyphic form It 
is employed in the same demotic document as determinative of several bird-names— 
byn ‘heron’, bk ‘falcon’, nsr ‘vulture’, hb ‘ibis’, kw^sept ‘hoopoe’, etc.—^w-here it replaces 
the older generic determinative though this sign is retained in wTiting sntmo ‘goose’. 
It is interesting to note in this connexion that in the enigmatical writing system of the 
New Kingdom ^ replaces ^ for some unknown reason.^ 

In the Cairo Museum there is a schist palette No. 14238* which records the dis¬ 
mantlement of seven Predynastic Western Delta fortresses by Upper and Middle 
Egyptian chieftains. The first fortress bore the name ^ ‘Eagle Owl-city'. No Owl-city 
b recorded on later monuments and it is only in the light of what is knovm of the 
hbtory of the predynastic period that any hint can be obtained as to its identification. 
It is the largest of the seven cities figured and that it was the most important is shown by 
its being attacked by the Falcon chieftain, the leader of the allied dans of the south. 
At least four of the cities were situated in the Western Delta and the olive-trees of 
Tjhenu-land adjoining the Western Delta are shown on the reverse of the palette 
among the booty captured in the campaign, I suggest that Owl-city was the capital 
of the region conquered and that it W'as the seat of the early rulers who wore the Red 

* Note also on the Palemio Stone (Schaefer, Ein BruefutSek idt^yptixhir AHnalen, i6), 
* Lortet and GaiUard, op. dt, 167. 
^ ZAS, 1874, Renouf, 101-$; Renouf, Life Wofk, [0, 121, 125; Gtapow, ZAS 72, 27. 
* PSBA M, pi, 5. 

B MT4 L 
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Crown, some of whose names are preserved in the uppermost register of the Palermo 
Stone. This capital was Sais and its ruler Immediately before the foundation of the 
Monarchy by Narmer Menes ^vas Neithotpe whose royal seal* definitely proves that 
she was ruler in her owm right of the Saite region. Her name Neithotpe ‘Neith-is^ 
satisfied^ suggests her Saite origin and it is written within a palace-facade sign sur¬ 
mounted by the slender parrying shield with crossed arrows. It may be that Tjhenu- 
land also formed part of the region Neithotpe governed. It is known from another early 
monument that the district of Tjhenu-land was conquered by Narmer Menes.* The 
deity of the country was or —^ if, the earliest name of Seth. Some of the 
queens of the First Dynasty were entitled ‘She who sees Homs and Seth’. 

This identification of Sais with Owl-city is of great historical interest, for Neith, 
its goddess, was generally known to the Greeks as Athena, and a late tradition records 
that Athens was founded by a colony from Sais.^ Athena’s sacred bird was the owl,^ 
and that bird and a spray of olive appear on the earliest coins of Athena. The dAoAuyiJ 
chant which was proper to the worship of Athena (Homer, //, vi, 297-301) was cer¬ 
tainly in imitation of an owl, the ulu!a of the Romans. Herodotus, iv, 1S9, saj^s that 
to his thinking this ceremonial chant ‘first took its rise in Libya, for the w’omen of that 
country chant very tunefully'. It has been said that Athena's bird was never an ‘eared’ 
owl, 5 but it is represented with ears on a kantharos in the National Museum, Copen¬ 
hagen.® 

‘ De Morgan. Ettmogfaphie pf^sioriquf, fig. 559. * PSBA 22, pt. 5. 

^ Cf, Wiedemannp JfrrWafJ ZweiUs 358 ff. 
* According to the scholiast on Amtophanes, 515, the owl was appropriaced to Athena Archegetb. 

^ D'j.\rcy ThompsoUp Glossary 0/ BirdSi 46. 

* Figured by Niksortp Th^ Minoan-Myctnamn 423. 
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SUR L^EMPLOI DE L’ENCRE ROUGE DANS LES 
MANUSCRITS EGYPTIENS 

Par GEORGES POSENER 

Daks JEA 35, 77 ff,, j’ai examiniS certains effets de la signification d4favorable de la 
couleur rouge sur rutilisation des rubriques. Dans les pages qui suivent on. tmuvera 
quelques remarques sur leur emploi* en dehors de toute consid^'ration religieuse ou 
magique et abstraction faite de leur r61e decoratif. 

D'abord, le cotd materiel de la question. Pour ecrire en deux couleurs sans les 
melanger, le scribe doit ou laver le pinceau k chaque changement d’encre, ce qui est 
peu pratique, ou se servir des deux bouts du roseau,^ ou en utiliser une paire. Le 
dernier proc^dd est illustr^ par les repn&entations de scribes au travail tenant un 
calame dans la main droite et portant un autre k roreille.* Les manipulations se font 
avec une seuie main^ et la gauche ne doit pas licher le papyrus.* N^anmoins, I’opdradon 
demande quelques instants et distrait Tattention du texte. On comprendra qu'au con¬ 
tact des couleurs, se trouvent les points faibles des manuscrits et qu'on y rencontre des 
exemples de dittographie* et de signes sautes,® comme aux changements de page ou 
de ligne. Sans doute, pour gagner du temps, le scribe peut^il Ecrire tout ce qui est noir 
en laissant des espaces vides pour les mots ou signes rouges; il les intercale ensuite 
d'une sculc traite, parfois en meme temps qu’il ponctuc son texte.^ Le proc^d^ se 
reconnait aux crreurs caract^ristiques qu’il engendre,* notamment, dans la premiere 

M^lkr traite La question en quelques mots dsns Hi€rai- 4; lit 5: IH5 4- Voir Gtiftpow^ Sprach- 
lifhe utid schriftiurfu Formupg ag. Texte (LAS vn), St flf, ■ Es- Glanvillo, JfEA iS, 55 f. 

^ Kleba^ Reliefs AR^ 29- sont jiurtouc Wqucnies sous E.. et les scribed ont tr^ souvtnt deux 
pinceaux demere roneille (par ex, junker^ 43. 45. Wres^inski^ Atlas^ Kip 13* 5SAh S7)| parfoii un 
pinceau h diaque oieiUe (op. cit, III^ 51 j LepS,, Denkm. ll, 30, 51)* qui trois, quand ib tn ont d^j^l un 
a la main. Lorsqulls ne le manicnt pas, le Croisiemc rosoau di$par^t au lieu d'alLer grossir Ic nombxo de ecux 
qoj se trouvent a roieilic (par ex, Junketp Gisa, IT, pL 6t; Vip [ 15; DavieSp Deir e/ l^ pK iS)^ 11 cat 
possible que I'artistc n^ait pas voulu encombier lacoi^redu Scribe; peut-^tre ^toit^n habitu^ b k silhouette 
du rond-de-cuir avee sea deux calames omxnt la tiiXf et les lui Iflissait’On souvent^ en le reprdsentant cn Crain 
d^^ciire^ quand^ cn r^alitdp il ne restaic plus qu'un k roieille. La demi^re explication est peut-^tre preferable, 
car elle permet dc rdduire le nombre de pinceaux employes conjointemenl k la poire qui suffit pour les deux 
encres, Les pineeaux de rechange pouvoient attendre dans F^tuu 

* Voir le ^te du scribe gLissant un pinceau k TorciUe (ou le rctinmt?) daiofi Junker, Gises, IK, Leps,, 
Denkm. tl, 51, 54, 

* Par ex, n iefit deux fois, la premifere en touge^ la deuxi^me cn noir, P, SalL 11, 3, 9; P. Bremner-Rhuiilp 
ij, 4; tout un passage nfip^ti^, Goi^nischefT, Pup. (GCC), No, 5S030, 13, to, 

® Pax ex, in omis apr^s une fubiiquc^ P* Beatty IV, rt, 7, 1; f'pp omis en tete de la rubriqtte tt ajoute dans 
la marge, P, Bnemner-Rhind, 30, 7; qualification du jour saul^e au contact de eouLeurs, Caicndrictdu P. Sail. 
l\\ 7, 6; 8, 10: 17, 1; demicr signc dc la rubrique omis, P. Beatty VI, ft- Si 10- 

? CE P. Anast. II ob ponetuation et signes de k pause ^-3. rouges a’arr&tent a la meme p, S; rekvi par 
Gardiner, L.-Eg. Mise. {Bihl. ^g. vu\ 141(7, Cf, aussi P, Letde 350. 

^ Autres indices: signes louges serr^ ou espacds^ larges ou dcroita, quand le scribe a mal calcule la longueur 
du bUnc, cf- Griffith* PSBA 11, 169, a piopos de P, d'Orbiney, 5; encre rouge recouvnant la noire a la fin 
d’une rubrique (ceci n^^ces$ite Texamen des originaux}. — Piehl, ZAS 24, 7S, ct Read^ PSBA ont %'oulu 
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phase du travail, on oublie de r&erver les blancs,* et dans la deuxteme, on omet de 
ies combler.i Le syst^me est pratique seulement pour les rubriques courtes et peu 
varices, pour la copie et non pour la redaction; il convient rarement k la dict^e.^ Meme 
obtenue ain^, la bichrornie reste fastidieuse pour (’executant,* et, quel que soit le 
precede employ^, U n’est pas rare que Tencre rouge disparaisse avant la fin du papyrus.® 

Malgrd le ralentissement du travail qu’elle occasionne, la bichrornie a d’un usage 
constant dans les manuscrits soign^. EUe est bien ant^rieure aux papyrus les plus 
anciens connus,* si Ton juge d’apres les palettes de scribe qui portent deux cavit^s 
pour les encres.'^ Au Moyen Empire, les regies d'emplot des deux couleurs sont bien 
Stabiles et, dans certaines categories de textes, les ressources qu’offre leuf oontraste 
exploit^es k fond.® Pour la quantite de rubriques, quelques documents d’lUahoun,® 
le P. Boulaq XVIII’“ ou certains passages des Coffin Texts** soutiennent honorablement 
la comparaison avec les manuscrits posterieurs les plus oolor^s.*^ A la meme <^oque, 
les copistes des beUes-lettres manquent parfois d'exp^rience dans le maniement de la 
rubrique.'^ La correction des papyrus litteraires se fait encore a Tencre noire,** tandis 

cxpliquet par [a oopic cn dttJS temps certames anomaliea du Calemdrier du P, Sail. IV^ trtsm, autant qu’oit 
piiissc iugcr d^aprls ks pubtications du d pas iwt de cette fa^on. On a rimpresftioji, eu. efFct, 
que lea signes noire passent sur lea ^ la fin de ccitaines rubriques, c*c9t-4-dire Icur Sfint post^rieur$. 

* La rubrique est aJors omi&e, voir les exi. ii6uiu$ par Gardinerp loc. cit., sous k titre '{terminal oroitt«d 
for no apparent reason^ on inscnie k sa place tant bicn que mal* cf. Blackmanp M.^Eg. Stmtir JO, 12; la, q, 

oii il Skagit PUSii de —1, 
J Cf. Gardiner^ op. cit. 142 ® Par ex, quand le rouge m limite au signe de la pause, 
* Il s'eimiif que toule particularity dans remploi dcs couleura, m&me rare, comme cclle signalie dans SEA 

3Sh 77 ff., a unfr raison syrieuae aux yeux du scribcp du mcfncnt quVik taclge un effort auppMmentaire de 33 part, 
» Par ex. Payaan B I, Sinouhe B, P, matb. Moscoup P. Beatty IV* P* Berliii 30J51 dans le P. Ermitage 

1116A, rt-, la ponctuation s'art^te avant ks rubnquca qui continuent jusqu'au colophoup compartr supra^ p, 75^ 
n. 7- A la fin d'Horus et Seth^ les mbriques sc rajyfient et le colophon est noLtp cf, Gardmer, L^-Eg. St^s, 
6m* l6p Zb. D’une fa^on gyntrale* les prcmictc$ pages d*un MS. nous ydairent mleux que les demiyres sur 
les bonnes intentions du copiate- Ainsi la particularity rele^'ye danfr 3S* 77 ^^1 rencontre qu^au d^but 

des MSS, 
* En mfljeure partie biydita. L*eiicre rouge est signalee dans les P. d‘Abousir dyn.) par Borebardt dans 

Aegyptlaai Eberi, 9 et lOp n. 2 j AUtrhartd KlArngkcitm, 44^ Elle est tn&s rare dans les P. d'fiiyphandne 
dyn.)* car ce sont des lettres (cf, k ce sujet infra, p, 7S) i voir pourtani Hierat. Pap. Bfriin, 3, pi 5* P 10533 [D] 

105 et pi, 7, P 10513 [Cm] 71 VS4 Str. Da, 
^ On cn oonnait depuis la I" dyn., Sebarffp zur Frage der Enlitthung der 

(Siizb. Mattchtyj, J^2^ 3)1 54-5- Normalemeni* la cavity Ja plus ^lotgnye du milieu sert k Icncrt noircp la 
plus rapproebye k la lOUge, cf. Clanville* 7E4 i3, 53 ff. (eax. depuis La VI« dynj, 

* Il $eirait instructif d^examiner k ce point de vuc les papyrus les plus andens. 
« Par Griffith^ KdA, Pap. 10. 15, 32, 24, ** Cf, aussi 37;^ pi, 31^ pi, 6-6a, 

En particulier CT Ut 272 ff. 
Mdlleri Hi^aL ii 4^ 3 tort de gendraiiser cn affirmant que ks mbriques sont surtout frdquentes k 

partir de Tdpoque byks6s- 
Ainsi^ la fin dt Hgne et non le sens determine souvent rarret des mbriques^ cf. Sin, 263: Pa\*3afi B 1, 

95. loS. 124, 150; P- Prisse* 6. 3; 8, 2; g, 7, etc,; la premitne mbrique de Sin, B est I la I 17S (It dybut du 
pap. manque)*— Les mbriques mises mal k propos nc sont pas particuiiyrefl aux MSS, du M.E.; on cn trouve 
h routes les dpoques, cf, pour Sin, Bp Gardiner, Sinuhr^ S2> et pour rOnoitiascicon Gol-dnisdiclf, Gardiner, 
OuamastUa^ Trxi„ i* 36; comparer le dc^ccord sur la po$idon dea rubriques entre les difldrentcs copies dc 
rEnsejgnemcnt k Merikare^, i consultcr dans \"oltcn, Zirri paUfkffu Schriftm (j^i*le, iv); voir aussi 

.\menemopc» iZt 11. 
Par ex. Sin* B* paaim; Sin, R, 41; Naufragd. lO-it; Faj-san B f, 63, 172, 305 (Gardiner^ p, 22-24); 

B 3, 100; Rp 21, Exemple isold de correction rouge: Sin. B, tSg. 
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que les Coffin Texts utilisent deji a cette fin la rouge,' ce qui oonstitue un progr^. 
C’est aux textes religieux que les Utteraires empruntent le signe de la pause pour 
marquer la fin des chapitresA La ponctuation, qui derive peut-^tre d’un genre de poin- 
tage employ6 dans les coinptes et les etats d’lUahoun,^ apparait, autant qu’on puisse 
le savoir, seulement au d^but du Nouvel Empire.'* Ces retards et ce manque d'originalitd 
pourraient indiquer que les belles-lettres ont parmi les demiers genres a accdder 
^ r^riture; Eabsence d’un corps de scribes specialises dans la copie litteraire suffirait 
k les expliquer. Les vrales traditions scripturales sont celles du clergd et de la bureau¬ 
cratic, Les souscrlptions de certains papyrus litt^raires® et, sur d’autres, la presence de 
textes de nature differente,* nous apprennent qu’ils etaient issus des milieux de 
Vadniinistration. De la vlennent quelques-uns de leurs emplois du rouge qui n’ont 
leur raison d’etre que dans les documents d’affeires.^ 

La decadence de t'enluminure, comme ses progrfe, n*a pas ^t^ simultan^ dans les 
diff^rentes cat^orles de manuscrits. Les r^dacteurs des Merits juridiques et admlni- 
stratifs, qui ont parmi les premiers a mettre au point Tusage de la bichromie, 
Tabandonnent avant les copistes des textes religieux et Utteraires,® En demotique, la 
rubrique ne se maintient que dans les papyrus magtques et religieux.^ 

A toutes les ^poques, les regies d'emploi utilitaire de I’encre rouge ont ^t6 sensible- 
ment les memes. Elle sert (i) a mettre en Evidence, {2) a divisor, (3) a isoler et (4) k 
diff^rencicr. II serait artificiel de n^artir tous les fails sous ces quatre litres; les scribes 
lie donnent pas leurs raisons, et dans de nombreux cas, difF^rents motifs sont possibles 
qui d’ailleurs ne s’exduent pas rdciproquement. Une seule rubrique a souvent une 
double fonction. Ainsi, au debut d’un manuscrit, on fait ressortir a I’aide de la couleur 
litre, incipit, en-tete ou date; mats dans le corps dutexte les m^mes rubriques soulignent 
et divisent en meme temps. On met encore en Evidence certains ^l^ments importants, 
tels que les passages marquants dans les ceuvres Utteraires,les totaux dans la compta- 
biUt6,” les quantiles des drogues dans les papyrus m&iicaux.’* Dans les deux demiers 

* V&x CT It iij i6isf. iSje. aSoe, 282^; It rawge sert stirtout k biffer ks signes superHus oii 

^ Ctmrant dans les 07; Ics MSS. litt^raJres du M.E, Tigriorent four le N- E., cf. van de Walle^ Transmhswn 
dts textts lUi. n- 2, ^ Par tx* GrifEth, Kah. Pap. 14. w. 221 ZAS 40, 114. 

+ Elk est bien. ane5t)£c sous k rfegne d^\^n^nophJ5 lip cE ¥* Ermitage iii6Ai rt. j ^Lederhandschrift^ P 301^ 
dc Berlin; Pleyte, Pap. Roiirrt^ p|. 15, PonctualiDii (ooinel) sur 1*^0. 147 de Senmouti HayeSp Ostraka artd Name 

St<mM (MM.dp Eg. Exp. PuM-t xv)* pL 26 (Thoutmosis III). 
» yo{r lea femarques d'EmiAn, Ag, SthiHnfrhandschx. {Abh. B^iin ig^Sj z% au sujet dei souscHpdons 

des pap. Sall.p Anast. et d^Orbincy; cf- aus^i P^ Beatty HE. 
* Voir sur les P. Ermitagc 1X ]6a ct B ct sur k P. Beatty Ip van de Walk, op- ck. 14. 
T Par es. 'total' rubriqu^ dans P. Anast. I, 17* 4: quantkd de k c^reak bdt rouge dans P. d^Orbiney, 3,5, 

cf- k ce fiujet ififra. Voir aussJ les chLflkcs rouges^ Horns et Sethp 13, S, ll. 
* documents r^diges en hiiratiquc anormal ignorent Tencre rouge. 

^ Par ex- P» Leide 384, P. Louvre 3229. 
C^cst Sana doute le sens des rubriques dons Pay^an B iw 9S+ P- d'Qrbiney, 18^ 5; 2^3. 
Au M. E. noitp k chliftt rouge, Griffith, K/ih. Pap, zi* 33; P. Boulaq XYtEI, pasnm\ 

ZAS 40p 114. Au N. E. dmd pcul cent rouge aussi^ P. Harris I* passim; parfob dmd est rouge et le chlffre noir, 

P. Abbott, 3, 16. 18; P. Brit. Mus. ico6Sp passim. 
Au H. E. scukment let quantitfs de solidest Grffithp op. cit. s i extension aux autres ptodults dana Iw 

MSS^ plus r^ceuts^ P. Ebers, P. Smithy 20-2 ij Hearst, etc. 
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cas le rouge sert aussi k isoler. Dans cct emploi, 11 peut se comparer a nos parentheses 
lorsqu’on Tutilise, comme c’est I'usage frequent dans les papyrus mcdicaux, magiques 
et rcligieux, pour ^crire ® + chMre,^ la description d’un rite manuel* 
et en g^^ral ce qui conceme la mise en oeuvre du inanuscrit> Le rouge s’impose encore 
pour le colophon il est pratique pour les marques de division =, — ^ et la ponctua- 
tion qui, autrement, se confondraient avec les signes a lire ou pourraient passer inapcr- 
9ues« Ici encore on peut citer les corrections, plus claires lorsqu'elles sont port^es en 
rouge** Toujours pour dlssocier, le scribe qui n’emploie guere de rouge dans la cor- 
respondance, s’en scrvira au Moyen Empire pour le brotiillon de r^ponse qu’U pourra 
ainsi Retire entre les lignes de la lettre re^ue'* ou i sa suite, sans danger de confusion. “ 
Des cas int^ressants dc dJif^renciation se trouvent dans les ^tats et les comptes du 
Moyen Empire. La bichromie y est utilise, entre autres, pour distinguer les noms des 
sumoms, les premiers noirs, les autres rubriquiSs pour dissocier les c^r^alcs, les 
quantit^s de rwf 'froment’ et de &dt 'epeautre’ s'^crivant en rouge. Le Nouvel Empire 
maintient I’usage pour les nombres des mesures de bdtM A la meme dpoque, le rouge 
sert aussi pour les nombres de tetes de gros b^tail.'^ 

Les dates mentionnees plus haut comportent une particularity sur laquelle il con- 
vient de revenir. Elies debutent regulierement par Tannye en noir, suivie de mob, 
saison et jour rubriques.’® On a voulu cxpliquer cet usage par le caractere divin de 
Tannye qui interdiralt I’emploi de I’encre rouge,’? et on a invoque a I'appui de cette 
these qni designe les 5 jours ypagomenes, interprete comme une inversion 
respectueuse.’* L’argument est mal chobl, car cette expression ne contient pas le terme 
*annye de regne’, mais Ic mot dysignant rannee civile. Or, autant que ]e puisse voir, 
les scribes font une discrimination entre les deux vocables, reservent Tencrc noire 
a Aj/-^’<’-l-chiffre et ne se genent pas d'ecrire rnpt en rouge,™ montrant par la qu’ils 

^ Psur c3C. P, Eber^p ip 3; 16^ 4. 5; P- mM. LondreSp 14, 3; 15, S; Budge^ Bk. Dsad^ 67, 
^ Par tK. P. Efacrap Ip 4; 30^ ii. 14; P. Hearstp 6p 7 j 14, P* Lcidc:, 347* 9, 14^ S* 
* IsuUmtntp P, mag, Harris^ 7j 8; P- Bremner-Rbind^ 21, 7; cn fin de rubrique, id. 32^ 17 j 23, a. 4, 51 

P. med- Lnndrc$p i, a, 
* Par C3C, CT ip 156-7^ etc,; P. Berlin 3031 p 7 flf,; Plcyfe-Rossip P+ Tttrin, 13 ip 7, Les rTtceptions 3ont rares. 
* WresimskI, Dfr Lffnd<^ntr Med. Pap. und dVr Pap. H^arsf^ xiv-xv. CorTEpattr aUTt ntbriques des brdviaires 

et dc$ mis3*k indiquant la niani^rt dc ccldbicr rofficc+ 
* Dis le M. E*: P* Ermimge 1115, 1S6-9; Sin. B;, 311; Mtsanthrope, 154-’S; Griffith, Kah. Pap. 4, 27; 8, 62- 
^ Conrant d^j^i dans les CT; Its traits dc separation simples ou doubks $ont caractdristiques pour cca ttxtcs. 
* Le record dc corrections est detenu p je crois^ par Ic Pi Lcidc 347. 
® P. Berlin tooib ct ioo23e.p cf. ScharlTp ZAS 59^ 21 ct pi. 2-3; Mdller, Hierat. Pa!, l* pL 5+ 

Griffith, Pi^p* yz, 13^19 ; ce peut etre la rtponsc P^clle et non un bmuillan; 22p l^p cdpie d'une 
lettre et dc la repnnse, ettte demi^re en rouge; une lettne ccritc cn rouge, 34P i-io. 

^ ‘ Voir aussi Its additions cn rouge dans P. AVilbour^ tcite B. 
Griffith, Kafi. Pap. lO. lu 13^15. 24. 25. 
Ainsi que parfob le nom de ces grominees et, semble-t-dp les quantity de farinc et de pain qu^elles servent 

h fahriquer, Gunnp JEA 27p 157. Voir dejk Griffithp Kah. Pap.^ Test, 65. 
El SDUVent Its totaux qui Its comprennent, Gardiner, JEA 27^ 26-27* 
P* |-[arri:$ I, pmiim* pour distinguer du petit b^^l? 

Lea exceptiona sont rarw; par ex. Sin. R, 5; P. math. Rhind, Y, Nr* 87; mon Cal. pstr. /linrat. iitt., Nrs. 
1052. 1054- 1094; GardincTp Adm. 49, 18; Ounamon^ ij !* 

IT Voir sur cette limitation JEA 35, 78. Griffith, Kah. Pap., Taxi, 26. 
I® Sur cetic lecture, contestee par Edel^ JNES S, 35-391. vok malntenaiit Gardiner, op. cit. 165-7U 

Par ex, l\ Leidc 347^ i3ji i; Colenisdieffi Hi&at. {CCG), No. 58027^ 4[tp 3, oil r^fpi est rouge dans lea 
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ne considcrent pas Cette demiere comme une notion sacr^eJ Dfe lore tl serait, serable- 
t-il, preferable d’envisager un motif pratique, par exemple le ddsir de dissocier k Taide 
de la bichromie les composants de la date.* 

Comme on a pu voir, les regies d emploi du rouge sont assez simples. Cependant leur 
mise en pratique se heutte constamment a une difficult^ qui est la succession immediate 
de mots ou de passages h rubriquer. Elle annule pour le deuxieme Element I'effet du 
contraste que sa coideur ^ait destin^e k obtenir, eUe peut order la concision, quand, 
par exemple, il s’agit de la fin d'un paragraphe et du titre du suivant.^ Les solution^ 
adoptees dans les bons manuscrits montrent que la loi du contraste prime ies regies 
des couleurs, que la recherche de I’opposition qui les a suscitces peut les inverser et 
qu’au lieu de parler de rouge, il faudrait souvent dire: ‘eticre differente de celle qui 
prdcede , Le cas typique et simple est cclui des corrections dans les papyrus Smith et 
Ebers, rouges dans les parties noires, mals noires dans les parties rouges.* Au Moyen 
Empire, quand les cerdales szct et bdt se suivent, la deuxieme ne sera pas rubriqude, 
pour trancher sur la premiere le total sera noir dans une colonne rouge,*' le sumom 
en face d’un nom rubriqud.’ Entre deux rubriques, la marque de division sem 
noire® et, dans les manuscrits qui ne s’en setv'ent pas, apres une rubrique finale, le 
nouvCTU paragraphe portera un titre noir« Le dernier exemple met en lumiere I4n- 
convenient du proc^de qui est de supprimer I’opposidon des couleurs entre ce titre 
et le texte qui suit. En appliquant le systeme d’une maniere rigoureuse, il aurait fatlu 
changer d’encre, sans se preoccuper de sa couleur, chaque fois qu’on d^irait realiser 
une coupure, Mais cette fa^on de faire aurait efe genante aussi, car les efements 
identiques du texte auraient constamment varie de teinte.io Les scribes ont done cherche 
a conciJier couleur ‘reglementaire' et contraste: la deuxieme rubrique debutant en 
noir finit en rouge;” dans d’autres cas, c'est la premiere rubrique qui est achevee en 
nibriques. ChifFfc ct mot rougts au miUcu du text© noir; P.d'Orbiney, S, s; 13,5, Chiffre seul rouge: Hona 
et Seth, 13* It. 

t Gumudt della Necn^i, pi, +, hw 5 htyts fnpt est rouge, mais mpt a 6ti repasstt k Tencfe noire. Il ee pour- 
r^t que le senbe Tait fait sous I’influence de 1‘imn^ noire dans les dates. La disposition mpt 5 W pourruit 
d'ailleurs s'escpliquer par ^e analogie av« k fajon d'exprinier les dates qiij commcncent par I’annac. 

* Comparer Je Calendricr Ebers ou 11 est rouge sans dome paroe qu'elle constitue toute la date_La 

^rnmenee souvent les alinias et, dans Jes eu-tSte», elle est prtc^d^e d’une mbrique. Dans un cas comme 
dans I autro, I ann^ icnic cn noir h trouve bieu isolee. On notem encore que. dam Jes jouraaui oO Ics dates 
sont rappr^ht®, rannic est IVkmcnt qui I^^^ite le moms la rubrique. Il «t d’aiUeim sou%™t otnU Cet 
en«mble de kits pourra.t fort bien expliquer Ponginc de I’usage qui se serait g^n^mlisi avec le temps. 

Par es. Griffitb. KoA. Pap, 6, 23; P, Ebera. 2, i; 27, 5; 30. iS; P. Smith. zS-zo-, P. mdd. Londies, ri. 
2. 3. ' 

Sf 3' Dsns Ic m^tne ordre d id£es, un texte rouge peut reeevoir une ponctuation 
none, mon Cai. eifr, iiAat. Jit/., No, 1039, rt. 

s 27, IS7: tw( noirapnfes Adt rouge; e*. So. 3: Mt noir aptis net rouge. 
C^nflith, KaA. Pap. 16, 20. 31; at. 3. 10; P. Qoulaq XVIII, as, 2, 7, 20. 

^ QrH^th, ICalt. J^ap. ic,, 4, 

StLiw)'* ^ ^ (contrOle sur roHginal par M. B. H. 

i« ^ 514. S: P. m^d. Lotidres, i. a; 15, 3; p. m^d. Berlin, i+, 9. 

noif, ““ " tantdt 

Nu, +' *5 lm. 
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nolr, ce qui permet d’ecrire la suivante enti^rement en rouge.’ Aucune des deux 
solutions n’^tait entierement satisfaisante, car il en resultait des titres et des formul^ 
coupees en deux par le changement de couleur. Mais le sectionnement sans objet 4tait 
un fait admis, on en avail Thabitude avec les incipit ou le rouge n’aliait pas ju^u*au 
bout d'une proposition,* avec les titres a moitid nibriques.* Le lecteur savait que 
certains contrastes d’encre etaient une n^cessit^ technique ct ne voulaient rien dire, 
il savait les distinguer de ceux qui avaient une signification. 

II ne fiiut pas exagerer les faiblesses qu'on peut relever dans 1 utilisation de 1 encre 
rouge, ni les difficult^s que suscite son emploi. Elies sont peu de chose en face des 
avantages considerables qu’offrait la bichromie. L'antiquit^ classique a su les recon- 
naitre et fit un usage, limits, il est vrai, du proc^d^ qui a surv£cu ainsi jusqu’k nos 
jours et a niarque le vocabulaire modeme.'* Lorsque nous parlons des rubriques de 
nos joumaux, nous rendons, a notre insu, hommage a I’esprit inventif et pratique des 

scribes igyptiens. 

■ Par M. (ftmei-rf avec Krtige et rt noir dtvant une rubrique, P. Ebeia, a, i; 58, 13-14; fie. 
Dans le LM, les titrea des chapitrea sont souvent termiD^s en nolr devant ^ mdw in rouge, saiu qne 1 on 

puiese le jusdfier par un motif sup^rstitifiui. 
» Par ex. P. Emitage ni^p i. 47* 67; P. Ebtts, 37. laj 39, 2-j^ 42, P* SalJ- It. r, 4. sj 3> 3. 10j P, 

Harria I rubdque le premier mot des paragrtiphes^ Dans l« r^ita nio-tgypticnap \ usage ^ de rubriquer 
icvtdit. 4d-in; le sujet quL suit est tiaiti diffi^reniment. selort qu‘il est nornii^ on prortomin^. De ^b- 

ou sans Taitiole OU Fadjectif posAcssifk s^^crit en nOtr+ Le suffixo, ainsi que 1c pronom ind-ifini 

font corps avec le thtme vedxai et sont rouges comtne lui. 
a Par ex. P. Smith* 3j. 2; 13^ 3; 15+ 20; P. Leide 346+ ij i; 3^ 4* Beatty vs* 6j 5- 

* Schubart^ Das Bi^h bei dai Gritchtn und 20. 
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THE CULT OF HRTW AT THEBES IN THE 
PTOLEMAIC PERIOD' 

By MUSTAFA EL-AMIR 

It is worthy of remark that demotic papyri of the Ptolemaic period from Thebes 
frequently refer to tombs in the necropolis at Dira' Abu’n-Naga as belonging to persons 
whose only title is hry, and the present paper is an attempt to assess the role of these 
hryw in the life of the people of Thebes, The startmg-point of this discussion is the 
group of demotic papyri discovered by Dr, Fisher in 1922 and now in the University 
of Pennsylvania Museum at Philadelphia. They were found in a house, apparently of 
the Ptolemaic period, which was built against the pylon of the Dyn. XIX tomb No, 156, 
and will be familiar to many from the plates published by the late Dr. Reich m Mizratm. 

Unfortunately, when he died he had completed the publication of not more than three 
(and the translation of three others) of these papyri. These documents have been shown 
by Professor Glanville to be related to several others scattered among a number of 
collections in Europe, and with them should throw much light on sociological and legal 
aspects of Theban life under the Ptolemies, A good deal of information can also be 
gleaned from these papyri about the topography of Thebes on both sides of the river, 
and it is in studying this particular aspect that my attention has been drawn to the 
subject of the present paper. 

In these texts we commonly meet with references to dead persons of both sexes 
described as p bry (fern, / hryt) oip^ (fern, t Itsyi), They are mentioned in contracts 
dealing with sales, or leases, or deeds of gift, of burial-places, mummies, or the dues 
and stipends connected with the service of the dead w hich are conveniently but perhaps 
misleadingly termed ‘liturgies’ by demotists and papyrologists. There are three w*ords 
w'hich undoubtedly refer to burial-places, but it hardly seems possible to define ht, 

si, and mf more closely. Possibly ht indicates a tomb of classical Egyptian type; st may 
be the chapel only, since the st is sometimes mentioned with the sAA (i.e. shaft) as a 
complete burial-place; fijr, referring to burial, appears to be a specialized use of the 
common word for place. It would be tempting to look for a distinction betw'een these 
three demotic terms roughly corresponding with the three Arabic terms for the burial- 
place of a Muslim Shekh which mean tomb, tomb-shrine, and 

vaulted-tomb respectively; but there is no evidence to enable us to support the parallel. 
Here let me give some examples of the use of hry and hsy before attempting to 

* A paper read before ibe sist loKmational CtHifErresa of Orientalists in Paris in July 194^^. I desire here 
ro e3Cpres$ my (pratimde and great obligation to my teacher.^ Professor S. R. K. GlmviUc^ at whose suggestion 
and through whose kind help thi^ paper h^ been brought to its present condition. A more complete study. 
wLdi rdcrenctSp is to be included in my thesis “Legal md Sociological Aspects of the Demotic .Archive st 
Philadelphia and the related Popyri'j shortly to be submined to the University of Cambridge for the Degree 
of Doctor of Philosophy. 

B 1S74 1^1 
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translate the terms. I refer to the documents by the Roman enumeration given to them 
by Reich in Mizraim, vol. 9. 

A. Doc. V—a deed of gift confirmed by the wife in Doc. VI. 
In the 4th year of Ptolemy I Soter {30a b.c.) a pastophoros of Amenopi in the west 

of Thebes gave to his son-in-law, a I^asiris of the temple of Amiin, a burial-place 
{st) in the Necropolis of Djeme together with its shaft with permission to inter such of 
his people (rmw) as he w tshed. He ga^*e him also the hfpw, which were derived, in some 
way not quite clear, from a part of the aforesaid burial-place, and which are said to 
belong to (I am here quoting) ‘Our hry Pa-ri, thy God’. Note that though a single 
person is speaking In the document, he uses the rst pers. p!. poss. pron. in reference 
to hry and the 2nd pers. sing. poss. pron. before ntTf ’which is in apposition to hry. 

The boundaries of this burial-place are as usual defined to the south, north, east, 
and west. To the south there is said to be a path leading to "Mti-htp {presumably to 
the tomb of Amenophis I or to his mortuary chapel). On the other three sides are burial- 
places respectively of three different hryw, 'P-a-ie-Hr-p^-Rr, the god of the sailors', 
Pana and Patef, Each hry is described as pe-n — our, 

B. Doc. XVL 
In the 34th year of Ptolemy 11 Philadelphus (251 B.C.), a woman sold to her son, 

a pastophoros of Amenopi in the west of Thebes, her share in a house on the east 
bank of Thebes together with her share of certain tombs on the west bank plus her 
share of ne kryto = ‘my kryzv' who are interred in them; and the share of her hsyw, 
with their emoluments, which are specified as everything that is received from them 
now and 'which shall accrue to them in the future, whether from the land, the temple 

or the town, 

c. Doc. xvni. 
In the 6th year of Ptolemy III Euergetes I (241 b.c.), a pastophoros made over to 

his sister the following tombs and mummies: 
'The hry Nr-p-Rr, the Ar>', his people and the tomb in which his people are interred’; 

‘The tomb of P-a~te-]^r-p-Rc, the engraver and his people*; 'The hryt Tyta, the hsyt 
and her people’; ‘The tomb of Ns-ne-w-hmn'tc} p nb^; ‘The ksy who belongs to me who 
is called Wh-h-Rf HtcsyT\ ‘The tomb of Gntnes p nb and his people’; *Sp-Mn son 
of Pato’; ‘And every person belonging to the hry Hr^-Rf^. 

The title p lit. ‘the gold', 1 am unable to explain unless it is a variant ofp hry. 
It is possible that the last phrase (‘and every person belonging to the hry Hr-p-Rr*) 
is a summary of all the preceding names. 

D. To these three typical examples I add a reference from Doc. XXVI of the 5th 
year of Ptolemy IV Philopator (217 b.c.) where mention is made, in a sale of two 
burial-grounds with their emoluments and chattels, of boundaries which include the 
*m< of the hry Pyben and the hry Pa-te~Wsr\ and ‘the Cats' (i.e. the cemeteiy of the 
cats). 

The use of meaning a drowmed person, or one who had attained a semi-holy 
status through drowming, w'as first discussed by Griffith in his note on Herodotus II, 
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90 in ZAS 46, 132, and subsequently by Miss Murray, Dr. Kees, and Dr. Alan Rovi'e, 
Griffith suggested that it might be regarded a$ an equivalent of the Arabic but 
actually used the word 'drowned' as a translation, on the strength of the Coptic 
But drowning is only the mode of death, and the point to be stressed is the condition 
of sanctity thus obtained by the dead person. 

It is suggestive to consider here two Arabic sayings; 

i.e. 'He rvho dies by Ere is a martyr and he who dies by drowning is a martyr*. In these 
sentences, seems to have much the sense of hsy^ which might therefore be trans¬ 
lated in English by ‘maitjT:’, 

Griffith also showed that a man or woman described as hsy was also frequently 
called a kry^ which be translated 'Master' (or ‘Mistress’), and concluded that the title 
hry w'as acquired by a man or w'oman by virtue of being a 

In the light of the much greater volume of evidence now available it appears that 
kry is the commoner title (in the proportion of 5: i) and must therefore have had a 
significance of its owTi, apart from its association with hsy, Griffith’s equation therefore 
of hry with which has the same meaning in Arabic as .Jj and is frequently found 

in apposition to the latter, is perhaps not quite exact. A better equivalent b Ju«. The 
dbtinctlon between and is as follows; is applied to the chief of a tribe who 

attains full maturity not only in age but in mental powers and is therefore credited 
with wisdom in his lifetime. But he becomes ji^t on receiving some degree of venera¬ 
tion after he is dead. JU_JI connotes the idea of patronship, protection, and sanctity. 

The defining word before jl« is important for us, since its Arabic use corresponds 
very w^ell with the demotic. From the texts quoted it has been shown that kry is always 
preceded either by p —'the’,/ie-n = ‘our’ or tie = ‘my*. Similarly in Arabic tsrjjJ I ju.Jl 
the patron saint of Tanta, in Cairo and Luxor, If then 

is the nearest equivalent top /uy, the latter might best be rendered in English as 
‘patron saint* or 'Saint* (in the more parochial sense of the word). For the sake of 
convenience and in the hope of provoking discussion I shall therefore speak of the 
hryw as Saints and of the ksyw as Martyrs. 

'This is not the place to attempt a complete list of these Saints and Martyrs men¬ 
tioned in the demotic documents. Certain figures are, however, of interest: in 18 
documents from Thebes, 100 Saints are mentioned and 20 Martyrs. The proportion 
of men to women is 4: i of the Saints and 9; i of the Martyrs. All these documents 
come from Dili* Abu*n-Naga. The other great series of interrelated documents from 
Thebes, those from Der el-Medinah in Turin, do not refer at all to sales of burial- 
gmunds or Saints or Martyrs. 

It can, I think, be shown that the location of the burial-places of these Saints and 
Martyrs was at Dira* Abu’n-Naga. That these burial-places were confined to a single 
dbtrict seems certain from the fact that the neighbours of an individual Saint’s burial- 
place are almost invariably stated in the papyri to be the burial-places of other Saints; 
and as we have seen the papyri themselves come from Dira* Abu’n-Naga. Further, in 
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document XIX we have a reference to a ‘burial-place of the Ibis* and in document V 
to the 'path leading to Amenophis*. Several burial-places of the Ibis have been identi¬ 
fied, all at Dira* Abu*n-Naga; the largest was discovered by Lord Northampton during 
the winter of 1898-9 and is discussed by Spiegelberg in the publication of the excava¬ 
tion. It has already been suggested that the ‘path leading to Amenophis* must be the 
road leading to the tomb of Amenophis I discovered by Lord Caman^on in 1914 on 
the plateau above the foot-hills of Dira' Abu’n-Naga or to his mortuarj' chapel dis¬ 
covered by Spiegelberg in 1896 on the borders of the Theban plain below that place. 
It may w'ell be that the tombs of these Saints and Martyrs were centred there in order 
to be dose to the tomb or the mortuary chapel of Amenophis I, the patron Saint of 
the necropolis. 

In these Saints and Martyrs tve are therefore confronted with a local cult of tu'o 
different, but closely related, types of persons. It is important to try to see how these 
cults arose. 

The personal relation between the people and their god is undoubtedly the essence 
of any religion if it be regarded, in Professor Gunn's words, ‘rather in its emotional 
than in its intellectual aspect'. To the ordinary Egyptian, the great God of the stale 
must have been too remote for that purpose and the King can rarely have been acces¬ 
sible. The man in the street needed someone nearer to him, before whom he could 
submit petitions and seek consolation. Mr. Gadd has recently pointed out that in the 
Ancient East ‘there existed besides the public and licensed gods, a great many little 
private gods, unlicensed practitioners of divinity who w’ork miracles and ble^ their 
people in holes and corners*. 

The contrast bertveen the royal worship of the Sun as a State theology and the cult 
of Osiris as a popular practice has been characterized by Breasted as a reflection of the 
‘struggle between the Solar and Osirian faiths shown in the Pyramid Texts. A spiritual 
and intellectual conflict between State and popular religions'. Since Osiris himself 
is described, for obvious reasons, as p hsy n hsyw {the Martyr of Mart^'-rs), the ^yso 

might be regarded as representatives of the Osirian faith and the cult of MartjTs in 
our papyri of the Ptolemaic period as a continuation of that old struggle. 

It is more difficult to suggest an explanation of the origin of the cult of hryw. It 
seems to me that it may be perhaps connected with a form of ancestor w orship. We have 
Manetho’s reference to the practice and his description of the objects of ancestor 
worship as TifuBioit which would aptly describe the mummies of our Saints. It 
is noticeable too that the greater part of the names of these Saints from Dira' Abu'n- 
Naga are local names and of tj-pes which we should normally not date earlier than 
Dyn. XXVI or late Nevr Kingdom. Moreover, w'e frequently have references to the 
family of a Saint being buried with him, The large number of Saints in a comparatively 
small district would support this suggestion; as would the occasional exception in the 
form of a stranger, e.g. the Saint Hor, the man of Koptos. 

In conclusion it is worth noting that the cult of Saints and Martyrs must have 
received additional strength under the oppression of the Roman Empire, since we owe 
the foundation of the temple of Dendur in Nubia to the apotheosis of the two brothers 
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Peteisi and Pihor, the sons of IQiipr. The first is a Mart)T only, the second is a Saint 
and a Martyr, and described as the god of Kll (Kurtah), And we owe the foundation 
of Antinoopolis by Hadrian to the martyrdom by drowning of his young favourite 

Antinous. 
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AN EPHEBIC INSCRIPTION FROM MEMPHIS* 

By MARCUS N. TOD 

In 192S the Department of Greek and Roman Antiquities of the British Museum 
acquired an inscription from Egypt, a short account of which appeared over the initials 
'R. H.’ in the British Museum Quarterly, 3,46 i. 1 have to thank the Trustees for their 
kindness in allowing me to publish more fully this interesting document and in supply¬ 
ing me w ith the photograph reproduced in pi. VIII. 

According to the Register of Accessions the stone w'as bought in Cairo and its 
provenance w'as said to be Sakkarah. A note initialed ‘E. A. W. B,’ (he, E. A. Wallis 
Budge, at that time Keeper of the Egyptian Department) states that ‘the slab was 
found in the ruins of the temple of Ptah of Memphis*. The stone, an unadorned 
rectangular stela of W'hite marble with grey streaks, 1*17 m. in height, 0'9i in breadth, 
and 0*065 thickness, has been broken into seven pieces, but these join so exactly 
that not a single letter has been wholly lost j below the last line of the inscription is 
a blank space 0*09 m, high. 

The layout of the inscription has been carefully planned, so that, after the short 
dedicatory formula of 1. i, not very exactly centred, and the heading, which extends 
over the whole breadth of the stone in ll, 2-4, the list of names occupies twu columns, 

ArABHIYXH 
epoixjMifMioPHMRciariTOKra 
(PKOHMIMOHMIMIIONM 
(mfliKMKAHmcriHmMNiM 

KtH(a{i)flAtOHTH:fltMHmttOYAafflCAfXlt( )HB0C APIfNOTOtMMNlitl 
Fic, 1. 

each of thirty lines, while at the foot 1. 65, w'hich also runs right across the stone, dates 
the document by the regnal year of a Roman Emperor and the day of an E^’ptian 

^ In the pr«ent article 1 use the following abbrn’^iatiort^ in addition to thckse which are customary: LS = 
LiddclL and Scott, Grttk^Englith Lext£&tfl; IGR * ImcriptiQTSfs Graeco ad r« Roman&s PW=^ 

F, PretBi^Cp WorterbtKh der giiKkacJun Papy-m^kunderr* Hohlwem — N. Hohlwcin, vkgypt^ rumahit: 
wfunV det tnwj U^hmov^s-^ Jouguet = Jou^ct^ La ciV munkipak dans i*£gypf£ ronunW. My cordial thanks 
arc due to Six Harold Bell and Mr. Colin H. Robem, who have read the manuscript of the artidc and made 
a number of %'aluablc suggestions from the standpoint of pnpyiologyp as well as to Professor B. Ashmole, who 
has supplied infoimation about the stone and has sent ™ the photograph end the equeeze hcie reproduced. 
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months This shows a skilful disposal of the material, for whereas 11. 2-4 average 65 
letters, the length of the following lines, with their much smaller and more crourded 
letters, would have been highly inconvenient for the reader but for the columnar 
arrangement. This secures lines of about 50-55 letters, save in the last three lines 
(11. 62-64), where, owing to a faulty calculation, the engraver has had to squeeie into 
each line 59-63 letters. To aid him in his task he has ruled three vertical lines from 
top to bottom of the slab; one of these marks the centre of the stone and of the text, 
while that on the left forms the limit to which the lines of the first column might 
extend (though a few of them slightly transgress it) and that on the right indicates 
vrhere the lines of the second column must begin, thus securing an appreciable blank 
space between the colunins. He has also ruled a series of horisontal guide-lines to 
serve in maintaining uniformity in the height of the letters and in the interlinear spaces. 

The letter-forms (illustrated in fig. i) show a strong cursive influence, characteristic 
of the period to which the inscription belongs. They are very narrow, and tall in pro¬ 
portion to their breadth : the free ends of straight strokes are somewhat thickened, 
as with a kind of rudimentary serif. Tallest and clumsiest of all is the vertical stroke 
of which extends across the interline both above and below; the horizontal bars of F 
and T are so short that these letters are sometimes hardly distinguishable from /; 
the 'lunar' forms of €Ctu are used throughout, and the first two of these are excessively 
narrow. An interesting phenomenon is the use of a sign of punctuation (like our 
decimal point In form) to mark the close of each entry in the ephebe-Hst, and of a 
capital letter, noticeably taller than its fellow's, at the beginning of the name which 
starts the following entry; occasionally, however, the engraver neglects one or both of 
these devices. Otherwise punctuation is restricted to three examples of the dot in 
11. 3, 4, the sign >, which, follow'ed by a blank space and a capital letter, marks the 
important break in 1. 50, a slanting stroke /, following the A of 1, 65, and two parallel 
strokes //, adorned with dots between them and on both sides, preceding M.$vp A 
at the end of that line. A diaeresis is placed over the third * of Ivavrivotov (1. 3). 
Abbreviation does not occur except in the i4v^^A(t^) of 1. 3. The syllabic division of 
w'Ords is carefully observed, and the normal rule is followed even when it conflicts 
with etymological considerations, as induj|o-Kopoi?TOf (U. 24-25), dio[(rKo/)or (11. 27-28). 

The text, if I have read it aright, runs as follows: the Greek colon represents the 
similar punctuation engraved on the stone. 

AyaS^ 

Elalv ot xXafLvSTjtl>op^QavT€s koI toi' wpoarop Upov ttvtXaoTiKov 

i^rf^iKov AvruiVivtavov^H^etov Aeoi^tov Imvrivo'iov dyAtva- fTTt AopiijA* 'lotj^puppoivt 

Fapamutvo^- KO{TpifjTtva<ivTi ^ouXtvrfj Kadrjytpovi €^j9(uv, €to’i Avp^Xioi,^ 

Left Side 
j Nfp&jlmv Aeovra. 

veiKijuav noAijj'- Eapairapp^av vmjs /IfuivtSou Ap- 

riptZtlipov dyopovop-^uavTO^ oye^uav TToXyjV' At<ii~ 
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o Kal diovvmos^ vtos" MttoAAwi'wjii /Itwv/Bou apj^teparcucrav-^ 

CKTjffas^ TTatSiAii^ TTCtyjcpaTKJV'^ d iQvmios^ IJapairloivo^ rov ical 

lo Aio<TK6pov AiOGKopov yetKTjcras^ dyfvtcuv Trayicpdriov* I^apaTTO* 

BioaKopos^ ifoAAoufliwv&j JTdctTos^ j^eiK^aas' ordSt- 

ov /^/A^tuvtoj d ^al ifdcrtas“ *Eppi€iQV *EpfL^lov rov koL Uapairlo^vos 

vtiio^ffct^ TTaiBmv oxdSioi^" JEuSat^'tui^ *lirx^pS. IlraX^fiaiou vet- 

^cra^ TratSwv StauAov* 'lutBujpo^ ^HpokXeov^ *I<T}(vpd vetioJcFas: 

15 dyevttav StauAov' AiOiJKopdfipKoy utP^ I^apatrloivo^ ’/fftSolpou 

KPcrp^i^TedcravTOff' *Hp<ov AiQfrKovpiSov Eaporriivyo^ ^ijrpd^ *Jai8c5- 

pay ZJijpTjTptoff */a^pd jLiTjTpdf Kopovro^* ^M^atoro^ d kqX Hvov^t-^y 

^HffxntTrlivvo^ Tov toI ylodTTirov pr^rpos iVepeaoffro^" VcrtStwpoj 

Poov pTjTpo^ JTocretTaptpu' idtdcrifppp^ d £0Saipava^^ Uaparritjjv 

20 A^ovto^ A^ovTapouTo^ prfTpo^ Xaplaarjs* ^Hi^ataros AioQt^opov rov >fat 

Aiowciov pijTpo^ jlTToAAtcjvtdSpff /Cat /leovrapovToy Bijaa- 

pio^y &€iivoOro^* IJoa^L&iLvio^ o if at *H^i<rroX4wy ^ppvrojvoff prj- 

Tpo? ©a^dtTos' XapaTTifov '^?pifpvp^ 0p6yTWVQS pTjrpo^ A^ov- 

ropovTO^' Eapajrlcvv ApnoKpaTiojvo^ ^vetiojTOU pijrpd? Ato- 

25 CFKopovras* 'iJpdifAetP^ ^Ia)(Vpd pTfrpo^ 'JortSwpaj' @€CPV ^JifpaicAe- 

ovs 04ivuos /A-jjrpd^ A^avrapovro^' "^Hpo^v jiyov^la^vot pr^rpos 

'HpaifAeiaff* JVepefftojv iy pTjrpor App<vyaplou KotFTOii, ^td- 

(Tifopoy AiooKOpov ToS Jfflu yleojvtSov prfrpo^ Apr^pttroS* Aio- 

vderto? ^Hpa^X^iSov Aprip^iro^^ Avnaplmv AiotjKopov prfrpo^ 

30 ^apamdSoj* AtooKOpos ^apairtojvo^ pyjTpos AovKiXXtf^* *Qpvyi- 

V7)f ^Hp<ikX4ov5 rov ifat KdSatpovof Kx^Tpds^ AqvkIXXt}$' Ku- 

ptiiv *IepaKi{vvo^ pTjrpo^ JlprepetToy Jtdaicppps^ ^Epp^lvov Ap~ 

’troKpa ^Eppijovs pvjrpds^ Vo^uptatvi^j' EapaTTitw EMmpo- 

vcff *Qptij^VQ^ pujTpo^ ^//paifAetaF" ^fipttvv Eepiqvov pTprpos 

Right Side 

35 ^prepetroj' AtoiylBri^ 6 ical Ekv^oXo^ *Eppom^mif>pios pyjrpo^ 

Hvov^Lalirtj^^^ ^l/ipoivervos' M;(tAAtePS‘ J4ya^QV Aalpouo^ ptijTpd^ 

Jl/xpoivtAATj^ dcrrjJj- ^ItF^ypas *Qp{<vyos rov «at JtaaifdpDV AtBvpov 

pijrppff EapamdBos^ /lewvtSij^ ©ecpvpy rov Eapamoivo^ N^ondapi- 

d jffli jiXdai^us^ Awvvoio^ KaXXiPuKov Aiovvmov pijTpdj *Eppio- 

40 vr}9* AtoiTKOpo^ d icat JlirttPV *Pov^v ATfio^vos prjTpo^ Apr^p^i- 

TOff* Apptvvws^ IJorafiimvQ^ rod koI A^mvlBov ^irdAAfPvo^ pij- 

rp6^ */at8t5pas ttjs^ icaE ^JepaiftatvijS'' AlBvpos KaoiOrVov vlo^ ‘ M^ftoi^rro- 

AepvTpy dyppavo/nJfyaVTP? pTjrpis Attios Ovyorpo^ UapCLniivvo^ 

tq€ icCti UordptiMPOS dpjftepareijaavrDS'* AtvpSs iy ftijTpdj VcrtSiipa^* 

45 "^Hffyaioro^ 6 ifat JivoujS/tuv Xatpijpovoff ^lypAAfvvtoy p7}Tp6s 

Stvpa?* JVetAdpfteov vtds j^ciijvtSau At&vpov i^Tfyrjr^vaayro^ 

rpa? A^ovrapoGro^ AiSvpow ZapaTroBiBvpo^ ^/J^atorou jleoiViSpv 

prjTpos /ieovrapoi/Tos^ «at Xaiprjpovl&o^* ZapaTTO&iOdKopos 
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AwOKQpov Ka<rtoii //lyr^os- ^Hpattos'^ ^H^LtrTiuiv o icat AvK^pio^v 

50 h^vapLQv TQV Kal Appcovtov Ma^ipov > Kai oi €y ra^ct 

Kal aAAtai' KaraStiDi^ tt^v o^tv vapa&exS^vrt^ iJrro tov Kpa^ 

rlfJTQV hnarparijyou- A^toviSTjs^ ^Qpov pTjrpo^ S^ppo^LH^* ^/Tnrtas' 
Xa;/j^^vaf prjrpo^ *Eppt6vr}^- '/ffjfyptcyy Apptum&ro^^ Aiocncopos im- 

KoXovp^VOS^ p7}Tp6^ ApTCp^tTO^' ApTrOKparltilT^ A^Otvl&OV 

55 Appmvovros^ pTfTpos SaTjffto?* iy piyrpQ^ ATfpTjrpi^u^ 

Tos' Xmp'^pmv pTjTpo^ Mltcts Xaip’^p^m^ Xapam<x}” 

voff prjTpos^ OaTjuioj' Siwy prjTpo^ AiroXAmva^o^ ^HpaicXiov^- 

iz/Siyf AnoXXcjyo^ tov koI /IfCiJftSotr piip-pos ^Qpuvv Aeovrd- 

pov prp'pc^ UoLp^adovTO^' XepTjyov llt^odjQV^ pijrpo^ EvpaSi 

60 N^xO^pdiov^ imKokovp^yos Kopprjs p7)rpa$ ^a^fidcro^' iy 

pTp'po^ *Iitx^PoDto^ N^pciTitJiMVO^ N€p€aimyo^ At&vpQ^ AtiXiwvo^ 

pyjrpos^ AppcvviXXiij^' Xapoirlcnv Ucpiqvov pT}Tp6^ Aprip^cros^ AlXov- 

pt<x)v auj^ *Qpiyivoi}^ toG ^H^f^aiarliuvo^ Koap7p^^o^a.vTQ^ pTjTpo^ KvplXXTf^’^ 

^lojv ^HpOLKX^tSov ^HpOKXdro^ p7}Tpo^ 0a.yjLtkfi^S' N^ep^nlwv A€Wvi&ov STactTOS^. 

65 '^EtOVS / A^OKpOTOpO^ KoLiaapO^ MdpKoV AdpTjXlQU [TnJlvTtUl^^tVoJju cva€^oSs^ 

evTvxoS^ E^pa<rToG // A8vp 

The document falls into three clearly marked sections 1 the heading (U. 1-4)^ the 
ephebe-list (IL 5-64), and the date (L 65); each of these calls for some comments. 

L The Heading (II. 1-4) 

L* I* That we should write ^^Iher than ^yaflij is suggested^ by the 
addition of the iota mutum to one or both of these words in a number of inseriptions 
from EgJT>t dating from the Roman period, e.g. IGR i, 1112, 1131-3, 1136, 1143, 
1156,1264. 

L. 2. For the introduction of a name-list by etenV cf. IG vu^ 1243, 28 (Acraephia) 
tfftv Se ol VTToyfypafifthoL, 2808^31 (Hyettus) tiVy Se ol yepofumajorai otS^, REG 

XLvij 442, n. r (Samos) flalv Se ol trrpa.T^u(ta.n^vott etc. Usually such lists are intro¬ 
duced by a phrase beginning with olSe (eimi/ Se oiJrot in L. Robert, Helknka^ V| 87, 
is quite exceptional), e.g. imer. Dilos^ 2606, l oPSt tAaro^ijirai', 2597, 6 otSt hiKKnv, 

2590, 2 o^e IXa^ov to kavouv (this phrase is interpreted by L, Robert, Rev. Phil, 18 
'(*944)1 21 ff-)i 2594, 4 olSe ‘^^^evirav (the aorist and perfect of e^^Evw are sometimes 
WTitten c^-, sometimes IG XII (9), 240, 3 otS[t] drEy[pa^ijffffv], E. Kalinka, 
Antike Defjkmaler BtilgarienSt 114, 115 (Odessus) otSt etc., though some¬ 
times o'Se takes the second, or a later, place, e.g. IG vii, 1776 (Helicon) eveiKtov oJSe, 
IV^, 97 (Epidaurus) tS^wrai otSc ctmjveyKav, 11^, 43, 78 (Athens) A$rjivatiiiv ndAeiff afSe 
trvftfiajfoit Inscr, Cret, /, xvi, 29, 30, 31 (Lato), xix, 4 (Malla) ekoct^wv (St) otSt, etc. 
What is unusual in the present mscription is the total omission of oJSt and the repeated 
tifft Bl of 1. 4 (cf. €ial Bi in 1. 12 of a Karanls papyrus, Imt* Fra ft fats d*Arch^ 

* Yet tht ffw^uency wiiii which an icta mutum la wrongly inserted in mscriprions and papyri of the Roman 
period mndcri^ the inference uncertain. For the formula in gencml sec Larfeld^ Gr* Epigr.^ 306 f.p PPF 3* 
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Orient. Lxvii, 1271 and ctcii' 8e oBe in a Dura name-list, CRAc. Imcr, 1937, 201 = RA 

10 (1937). J53i No. 74).» 
The verb (not in LS) apparently occurs here for the first time, though 

the corresponding adjective is found in Theocritus, xv, 6 wavr^ iravra 

buji^opot av&pe$ (where its meaning has been fiilly discussed by A. S. F. Gow, JHS 

58, igo ff,), and in a Pergamene epigram of the second century' A.D., IGR iv, 360, 25 
offcrot wro Tvpaiv iicriv. The variant form is found 
in Pollux, VII, 46 evTfderrtiMafiedtj. to j^Aa^uScu^opou^iv, and in Hesychius, S.v. 

(vred^TTiiXiodat (cf. Steph. Byz,, a.v. ©eertroAta), and ft has recently come to light in 
a Michigan papjTus {2929-1-2997 recto) of a,d. 199-200, which contains the phrase 
<Twexo3pT}S7]v xA<ij;f[v]8o^[opfr]i', the significance of which is examined by the editor, 
O. W, Pearl, who suggests that the word may mean 'to w'ear an official’s cloak’, or 
‘to wear the chlamys into court as a litigant' {Trans. Am. PhiL Ass. 71, 383 ff.). The 
wearing of the is closely and constantly, though not delusively, connected with 
ephebic or cavalry ser\'ice: thus Pollux (x, 164) says, quoting Philemon’s Bupotp6s,To 

8c TtSv <ft6pi]pa iriraaos ffai Pergamene epigram quoted above has 
ijMeot xAaiiu'Secrvi dpn^fipevot imrofTOt f [errf ] {h 35; cf, LS S.W. 
For the nature of this mantle and of the somewhat similar xAar™ and xAaws see 
Amelung’s articles in RE iii, 2335 ff. The chlamys was of various colours (Pollux, 

4^ ; 1018 ^oparto [xJAa/iuSa but the Attic ephebes wore a black 
mantle until Herodes Atticus ^eTe#f<)ff^7j<re rour ^Sijvaityv Is no vvv 

X^CLfiv^as TrpwTo^ ap-t^ietras Aeu/cdj* retuy ydp Sij fteXoivas evTffXfievot rar iiettXrjtxitis Trepi-^ 

etfafliji-no tfoi raj- TTopnas tnefinov (Philostratus, Vit. S(^h. II, i, 8), The occasion is 
vividly described in the heading of the ephebe-list of a.d. 165-^, ’Etrl vlict} rdtv Betord- 

TWt' AvTo\i(pQ.rop<i}V M. AvpriXiov *cai A. JEhj^ov] | Le^afrrwv App.tvuit.Ktav nQ.p&\K\uiv 

ptyiaruiv, the Kaapypri^^ of the ephebes aveypa^cv inr avr^ c^ijjStwavra?, tops] p 
TrpdiTQVS XiVKO^opriaavTas 8ta T[9y XapTipordTriis €U€/5ye(5rtas] | tov KpartWov dp^tepifot 

Tip. KX. Mpii}\ho\} J^apoBiaviov. *ffjfxiiTT)][i7tp 8 vpat^pas, OTtp Sokci 
TOPS 'r^f] j tfpApas ^ irpos Ti^v 'EXtoawo, rj (7[Tparta iropfy«Tat, oto* Sf] j’* 

OvStlr ivTfpev. '/fptiSijff tlirtv ca tpov Trapovros xAaf(p]j8cui' Aeu>f^t' ovic 
d-tTop^(ttTt {IG IF, 2090,2 ff.), and a further reference to it is found in a poem {IG iF, 
3606, 19 ff.) describing Herodes' triumphant return to Athens, about a,d. 175, after a 
brief period of retirement, 

* iraiSa? Adijvattov xoXk^ yavdovras 

Tovs ttprop, X^Brjv Trarpor 

Alyei&ttu^ Xia^Tjs S<v>(xftotipovos ttr^ede Ko^po[t;^?] 
dpyvi^ais xA<i(>'cii? oiitodtv dpt^iioast 

where xAotVats is used as equivalent to xAa/icJortv, though Pollux clearly distinguishes 
the tw'o garments (vu, 46).* 

' In papyri, on the other hand, as Bell tnfonns me, regularly occura at the be^nning of a list and the 
use of oISc U very rare. 

* In IG ii^ 3765, jz ff., doted a.d. 226^5, commemorating the son of a KwprjTTjt, wc have dir^i S’ e>*ijs 
ffdff J iUKpwf )M(is («. e^bPui-), I <,Sv€Ktv oiJk II irepl aiWeVi WeeaFil [ Ktinw iv 

I rraiftrup^vQs ^idrov. 
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The graiTimatical construction of tov irp^roy . . . dytijva. is doubtful, though the 

meaning is obvious. Has here a transitive sense ? or should we regard the phrase 

as an ‘accusative of the duration of time’ ? or is it perhaps an example of the ‘accusative 

of respect’ The emphasis laid on the fact that this record relates to the first celebra¬ 

tion of the new aywp Is paralleled in other inscriptions, e.g. Iv Magn. 180, 9 ff, IJava- 
STjuaia TO TTp&Ta So&rvra ihro &fov KSpiavoS, D^lpkes, III (l), 547, 9 ff. 
’OAu^7r«a T(i ^ II ■nptLrayf d.j(B4v\Ta ihro Biov ^^piavov, 551, 4 ff. [toi'] || irptirwr 

d^BivTO. iv /Jfpydpw l€p\ov dyi^vtf^ | olKovp.€ViK6v urrAaffTifcoV, IG XIV, 766, 4 f, -rdv 
dyutva, TOiv |j pitydXin}v Ka.-r!r€'Ttitkeitiaf top TrpwTots d^Bevra, 737, 7 f, tu TrptuTa hiareBdvTa 

vno [toS] I Kvptov AvTOKpaTOpos MpTwvetvov Evae^na, IGR 111, 1012, 12 (Laodicea 

Syriae) IlvBuBi wpojTij dxBeioj), Sardis, vii (i), 77, 13; BCU 1074, 16; IG ii^, 2094, 

52 f. j CIG 5806; Iv 01237, 8; L. Robert, Hellenica, v, 46, etc. 

The epithets Upds and elaeXsLoriKos are very commonly applied to in Im¬ 
perial times, and I need not here collect examples of their use. I coniine myself, 
therefore, to calling attention to L. Roberts’s treatment {^iudes anatoUennes, 119 ff.) 
of an inscription from Thyatira {IGR iv, 1251), dating from Elagabalus’ reign, in 
which, citing a number of similar cases, he restores and interprets the phrase Updv 

[ayttijva etarAaoTtKoy A£yoiiitT[€WP lfro\7Tv9tov afftioav [tt^v oiKmrpeiajvj, and to 
quoting from the same scholar’s discussion of an dyil>v at Sidon the following sentences 
{Rev, Num. 39, 277 f,) : ‘On voit que ces documents, monnaies, inscription et papyrus, 
qui mentionnent le concours "sacr^”, lepds, de Sidon, datent de la p^riode entre 
Elagabal et Gallien. . . 11 me parait done que e'est sous Elagaba) que la ville, quand 
elle fut ^le\ ^e au rang de colonie, re9ut aussi de I’empereur le privilege de transformer 
son concours principal en concours “sacr6”. L’autorisation impdriale 6tait n^cessaire 
pour rinstitution d’un concours “sacr^”.’ At Memphis also, as we shall see (p. 99), 
the dywv dates from the reign of Elagabalus, but whether it was an entirely new creation 
or merely the development of an already existing contest we cannot say. 

L. 3* Despite its long and impressive title, the dywi' is ver>' narrow'ly limited. It is 
confined to ephebes who fall into the tw'o classes of iralScs (11, 6, 9, 13, 14) 
and dyivtioi (written dyeviot in )L 7, 10, ii, 15), for each of w'hich there are four 
events, TrdXij (11, 6, 7), irayurpanov (11. 9, lo), oraStov (II. ii, 13), and StaMAor (11.14, 15). 

AvratvLviavQ^, derived from Avrtttpeivos, Elagabalus’ name which has been erased 
in L 65, recurs at Tarsus in a mutilated inscription 
[- - - ot\Kovp€Vit<ov dy&pos (IGR III, 881}, and in a list of victories won by a boxer of 
Syrian Laodicea, ex' /looSofeia TrarptSt fiov, IJvBidSi Trpdynp d^Beltr^f \ 

ApTwvftviapop dtrSptuv iTuypi^v (IGR III, 1012, 12 f.). At Prusias ad Hj^iium (ibid. 61, 
4; 1422,11) and at Oenoanda (ibid. 499,4) the epithet takes the form AvTi,M»{t)Lpws. 

The next epithet, HAEIO^, is puzzling. In the British M^tseum Quarterly, 3, 46, 
it is written brought into close a^ociation with ^tcr^AaoTtxdv and rendered 
‘celebrated in honour of the triumphal entry of the Olympic victors’, while a note 

* Bell, who regartJ$ it as an acoisadv'e of lime^ compares nSv ri iro^ Ao^irtavoC (PO^ 
477, cf. PW III, Z75), A curious double eccusative appears in IG ii\ 2048, 10 ff, rov 
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adds that 'i^Acio? is apparently an unknown word, but perhaps means Elean, viz, 
Olympic’, This view, however, is unsatisfactory, for (a) the w'ord is separated from 
ciffcAaoTiKav by two interv'cning epithets, (i) if the reference w'ere to Elis as the home 
of the Olympic festival, we should expect ’HXtaKov or 'HXftoKov rather than ’//Aeibv, 
which is normally applied to persons, and (c) it is highly improbable that a reference 
to games which enjoyed such universal prestige as the Olympia would be wTapped up 
so as to be barely recognizable. The solution lies, I think, elsewhere, and 1 propose to 
write ■'J/Aewi' and see in it a reference to the Sun, A famous festival was the 
MMiia, celebrated at Rhodes, and this is frequently ^vritten ^Aeta, not only m Rhodes 
itself, as in IG xii (i), 12, 4; 58, 19; A. Maiuri, Nu(n;a silloge epigrajka di e Coj, 
34, 3 (the Index cites also 36, 4, but there stands clearly on the stone), but also 
elsewhere, as in DelpfwSf iii (i), 555, 14; IG xrv, 739, 20 f. (Naples); rioa, 32 f. 
(Rome); JGR iv, 1432, 18 (Smyrna), and 1519, 15 (Sardis); in the first two passages 
we have iv 'P&Sw, in the remaining three 'PoSov SAtta. This spelling alone is 
found in the name of the iteyoX-a. or dcta celebrated at Philadelphia 
(IGR IV, 1639, 14; 1645, 2,13; Deiplies, in (i), 550, 23, where it is omitted from the 
Index). In the third century A.D. the Doric form ,3Afta might well be discarded by 
a new foundation in favour of'//Acia, which would make the reference to *HXios^ more 
obvious. The form ^HAetov causes no difficulty, for the neuter plural of the normal 
festival-name was often changed to a masculine singular when aytuv was expressed or 
understood. Moreover, the introduction of a solar element into the present dywv is 
not surprising in a creation of Elagabalus, who was a devotee and priest of the Syrian 
sun-god w'hose name he assumed (the spelling'HXioydfiaXos^ is mistaken, but the error 
is a very natural one in view of the affinity of the Syrian baal and the Greek 'ffAto^) 
and whose main interest during his brief and tragic reign was the practice and pro¬ 
pagation of the cult of the sun-god (cf. Cambridge Ancient History, xii, 54 ff.; H, M. D, 
Parker, History oj the Roman World, 103 

The epithet AtovrtK baffles me completely. In the British Museum Quarterly, loc, 
cit., there is this note: ‘Acovrios is also obscure, but possibly implies that the games 
were held in the month Acovrdiv, the second in a calendar introduced at Alexandria 
on June 26, 285 B.C. (see Pauly-Wissowa, hbd. xx, 1588).’ But so far as 1 know neither 
Aeovrwv nor any other month-name of that calendar, based upon the signs of the 
2odiac, occurs in any Inscription or papyrus, and our aydiv was, as 1, 65 expressly states, 
held on the first day of A6vp, the third month of the Egyptian year. It is true that the 
name Aitnv and its derivates and compounds are strikingly common in our ephebe-list 
and that AttavlB^s occurs more often than any other name, but I hesitate to suggest 
either that the lion may have had some special significance for the Memphites or that 
the expense of the festival may have been home, at least in part, by a Aiayv or AeavrS.^; 

(cf. L. Robert, Rev. Num. 39, 278). Bell suggests a religious significance and refers to 

• BeU suggEStfi that the epithet may have a local significan w, for HeliopoliE, the sacred dty of Ret-Harakhd, 
WM not far fmm Memphis. Many god*, moreover, and the Fhaiaoh of any dynasty, were equated with Rie<, 
and thi* would probably hold good of Etagabalua bI».—LS says that ‘HXUut. occurs only b the Doric fonn 
AXUui, but this overlooks the use of 'HXUm in IG ri*, 3779, ai. 
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an amulet from Sa^arah inscribed icXuBt fiot, 6 iv AeotfrayrrS^i {1. -Aft) KoroiKiav 

K£KXT)piitfiafo^, ... 6 Taxvepyo^, o €TrrjKoos^ 6 /AfyoAoSofos AfoiTd^p^s {SB 5620); 
on the verso is the name Mt<3s, the sacred Hon worshipped at Leontopolis, not far from 
Memphis. Possible, but less probable, is a reference to Alexandria; cf. Steph. By2., 
S.V. .MAf^dvSpfta, cicAijftj Sf ^jPafCfVTts icat *Pdpo^ wat Aiovro-ftoXt^, and POxy. 1660, Z, 

The word toatrrtiwtdr appears here for the first time, but it has numerous analogies 
and its meaning is therefore clear, at least up to a point. In an inscription of Syrian 
Laodicea, dated a.d. 221, Aurelius Septimius Irenaeus claims to have won ^ K^xioap^lq, 

(i,e. Caesarea Paneas) IttdicTtov (sc. ayiava) Trathtsv Treyp.'^v {IGR HI, 1012, g), and L. 
Robert has showti {Rev. Phil. 13 (1939), 131 f*) that dyayovTa elaanrlovs (not dnayovTa 

ffe JljcTtowff) dyuiira? must be read in a long-knowTi Beroean inscription and icrawTtbur 
in a duplicate of it. Further, a document of Aphrodisias published by P. Paris and 
M. Holleaux (BCH ix, 68 f.) includes among the successes of a SaAt^aSpofio^ of that 
city victories in the boys* and men’s SdAij^os iv *HpaKXtta -Hj irpo? rtp HovTtp ASpidvetov 

'J/pdfcAf«jp Itrdicriov (11. 16 fF., 27 ff.), and ftff[i£*fTwv] might be restored in 1. iz, where 
the editors note ‘les lettres EIS sont lisibles, mals nous ne saurions reconstituer le 
mot dont elles font partle’. In a Berlin papyrus {BGU 1074, 16 f.) of the third century 
A.D. we have [eV rij Aap7r]pa icai XafiirpoTOTT) dyoli^? dyopivov 

TTpun-ov Icpov ^iOiXa.ariKO0 olKOUfiOfiKoS TTBnratrrjpiKov fTf<n)viKoG yvpviKoG iinTiKoS 

woKamToiXlotj I \jp.e.y6XtiivKoTTiTttiX^itav^ and a Delphian victory-record, discussed by 
Robert in Riev, Phil. 4 (1930), 53, mentions Koppdh^ta. iaoKQ.Tt€rvjXut {Delpkes, 111 (1), 
555, 19). Again, two passages in the Chian decree accepting the Delphian Soteria 
speak of an dywva ... Ifropipfov (SIG 402, 9 f., 23 f.); this word, lacking in LS, recurs, 
once in the form in three other decrees relating to the same occasion, 
DelpheSj ill (i), 481, 12; 482, 8; 4S3, 9, which are examined by Robert in BCH LTV, 

32Z ff., 351. But by far the commonest terms of this group are laoXvpmo^ and ttrcwu^ios-, 
a natural result of the unique reputation enjoyed by the Olympia and Pythia in the 
Greek world. To the examples of the former cited in LS many might be added, e.g. 
Delphes, iii (3), 240, 9; 261, 28;7G xii (1), 77.3,772; xii (7), 506, 2J, 26,39; xiv, 748, 
4; IGR III, 487, 13; lorz, ii; Stud. Pal.\, 52-56; iii, 13 ; iv, 10; v, 9, 70, 3, and others 
quoted below. Even commoner is loon-d^'tos'. In /i? Magn. it occurs in fifty-eight places 
and can be restored in many more (Index, p. 267), and to the examples given in LS 
we may add JHS 28, 191 (Side); IGR i, S02 (Heraclea Thraciae); iii, 204, 9 (Ancyra); 
iv, 1261 (Thyatira), and many others. Usually these epithets agree with dytii', expressed 
or understood, but occasionally with the name of the festival, as in IG xrv, 748, 3 f. 
VroAiiffl 'Pcti^ala Sf^afrrd imXvpnta; in Iv Jhlugn. r6, 2g we find the phrase [tJfftmJ&tov 
tiri^avoir, and in 57, 9 ttTomtBlai[$ n^ats] IS restored. It was possible to assimilate 
certain events of a contest to one festival and others to another; thus in SIG 402, 9 f, 
we have toi' dyd^pa. Top povotKov lct{o7Tvdt0Vf rot* Sf yipjll^yi-fcov *cat iTnrmov lirovtp^op 

Tatr T€ ijAtfftais Kal rats' rtjitats, a phrase repeated in ll. 15 f., 24 f., in Delphes, iii (3), 
240, 16 Top phf povaiKop looTTvBiop, Toi' Sf yvljpviKdv <fcai ittttikoi'> tooAuftTTtoJv (cf. 261, 
13,28; BCH V, 372 IT., 11. 8 f., 15), while G. Daux publishes in Mdlauges Glotz, 289 ff., 
the Delphian reply to an embassy sent by Sardis in or about 162 B.C. to ask for the 
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recognition of an extension of the Sardian festival in honour of Athena Nikaphoros 
and King Eumenes II by the addition of an dywv tTTTrtKQg laoXv^ntos to the already 
established iywvts fioaoiKos -re jtal yy/ikiKoj igottvSiou Eleven of the Magnesian texts 
add to lixoTTvStos the words Tatr while in others a clause is inserted such as 
Totr YtK^OdiJiv A!aAif[t]S[€er)V t]ov dyura to^ov SiSdlrai rd wafa J^Aa, oaonep ^[at] Toir? 

T^d, IIvBlq. viK^txactiY j tit rov vofiov KadijK€[t] St&ocF^[at] (/t? 47* 3® 
50 ff.; SIG 390, 39 ff.^ 402, r6 

But a further question arises. In the epithets just examined the reference to the 
famous Actian, Capitoline, Nemean, Olympian, and Pythian games is unmistakable; 
to what games does refer? A festit'al in honour of Antinous, the Bithjuian 
favourite of Hadrian, who met his death m a.d. 130 by drowning in the Nile, was 
celebrated at his birthplace, Bithynium, later renamed Hadrianea, as we learn from 
a record of a from Aphrodisias, one of whose victories was won 
ev ^hptair^a. ttjv B€t6vvia.\s tep]||<si'^ USpidveiov ^VTtv6tio\y\\TTfxihit)v SdAij^oi^ {BCH 

ix, 6S, U. i4fF.). At Argos, and also at Man tinea, there was a similar festival (/G w, 
590, ir AyutvoBiTOv . . . Avrivotujiv Iv !^py€i Kat ^mvotiwv iv Mavrivtia. For that 
at Mantinea see IG v {2), 313 and pp. xxxu, 85 ff,, 50, 83 ff.), w'hile m Attica two 
festivals, the JlvTivoeta iv aartt and the ^vrivdeia iv ^EKeiaivt, constantly figure in 
the ephebic records from about .4.D. 135 {IG 2042, S) to about a.d, 265 {IG 11^, 
2245, 175, 178): some of the events included in the programme are indicated in IG 

2087, 29 ff.; 2119, 12G ff., and the close connexion between these contests and the 
ephebes in the title Uptiis ^ivnvoov itfi^^ov borne by one of the yvfivacriapxoi {IG 

2065, 27, etc.). A festival in honour of Anti nous w'ss also observed at Antinoopolis 
(Antboe), the scene of his death: in PLond. 1164 i, 13 f., dated a.d. 212, we read 
iviKIjettV [^1^ AvTlVOOV7T6Xt% dl'SpWI’ TTVypTiV TdtV [ [p.€]ydX(i}V AvTlVOtU*}\y\ {cf. 11. 15—16), 
It is probable that the epithet ieravTtvoi’os of the Memphis inscription refers to the 
Athenian .Mt'ni'deta as being, in all likelihood, the most famous games of that name. 

After the title of the dy<6^' comes the name of the official responsible for its conduct, 
Aurelius Ischyrammon, ex-Kotr^^jT^r and member of the local ^ovX-^, He is described 
as KaB-TjytpAiv itfr^^tnv (1. 3), a title I have failed to discover elsewhere, though in many 
Attic ephebe-lists we meet an official called ^yefuLv {IG 2044, G6; 2049,7; 2067, 7; 
2068, 8; 2097, 192; 2102, 47; 2110, 12, etc.), named side by side with the oirXofidxo^, 

SiSdo'KoAos', ypapipartv^, and other functionaries. The absence of any mention of a 
yvfivatjiapxos, /cocr/i^Tijr, or other authority m our preamble is noteworthy. The con¬ 
struction of «Tt with the dative rather than with the genitive is due to the fact that the 
preposition means ‘under the command of* rather than ‘in the year of', the date being 
recorded at the end of the document (1. 65). In the Attic ephebe-Hsts this relationship 
is usually expressed by t«rd followed by the dative or the accusative, e.g. IG n^, 2086, 4 
TOWS vtt’ adrdi; 2085,6 tous Ati* avrqi itfnj^tvvavra^, though occasionally with 

‘ Cf. Ptr 1, 69S f., IGR I, 8c2 Upov Kopjjs urotrvSiov iv KuliKai. For It Miign, 23 see Atthk', ll, 543, no. 191 
for Iv Magn. 5S and 73a, parts of the same inscription, see SEG IV, joz. 

> The editors write . . .Jlloi*, but Up6e (with or without ayiav) is %'ety common in this context 
(cf. IGR ]p S02, quoted in prec^eding Dote). 
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the genitive is usedj as in 2052, 5 rovs itr’ au[Tou 2110, 4 f. [tovv] |j 
€^i}^€vaavTa£ €77* avrwv, 

L, 4. For cifft Se see above (p, 89). All the persons named in the following list 
bear the Roman tiomeji Aurelius, and space is saved by placing this, in the plural, at 
the head of the list. Similarly, for example, at Kasr Wadi in Syria we have e[f] Avp-qi^oi 

(followed by six names with patronymics) ffcrtoavro (D, Krencker and W, Zschietzsch-> 
mann, R^isdte Tempel in Syrien, 196), at Athens five Avp^^.ioi are denoted as such 
(JG 11^, 3762), at Lycian Olympus Avp:qXtot ^PiAiyros Bttuv kox 'Ov^uifios i^TAM 

II, 1105), and in the Upper Caicus Valley Kat ’/ouAiav^i kqI 
Aiohuipfp Kal Md/)ff[^] (L. Robert, Hellenica, vi, 87), w'hile at Palmyra [Mapjwt OuATrtot 
refers to the names which follow {Syriay 22, 231). In Attica .^up^Aro? was usually 
repeated for each individual, though drastically abbreviated; thus in IG ii^, 2208 
Avp, is written tw^enty-four and A^. seventy^-eight times, Sometimes pride forbade 
curtailment, and so Mdpfcor AopjXtos (in the appropriate case) appears in full before 
the four names mentioned in an honorary inscription, probably from Alexandria 
{IGR 1,1083). The use of ^vpijAioi found in our inscription is common in papyri. 

II, The Ephebe-List (11, 5--64) 

The heading is followed by a list of sixty-six ephebes, who fall into three groups. 
First come the eight prize-winners in the new'ly established aytav (11, 5-15), marked by 
the addition to their names of the phrase veuerjaa^ TraiSmv (or AyevLoiv) TrdXtfP (wayKpanovy 

ara^iov, BiavAoi'). Next come thirty-nine ordinary ephebes, presumably unsuccessful 
competitors (11. 15-50), and at the dose nineteen members of a special class (11. 50-64), 
oi €v Tfi^€i iTT€ppi\Y€6(Itv Kal KoraSimy r^y oifnv Trapahexdivres vtto tov Kpa[TtOTOU 
cfl-tcrr/KiT^you (11, 50-52), I can find no parallel to this description, nor can I suggest 
any probable explanation of it. Tdft? is frequently used, as apparently here, of ‘class’, 
‘category’, ‘register* (see LS, S.v. Td|ts IV, 2), TrapaB^xopai and irapaSox^ are the regular 
technical terms indicating ‘admission to’ or ‘reception into’ a body (sec 239 f.), 
and A. E. R. Boak, commenting on an £7riKptms-record, dated a.d, 168-9, ^ ephebe 
aged fourteen years, seven months, and one day {SB 7427), remarks: ‘It seems to me 
that the word wapeBix^T), cited from the endorsement of the epistrategus, shows that 
this official conducted the final eTriKptcrts- of the ephebes in the metropoleb’ {JEA 

13, 153).^ But who the uirep^cyc'Sets-, the ‘overgrown’ or ‘out-sized’ youths were I 
cannot guess, nor is the meaning of KaraBctSif r^v oipiy obvious. In two papyri of the 
third century A.D. w'e find KaraSeijffTi^t' ^XiKiav used for ‘falling short of the (prescribed) 
age’, i.e. ‘under age’ (FOjfy, 54, a; PTebt. 326, 3), and perhaps here the phrase means 
‘falling short of the (required standard of) eyesight’; in the Michigan papyrus cited 
above (p, 90) the petitioner, addressing the ^uTTpdrTjyQ^, describes himself as 
TT)v having lost one eye (eVepo^fioA/io?) and being hardly able to use the other, 

> For in the passive cf., for exomptc, PF/er, 79,9 ofu3 airev c*s towt 
POxy 477, 24 ttfuS For the use of common m papyri, lelating 

to ephebes Bell refers to PRyL i02, 33 T^^^€w(s)p POxy 12^, 24 ff. ™ 
Kal^^iOV IlavX^ivQv i':TiKftipt^4vwv^ 
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In any case^ we seem to ha^ve here two groups of youths who would normally have 
been esciuded from the ephebic corpSp but have been admitted by special leave of the 
imarparT^yo^, though perhaps debarred from participation in the 

A problem is presented by the first item on the list^ N€fi^<Tt.ti}v A^ovra KoafArfr^vtJa^ 

^ovX^vTtjs -jra^Scut^ irdAijv (IL 5“^)' ^ hoy sdU qualified to Com- 
pete in the junior class, the -jraiSes;^ and so probably fourteen or fifteen years old (see 
U. Wilckenp Gmndzuge, 141), is said to be a member of the and to have alr^dy 
been This seems to me almost incredible. It is true that minors might 
occasionally be jSouAiUToi (E. P. Wegener> Symbolae van Oven^ 173, 176), but that a 
boy of this age could have previously occupied the important office of the Kocr^ijTtta 
I find it hard to believe. Moreover, elsewhere in this mscription the words icoff/xiiTfiJaos- 

(11. 4, 16, 63), ^yAamj^ (1. 4), dyopavofiijtras (U. 7, 43), 9» 44)* 
efijyijTfuffas (1.46) invariably relate to the c^^oii* (1.4) or to the fathers or 
grandfathers of the ephebes (Ih 7, 8, 16, 43, 46, 63). I am sure that we have an error 
either of the official who drew up the text or, Less probably, of the engraver, and that 
KQOfV(^T£V(ia,vTo$ ^oyAcuTou should have been written.' Should wc then mate the same 
assumption about ^ ^ think not, for if Leontas had at some previous time 
held this position we should expect w'hile if he still held it, we 
should naturally look for his name in the heading of the list. But if correct, 
it shows that this title was held by a boy w*ho had some kind of primacy among the 
ephebes, like the Head Monitor or Senior Prefect or Dux of a school. On the other 
hand, it is surprising to find this post occupied by a irat? rather than an aysviioSt 

and elsewhere the title occurs here for the first time) ori^ii}pfipxos 

normally denotes a man of maturer age and higher authority. At Tegea an ephebe- 
list of A.D. 155-6 refers in the heading to a yvpvatTiapx^oa^, a vTToyvp^airlapxo^, and an 

{/G V (z), 50), one of A.D. 191-2 mentions a yvpvaoiapxf^^, a tyTroyvpvaaiapxas, 

and three (ibid. 52)1 ^nd a similar list from Corone in Messenia, dated a.d, 

246, records in its heading the names and distinctions of a yufAvamopxo? and an dpxi- 
4fTf^o$ (/G V (i), 1398)* in these three cases the dpxi<i>T]^os is an officer set over the 
e^j3oi, not one of their number. .At Argos we come across an dpxe^^euimi'T'a. (IG 

IV, 589), presumably of the same tv’pe. In Attica I cannot trace the title, but the 
-rdiv of IG I1-, Z097, 26 (cf. 2125, ii; 2130, 50; 3764, 8) may have held 

a similar position and serves simultaneously as dytuvoOdrft^ rtSi' ^tAoSeAt^SeKuy. Outside 
the Peloponnese we find only the title e^jSapx^s'i especially common in Asia Minor; 
some examples of it and of the verb c^TjjSofixew are cited in LS, and J. Oehler drew up 

^ H suggests that the error, if error there may be due to the abbievbtiaii of the titled in the draft from 
which the engraver worked and his miaiinderatanding of the case implied; be thinks^ however, thai^ as the 
hnandai backing was probably the main requisite of the Kw/rip'rttf j it is not out of the question to suppose that 
an rphebe might be a j the actual duties of the office being dtschttrged by his (ufor. OerteL, 32.1, 
cites cases of 'minores in SLnne der leit Plmetoria^ and of ^impuberes" with a lufiw sen-ing as gymnasiarchs from 
ii,D. t66-^ onwards, and of a boy of eleven years of age in the second century a.Dx {Milne, Ca^. CorfO Mus. 
JiT.rfr. 9314); cf. Dr A* van Groningen, Le Gyrnmuiarque, 29 f+ For the tenure of the i^ESO’/xiyreia '£ntla$sung 
aus der patria potestas ist nicht notwendig" {Oertcl, 331 p referring to Wiicken, Glir. 403)* In IG ll*, 2052, 70 
wc have apparently a case of an Athenian ephebe being sirmiltancously dyo|hQWfias, while in 3o86p 6 ff. the offices 

previously held by ihc father of an ephebe are recorded. 
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a list of the places where its existence Is attested (RE v, 2735 f.) and another of those 
where this o^cial and the yvfiyfKrlapxp^ function side by side (RE vii, 1979 ® note 
on an inscription of Cyaicus {SIG 798, n. 15) Dittenberger says ‘Gymnasiarehus omni 
iuventuti pracerat, ephebarchus. minoris dignitatis magistratus et ilh subiunctus, solis 
ephebis’ (cf. OGI339, n. 21), but this does not seem to be universally true, for in an 
inscription of Branchidae we read dwDSttjjfSetj St fcat -irpoturaTai tov yvfiva- 

fcai -rijff tcov iftii v4titP cyifoffpittf (IBM ff-)-' 
I need not here discuss the functions of the and of the dpxal in the Egyptian 

fiTirpoTToXeK, for no new light is thrown upon them by our inscription.^' Beside the 
political terms already noted only tw-o occur in our list. One woman, the mother of 
an ephebe, is describ^ as danq (1.37), a term characteristic of, but not wholly confined 
to, Alexandria (Jouguet, 122), while one ephebe is called JVeciJtoo-ftt|os o koI 

(11. 38 f.), a phrase w^hich indicates his tribe and deme in one of the Greek cities— 
Alexandria, Naucratis, Ptolemais, and Antinoopolis—as was shown by F. G. Kenyon 
(ArchiVy 11, 70 ff.; cf, Jouguet, 121 ff,); the inhabitants of the ftijr^poirdAfts w-ere never 
grouped in tribes and demes (Jouguet, 148). The tribe-name iVeowa/iior I know 
elsew'here only in PFlor. 92, i, but the similarly named EtaaiKovfuos is well known, 
not only as a tribe-name (Jouguet, 131, 1421!.), but as that of a deme of the tribe 
Ahptavio^ at Antinoopolis (Archivy Ii, 71; PLond. iii, p, 155)- derived from 
Althaea, grand-daughter of Ariadne and mother of Delanira, is the comrnonest of aU 
demotics: Jouguet (12S ff., 142 ff.) discuss^ fully the problem raised by the fact 
that it is preceded by no fewer than thirteen tribe-names, to which our present in¬ 
scription adds a fourteenth.^ 

The names in our list are recorded in varying forms, ranging from the simple 
Bijaaptuiv Beavovros (I, 21) to the complex AtBvfio^ KatriavoS uMr *//^t£TTo[A€on'os 
dyopavofiTjaavTos ftijrpo^ Amas Ovyarpos XapaTTtitivo^ | tov itai Uordfioivos^ dp^fwpa- 

TfvfravTO^ {11.42ff.). Of the sixty-six ephebes fort)'-five have patronymic and metronymic, 
fourteen (including all eight prize-winners) patronymic only, and seven metronymic 
only. This last is indicated by the word (iip-pos or, more rarely (11. 27, 44, 55, 60), 

/iijrpdj, though this seems to have been accidentally omitted in 1. 29 and perhaps 
purposely in 1, 64. Occasionally, for the sake of clarity, utoj or Ovydruip (I. 43) is in¬ 
serted. Double names are very common, indicated by o Kal (19 examples), 17 Kai 

(11, 21, 42, 48), or iirLKQXovp.€vos (IL 53, 60). Of the personal names contained in our 

t Wilcken gives (Ctir. 166 ff,, nos. 141-54) a sekctiom of papyri relating to ephebes and the gymiiBsium; 
for the ephebic Digenization id RomaD Egypt see Jouguet, 150 ff,, 315 ff.; Hohiwein. 157 f.; Wilcken, Gruml- 
sSge, 88 ff. Jouguet, 155, says that "the ephebes arc placed under the supervision of the cosmetae and gym- 
nasUnrchs’ (so Wilcken, 143}; this renders the absence of the title yvfiVfKjtapxos from our inscriptiem the more 
mnarkahle. The position and functions of the are studied in detail by B. A. van Groningen, 
Le Gytnnasianpie dei m^iropafer de r^f>‘pte rommne. The first ephebe is entitled irpittroaTOTyjS at 
D«rriopus in Alaccdonia (N, VuliC, Sbomttdk, Lxxi, 343 * Dertiitsaa, MoarcSovia, no. 304), wpwros at Odeasus 
{IGR i, T439). The form used by Hohlwcin, 134, 257, does not, so far as I know, eiist, 

* On the and vpx'd sec F. Prelsigite, Slddtiiches Bmrntfmeeffii in rvntitehat Agypien, 7 ff., 27 ff.; 
Hohlwein, purrow; Jouguet, 272ffi; Wilcken, Gruudzi^e, 38 ff.; E. P, Wegener, ‘The and the nomina¬ 
tion of the vfigal in the ntjrpatroXets of Roman Egypt', Mnemasynf, scr. 1\V i, tj ff., us ff. 

’ Bell regatds the description, which recurs in a papyrus of Darb el-Guciza (Philadelphia) of the time of 

Severus and Cancalla, as certainly Aieiandrian. 

B 1471 O 
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inscription I give an alphabetical list in view of the interest they claim as reflectmg 
the intermixture of the Greek. Egyptian, Semitic,^ and Roman elements at Memphis 
in the early part of the third century of our era: I add an asterisk to those which do 
not occur in Preisigke’s and so may be regarded as at least uncommon. 

Aaifuiiv 36 
AlAoVfiliiiV 62 

19 
27 

37, 62 
I2p 41, 50 
53, 55 
24 

361 56 
Avov^iwy 17p 26p 45;^ 63 

62 
/iTrii 43 
Attui^v 40j 40 
.^iroALrapxD? 49 
Atto^Xl^v 4t} 5^ 

21 
^iroAAfii'to^ 8, 45 * 
Am^Xi^voih 57 
ilpTTOKpaj 32 
^l/wroK/wTtws' 24p 54 

iS 
Afrr€^fi^ 28,29, 32p 33. 40,54,62 
ApT^li&iupo^ 6 

61 
Avfr^Xu>$ 3, 4j 65 

36 
21 

Arj^T^pio^ 17, SS 
55 

A&upos 37* 42p 46, 47* 61 
iliDiww 8* 9* 21 p 28^ 39, 39 
AwQHOp&pLf^V 15 
AtOCXOpOS 10, 10, 19, 20, 27, 

28, 29, 30, 32, 37, 40, 49, 53 
JcOCFKOpOW 24 
JlOCTJCOtJp^? 16 
Aujpas 44 
Bfai; 58, 64 

I2p iz 
32 

'Epfuoyif 39, 53 

3S 
13* I9p 31, 33 

^HpaU 49 
64 

*HfKLKX€ia 27, 34 
^HpatcXil^^ 29, 64 
*HpdKX€tQs 25 
^HpaxX^s 14. 3^ 57 

l6j 26 
^H4^0rmv iSp 49, 63 

H^^iTToXiwv 22, 42 
i7p 20, 4Sp 47 

BaT^iVGis 64 
55, 57 

Sd^t£ 23 
*Ow^ptoiS 60 
0eaTOW^ 22 
Oepfwi^tS 52 
flewy 2Sp 26, 38, 57 
^J^pOKiaiva 42 
^l^poKUA^v 32 

'lui&wpa l6p 25. 42, 44, 45 
VffSwpo? 141 *5^ 
^^la^pdfifiAo^ 3 
*i<Txvpa$ 13,14,17, 25, 37 
'li^plaiva 33 
^J<TX^punv 53 
^^ltF)(upoOs‘ 6r 
JfoAAiWixoj 39 
Kauvxi^S 42 
Kdotos I2p 49 
ifoftTOff 27 
ifoAAoi^LarF 11 
*KopoOi 17 
*K6ppnfjs 60 
KvpiXXa. 63 

^cov™? 5 
Admv 20 
A€U}vt&rfi 6, 7* Sj 28, 35, 38, 41, 

46. 47. S3, S4, 57, 58. 60, 

/lotrKt^ JO, 31 
/Io£mros 18 
ylvi^aputif 29, 49 
Mafipo? 50 
MapKO^ 65 
MiKis 5^ 
AVtAdftpwi^ 46 

5, 27p 61, 6l» 64 
N^p€tToO^ 18 

59, 60 
ndeis II 

IJuui'^s 59 
JJwtiSwWLOf 22 
^nQ<r€VTdptOV 19 
^/loTapicaiiv 41 

JIora^M 44 
/XtWtc/iawff 13 
^Pow^s 40 
XapjScjtfloCs 59 
Etipamppuiiv 6 
EapofiTias 30p 3^ 
EapaTTicai^ 4, 9t ^Sp ^9? 

23. 24- 3'>, 33, 38, 43. 56, 62 
*Eapa7T0^^Bvp4^^ 47 
*Zapa7roBi6aKQfm lOp 48 
Z^p^i^s 34, 59i 62 
Zkv^oJ^ 35 
Zvpa 59 
4>ip^vto$ 54 

22 p 23 
48 

Xaifr^iMiv 45, S3, 56, 56 
*XapunTa 20 
’SlKyeyrt^ 30, 63 
'Qpiutv 23. 34, 34. 37. 58 
^S2pQ^ 52 

*Kvpu^v 31 
*/l€,01^flpOS 58 
*A€i>VTapOVS: 20^ 21, 23, 26, 47f 

'EpiLif^ 33 48 

* For the Sernitic n^mt ZapL^^}ov^ Q. 59) see C. Youtki TJuol. Rev, 37, 209 IE 
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III, The Date (1. 65) 

The record can be dated within narrow limits. The appearance of the title 
(11. 4, 5) shoTVS that the inscription is later than a.d. 202, when first the Eg)Titian 
fitfrpoiToXti^ received ^ouAat from Septimius Severus (Jouguet, 345 ff.). Further, the 
fact that all the ephebes are Aurelii indicates a date later than the ComUtuiw Antoni- 
niana^ of a.d. 212. The dy<av in question took place (L 65) on the first day of ABvp 
(the third month of the ngj^ptian calendar, extending from October 28 to November 26) 
in the fourth year of a Roman Emperor whose cognomen, though erased with the 
exception of its last letter, was certainly Antoninus; the erasure, a consequence of the 
damnatio memoriae of the Emperor, was half-heartedly carried out,^ and clear traces 
remain on the stone of the initial AN and of the NO preceding the final K Now 
Avr<it<pQ,Tti}p No-'iaiipNldpKos AvpKji^ios IS the Greek 
equivalent of Imperator Caesar Marais Aurelius Antonimis Pius Felix At^ustus, the 
official title of the Emperor commonly called Elagabalus {PIR i, 194 ff., Dessau, 
ILS HI, 292 f,). He was saluted as Emperor in the camp at Raphaneae at sunrise on 
May 16, 218, and made good his claim by defeating Macrinus near Antioch on June 8 
and subsequently putting him to death. He himself went to Rome in 219 3.nd was 
murdered there on March 11, 222; his body was thrown into the Tiber and he under- 
w'ent the damtiatio memoriae. His first tribunicia potesias lasted from his accession to 
December 9, 218, and the second, third, and fourth began on December to, 218, 219, 
and 220 respectively, but according to the Eg>'ptian reckoning his second regnal year 
began on i &u>d (August 29) 218, and so his fourth year extended from August 29, 220, 
to August 28,221 ■ thus I Advp in his fourth year was October 28,220, and our inscrip¬ 
tion was presumably engraved shortly after that date. Evidently the order for the 
abolition of every memorial of the dead Emperor could be satisfied by the erasure of 
the name Antoninus, and this course was follow'ed not here alone but in IGR iii, 62 
(Prusias ad Hypium) and in many Latin inscriptions Avrtaviviavov (1, 3), however, 
remained untouched, unlike the Atitoniniojiae of Dessau, ILS 470. The foundation 
by Elagabalus of an dycii' at Memphis may have been due in part to his own 
youth. Bom in 204, he was at the time of his accession fourteen years old, the age at 
which in Egypt the ephebic training normally began (Jouguet, 150 ff.; Hohlwein, 257; 
Wilcken, Gruudstige, 141), and at the date recorded in our inscription he was sixteen 

years of age.* 

* Joupjgt, 351 fF.i ct. S. N. Miller, Catttbridge Ancient Huiory, xii, 45 ff., 734; Fontts yurit Romani Attie- 

jastiniani^, i, 44s ff.; J. Stitnac, Phitolaguif S8,17iff. 
* Bell fioic* that 'the (partial) deletion of Avn/vttvov fiftd* many parallels in the often very perfunctory 

deUtion in pflpyri of Geta's name. 
J JLS 466. 468, 471, 472,1442, 5843, 5853, 6219, 
* In British Mitsfitm Quarierly, 3, 47, the reading of L 65 of the Memphis inscription is given as €urv;£oir 

[fiel cf/SooTQVj but the final j of E^vxo^ is clear^ though very narrow. Two other documents of Elagabalus' 
fourth year are SB 7407, 22 ff. (18.8.22 0 and 7468, 20 flf. (24.2.221)* For that Emperor's foundation of the 
Augustea at Thyaiir^ see IGR tv, 1251 (cf. L. Robert, anatolifnnjss, tig ff.t Hdlentmt 

games at Sidon see above, p. gr* 



PICTORIAL COIN-TYPES AT THE ROMAN MINT 
OF ALEXANDRIA 

A SECOND SUPPLEMENT 

By the late J. G. MILNE 

In a paragraph added to the supplementary article on pictorial coin-tj-pes at the Roman 
mint of Alexandria* it was mentioned that two new tjy>es had just been discovered 
which belonged to that series: these can now be described in more detail (figs, i and a). 

Fig. a. 

(i) Obv. '^AvtTOKPAKAJCAAP ^ANTtiJNiNOC Head of Antoninus Pius r. laureate. 
Rev. Hades standing to front, head L, with r. arm supporting Persephone who is 

falling backwards with arms raised, in quadriga with horses galloping r.; above 
horses, Eros flying r., below, overturned basket: half-arch of rocks above on 
r.; in field, over horses’ heads, L. 34 mm., 25*25 gm. 

(z) Obv. tAVTOKPAKAtCAAP 'Jantwni NOCLC Head of Antoninus Pius r. bare. 

Rev, Belter op hon riding r., wearing chlamys which floats behind him, with 
javelin raised in r. hand, on Pegasos flying r.: below, Chimaera running r, with 
head turned back: in field r,, C 34 mm., 25*19 gm. 

The final LC in the obverse legend of the second coin should be read L6 to agree with 
the date on the reverse, as M. Henri Seyrig pointed out when sending particulars of the 

* JEA 36. 3s. 
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coin, which i s at Be rut but it is probable that the two letters there are due to a rtiisfake 
of the engraver, as a date is out of place in the obverse legend of an Alexandrian com of 
Antoninust or indeed anywhere on the ob^'erse of any Alexandrian coin later than 
Domitian. The formula of the legend, commencing aVTOKPaKaiCaaP, is unusual,^ and 
only appears to be recorded elsewhere for Alexandria on tw'o other large bronze coins 
of the same fifth year of Antoninus—one in the Ashmolean with the reverse type of Isis 
nursing Harpokrates,^ the other in the British Museum with the reverse type of the 
Pharosin the latter case the legend, according to the British Museum Catalogue, is 
blundered. It seems that the mint-engravers in this year may have been experimenting 
with designs for their obverses: in two of the cases described above the head of the 
Emperor is laureate, in one bare, and in the fourth radiate. 

The two new coins show reasons for modifying the conclusions suggested previously 
as to the possible derivation of the tj'pes in the Alexandrian pictorial scries from Asia 
Minor. It is true that both of the new types have some mythological connexion with 
Asia Minor, though neither of them is known as a coin-type there, except that the 
abduction of Persephone by Hades appears on a medallion of the Ionian League (hg. 3).^ 

Fig. 3. 

But a comparison of the type on (1) with that on the Ionian medallion shows many 
points of difference in design as well as in execution: the reverse of the medallion is 
figured above from a cast of the specimen in the British Museum. The Ionian version 
might be derived from a bas-relief, or an excerpt from one of the many groups on sarco¬ 
phagi reproduced in Over beck’s Atlas the Alexandrian one in some details suggests 
rather an origin in a paindng or mosaic. For instance, in the Alexandrian type the horses 
seem to be galloping into a cavern, indicated by the half-arch of rocks, which does not 
appear in the Ionian; and the action of the horses is much freer in the former than in 
the latter. This design is not so clearly suggestive of a derivation from painting as in the 
case of the scene of the judgement of Paris illustrated in the first article on this group 
of types at Alexandria,^ but it tends in the same direction. 

* 1 am indebted to M. for p«r£tuisiDn to publish this coin end for a djescription and photograph. 
* See the lial in R. MOnsterb^rg^ Kaisemamm dtr ^ruditschert Munzen^ in NZ S9 
^ Ashmolean Museum^ Catalogtie tif AUxandnatt Coins^ No, 16^5+ 
^ Brituh Mtueum Catologti^ 0/ Gwk CofHSi Ai^xondria^ No, 1^05+ 
5 Briiish Museum Caiologue of Greek Coins, loma^ p, i6p No« l, 
s Ovtfbeck, Atlas zter Kumtmytkoiogie, pK 17. 

’ jfEA 29. pl- 4. 9* 
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Professors Sir John Beazley and Bernard Ashmole have both advised me that there 
must have been ‘pattern books’ or some form of models of mythological designs avaii- 
able in antiquityi though there is no evidence of their estact nature. These would pass 
freely amongst artists and craftsmen, who could select the particular design most suit¬ 
able for their purpose, and possibly introduce variations to adapt it to their field. It is 
probable that new artists were employed at Alexandria to design the dies for this ‘pic¬ 
torial’ series, since the handling in the work of the two whose technique can be com¬ 
pared, as shown in the first anicle, is quite unlike anything that had appeared previously 
at that mint. The new artists may have come from .4sia Minor, but the only ground for 
suggesting this is the preference manifested for subjects vrith an Asiatic context: the 
patterns were the common property of the Greek world. Moreover, these subjects were 
not only new to the Alexandrian coin-series, but were of quite a different class from 
those of previous issues: so that if the authorities, as seems possible, desired to Introduce 
a purely Greek rather than a Graeco-Egyptian set of coin-types, they would be likely 
to go abroad for their artists. The importation of technicians to the Alexandrian mint 
can be discerned in several cases, and sometimes traced back to the source—for instance, 
to Antioch under Vespasian and to Rome under Severus Alexander. It may be noted 
that the new men seem to have been engaged only on the reverse dies, the ob\erses 
w'ere of the styde normal at Alexandria, and the same obverse dies were used in some 
cases for the pictorial re^^erses and for the commoner ones.^ 

The two new types described do not throw any fresh light on the motives which 
prompted the mint officials at Alexandria to make an innovation in their choice of sub¬ 
jects for the reverses of the bronze drachmas. Coins do not appear to have been used 
for purposes of political propaganda in Egypt, as they were at Rome,* except possibly 
in a few isolated issues. There was in the first two centuries of Roman rule in Egypt 
very little occasion for such propaganda: on the one hand there was in Alexandria a 
mixed population which was normally split up into two factions, w'ho were inore en¬ 
gaged in quarrelling with each other than in uniting against the government which they 
both disliked, and on the other in the Chora the mass of the natives had no opportunity, 
even if they had had the desire, for mixing in any political affairs. Nationalism, in the 
sense of a common ^sertion of any claim to self-government, did not exist: occasior^ly 
in the second century a would-be national leader appeared and gathered some folloiving, 
but these risings "were always taken in hand and suppressed, with ease in the Chora, 
though with some difficulty in one or two cases at Alexandria. It seems most likely ffiat 
either an idiologus or some subordinate in his office, which was probably responsible 
for the mint, was an enthusiast for Hellenic culture, and sought to promote it in E^T>t: 
he may have been inspired by the example of the Roman mint-officials under Antoninus, 
as suggested in the first article, and meant to produce some coins of a medallic character. 
But the attempt fell flat; the issues must have been limited, as there are very few ex¬ 
amples known of most of the types, and these examples seldom show any signs of haring 
been handled or circulated: none are found with piercings, as is frequently the case with 
the commemorative bronze drachmas of the third century. 

* Set J. M. C, Tojmbet, Rumtm Mtdallims, part v, ttpecially c. I, on ‘MtdaUions and Politics'. 



A SYRIAC mririA URBIS ALEXANDRIHAE^ 

By Y. M. FRASER 

Michael ear Elias, Jacobite patriarch of Antioch from 1166 to 1199, was a voluminous 
writer in Syriac.^ The most famous of his works is the so-called Chromcle,^ This 
w'ork, which exists in a single manuscript dated a.d. 1598, consists of 777 pages of 
Syriac text, divided into twenty-one books, and covers the period from the Creation 
until the writer's own day. Michael does not fail to quote his sources carefully. He 
states that the first six books, covering the period from Adam to a.d. 306/7, are based 
on Eusebius’ Cftromcofj* (the Syriac version of which does not survive independently) 
and a comparison of these books with the Armenian Eusebius and with Jerome’s Latin 
version shows that, for long stretches, he reproduces Eusebius almost verbatim. 

Michael’s chronicle of events from the accession of Alexander the Great contains, 
however, some material which is not in any of the surviving versions of Eusebius. 
Thus his account of Alexander’s conquests, though based essentially on that writer, 
shows signs of considerable influence from the Alexander-Romance, though it does 
not correspond to any single surviving version of it. According to Michael,* Alexander 
subdued Epirus, Hyrcania, and Media, mastered all farther Asia, crossed the Indus 
and conquered India and Saba. He married Roxane, daughter of Darius, and took her 
sister into captivity with her. He built twelve cities; he built the Gate of Fire to keep 
out the Huns, and the Gate was twelve feet high, and eight feet broad; he subdued 
the Jews who welcomed him; he offered a sacrifice to Jehovah, and honoured Andro- 
machus the High-Priest. ^Vhen the Samaritans killed the priest, Alexander returned 
from Egy'pt, destroyed the Samaritans, and established Macedonians in Samaria. He 
proceeded to Ammon and built Pa retonium. Finally, arriving at Babylon, after a reign 
of twelve years and seven months, he was compelled by one of his nobles to drink 
poison, and died.^ 

^ For hfilp in the mteTpreration of the Syriac tcict 1 am greatly Indebtt^ to Mr* O. H. M. Lehmann. 
* For the life of !Vlicbacl sec Chabot, pp, iii-xvi^ 
* Published for the time, from a unique manuscript at that time m the Jacobite Churdi of Sn Peter 

imd St. Paul at Orfa in M^sopatamia by the Abb^ Chibotn ChaboPa publication is in four 
volumes of which the first three contain the inTrCKluciion and oranslatioiii and the fourth the 
Syriac text. Cbabot's valuable introduction haa helped me considerably in finding my' way about this immense 
teat; he is not, however, concerned with the historicai analysis of the text- In this field them remains much 
work still to be done. 

* See C^tronic. vil, ch. z (= i, p. a46t tr+ — 126* Syr. text; pp. 253-5^ tr. = iz7-3# Syr. text). 
^ For Syriac resumes of the S>iriac Eu$ebius see Chabot, i, pp. xxs'-xx^'i. 
^ Cftrantc. V, ch. 3 (= t^ p- 133, tr. ■■ 7I-71, Syr. text). 
^ This brief summary of the career of Alexander^ which is closely akin, in so far as concerns the Jew ish 

part, to the vefsions in Josephus, Ps.-Call.p and Eusebius (see Poster, SB, Akad„ 1914 (i [), pp. 22-30)1 
has no counterpart in the SjTiac Alexander-Romance^ except perhaps in the Gate of Fire, connected w^ith the 
legend of Gog and Magog (for which see A. R. Andtiton, Alexander's OatCp 1932, powim.}. The death by poison 
is a feature common to the Grech verelons of the Romance: efi Ps--Call. cd. Muller^ ni, 31. 
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In a parallel column to this narrative are added items of contemporary history, with¬ 
out exact chronological sequence. It is these which are of particular interest, and so 
far as I am aware they have never been discussed in print.' 1 therefore translate the 
French version of the parallel text made by the Abbe Chabot.^ 

^Alexandria the Great was built in Egypt in the seventh year of Alexander. He reigned twelve 

years and built twelve cities each bearing the name of Alexandria. These cities were traced by the 

illustrious Athenian geometers, Aristotle, Timoneos, and Pericles. 

‘At Antioch there existed (or exists) at the middle of the ^emosioit, on a column of Apollo, on a 

bronze stela an inscription reading a$ follows; Bartella is greater than Ephesus by 3,011 feet: 

Ephesus surpasses Nicomedia by 1,700 feet: Nicomedia surpasses Antioch by 1,820 feet; and 

Alexandria is greater than these four cities, for it measures 14,987 feet. 

'At Alexandria one finds in Quarter A: 
30S temples, 1,655 ™nits, 5,058 hous^, 108 baths, 237 taverns, 112 porticoes, 

'In Quarter B: 

110 temples, 1,002 courts, 5,990 houses. 145 baths, 107 taverns. 

'In Quarter J'; 
S55 temples, 955 courts, 2,140 houses,. . . baths, 205 taverns, 78 porticoes. 

‘In Quarter J: 
800 temples, 1,120 courts, 5,515 houses, 118 baths, 178 taverns, 98 (porticoes). 

'In Quarter E: 
405 temples, 1,420 courts, 5,593 houses,... baths, 118 taverns, 56 porticoes, 

'Thus the total number of temples is 2,393 courts 8,102 (in fact, 6,152); of 

houses, 47,790 (in fact, 24,296); of baths, 1,561; of taverns, 935 (in fact, 845); of porticoes, 456. 

‘This does not include the Quarter of Hadrianos which is immense; nor of Locluas, which k 

outside of Pharos; nor of Antirhodos, nor of the Refuge of the Serapeum; nor of the kle of akottsos 

PANDOTOs; nor of Zephyrion, nor of Canopus, nor of the New Canal, nor of Nioopolis, nor of the 

Camp of Manutius, nor of Bendideion. 

'Alexandria is the greatest of the cities of the inhabited world.' 

Such is the text. Some attempt must be made to estimate its value. 
The first point to make clear is that no similar account of Alexandria exists in any 

Greek or Latin writer. In spite of this, however, its fundamental reliability is demon¬ 
strated by two facts; 

1, The division into five ypdfifjtara is preserved (cf. below). The use of these letters 
is attested from the Hellenistic age until the third century a.d.^ 

2. The list of 'other quarters’ corresponds in the main to what is known from other 
sources. Thus Hadrianos, Lochias, Antirrhodos, the Serapeum area, Zephyrion, Cano¬ 
pus, Nicopolis, Eleusis, and Bendideion are all attested.^ The ‘New Canal* can hardly 
be identified, since Alexandria possessed various at various timesThe ‘Isle 
of Anotinos Pandotos’ is, I believe, hitherto unknown, nor am I able to explain it as 

^ Chabot, nd loc,, only: ^Jc n^ai pu rctimiver la source grecque ^ laquellt Tautcur a pulaA cette descripdon/ 
* Chronu. v, din 3 (» T, pp. Ml-i s, lower text, tr. ^ 7s-^3p left and right cols* Syr.). 
^ See Caldcrini, Top,, s,Vi Jl^fovSpcxa^ pp. 79-80. I must here express my uidebtedoess to this 

^'aluable collection of material. 
* On Lochias, Antirrhodos^ the Serapeum Canopus, Nicopolis, Eleusis, and Bendideion, w Caldeiifii^ 

op. cit.j sub voec. He omits ZcphjTion, for which see Strabo Soo. 
* See Cddetinit op* cit-, pp. 84,-85. 
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it stands. It is possible that tiie scribe has written Anotinos erroneously for Antonmos, 
Antinoos, or Antonios, since the distinction between the four words is very slight in 
Syriac*' If Antoninos be the correct reading the reference may be to some public works 
of Antoninus . Pius, whose building activity at Alexandria is well attested.^ Equally 
unknown to me is the Camp of Manutius; Manutius is not a known Roman minen 
gentiliciumt and it may be suspected that the original text had Munatius, and embodied 
a reference to L. Munatius Felix, Prefect of Egj'pt under Antoninus Pius^—^though 
there can be no doubt that the scribe wrote Manutius.'* 

Before leaving this list of localities a digression on the name Hadrianos may be 
permitted. This localit)' (unlike the others previously known) is not recorded by any 
ancient author, but occurs in several papyri, the mutilated condition of which has 
prevented any certaint>’ as to the precise meaning of the word Our Syriac 
text should put beyond doubt the fundamental fact that it was a recognized locality, 
w'hich, doubtless, grew around and out of the temple built by Hadrian, the ABptavelov, 
known from a few documents.® One papyrus, reading ti' ypdp,[paTi\, if 
the supplement be correct seems to indicate that was a gramma or main 
division of Alexandria, like and so on.^ This is perhaps supported by our text. 
The word used to describe the quarter of Hadrianos, is the same as that used 
iot A B r A and E, and this, for which Chabot gives * quarters’, means, literally, 
‘letters’.® It is the ‘letters’ of Hadrianos w^hich are immense, and it seems certain that 
the ultimate source of this phrase contained in all six instances the word ypdppLa or 
a kindred substantive.® The wwd is not met elsewhere in Syriac, so far as 1 can 
discov’er, with the meaning it bears here. There is, how’ever, one obvious difficulty; 
this word is used in the singular of the other five ypappara, while for Hadrianos the 
plural is used, thus suggesting that Pladrianos had itself more than one gramma; 
this, if not due to a slight error in orthography, means that we cannot assume without 
more ado that the Greek text had to ypdppa. In spite of this difficulty, the 
passage seems to establish beyond doubt that Hadrianos w^as an important quarter of 

* With the vDwel-signa omitted the words writwti thus: ANOTINOS: ANTONIUSj 
ANTONINOS! .oa ; ANTINOOS: 

* Cf. MsleL XI, aSoj Niceph. Call, in, 31 (in PG 14s). 
^ Cf. REj s,v, Mumdus (17), 
* The akph in second place la a mater lectiems, 

* (a) FO^\ viTj ^045p a census-roll of c. A.D, 205 JL --] | Kol W/wcAeca 
r^v l-] iv /iSptav& (ft) BGU^ 10S4 * IFCftrfrf, 146, a reception afephebeSp a.p. 149, 

ilSpwnju ix wAflyiati tqv (^) Chron. d'Eg^ 7* joo IT. ™ SB 756an 
intectogadon of ephebes fs. 11, lo-ii : Trovj oiKet?; iv srpoor-: IL iS-ig: h&piavoii 

Ik TTkayluv f7[ToA]£^a^ou] to£? ypa^[fi . * e (^JEA 245 7=39. f^eeption of cpKebes 
(4,0.140/1), 11. Z4-27 ■ fK TrXayiav Tou/TroAf^atoti rot [urai CaldeiiniT 
op^ cit.p p. top, recognizes that Hadrianos must have been a quoitor of Alczandria^ but he has not got all 
the evidence. Freistgke^ ijif 256, gives under A^fna^tlov, referring to POxy, 1045. 
That the building the could also be called A^puofoty though the papyri above certciinly do not refer 
to the temple-building, emerges from EpiphaniuSp Haerts. LXL\, 3 (PG 4^, col. 2U4B) unless the text be emended 
to HBpiaweibv at that point. 

* See Calderini* op. pp. 

^ See n. s (a-). a Broekelmaiin, Lex. Syf.j s.v, (LV^.^^ 

» E.g. which would also be translated by Il'o'Lr. 
B leu P 
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the city/ Its exclusion from the statistics, along with the other suburbs, probably 

indicates that it was on the periphery of the city. 
Michael does not himself record the source of his infonnation, or the period in the 

history of Alexander which it describes. 1 think, not only on grounds of a priori 

probability, but also in view of the peculiar use of the Syriac JlVl./', that it may be 

accepted as certain that the original text, at whatever number of removes, was Greek. 

To the date of its composition a terminus epiiem is provided by the reference to the 

Hadrianos; the document, or this part of it {though there is nothing to suggest that 

chronologically it is not homogeneous) cannot be earlier than the reign of Hadrian, 

A.D. 117-38. 

A narrower limit may be indicated by three arguments 

1. By a point of Syriac lexicography. A comparison between the description of 

Alexandria and the description of Rome which occurs in the Syriac adaptation of 

Zachariah of Mytilene’s Ecclesiastical History, and twice {on both occasions repeating 

Zachariah almost verbatim) in Michael, and which is an almost verbatim translation 

of the second Latin account of Rome, the so-called Breviarium, appended to the 

Notiiia Urbis and the Ciirjoiam Urbis,^ reveals a significant fact. This description of 

Rome enumerates the Basilicas and churches of Rome, but though it mentions numerous 

pagan remains, statues, and so forth, it contains no reference to pagan temples. In all 

the Syriac versions the word used for ‘churches' is , the word which is noisily 

used of a Christian church or congregation, and not, apparently, used of pagan religious 

assemblies.^ In contrast to this the description of Alexandria in Michael contains no 

reference to basilicas or churches, but enumerates the ‘temples' of the city, using for 

‘temples’ the word 11a--, which is used only once, and then in a special context, of a 

Christian church, but which is the normal word for a pagan palace or temple, parti¬ 

cularly a Jewish one.+ It seems therefore certain that the temples here enumerated, 

in contrast to the list in the veiy similar description of Rome, are not Christian churches, 

and that there is no reference to Christian buildings in the document at all. It therefore 

seems probable, on this ground, that the document was composed at a time when 

I I: must be pointed out that in the Syriac Michael does not speak of the letters of I,Qehias, Antiirhodos, 
etc. Chabot's translation; 'Ccla sans parlor des quartiers d’Adrianos, quL cst iraineow, ni de Lochias-ni 
d'... ni de ... etc.’ is not literal. The literal meaning is, ‘Leaving out of account the letters of Hadrianos .. . 
and leaving Out of account Lochias, Antiirhodos, etc.*. Thus the relative dependence, 'quartets of.. . of... 
of...' eaiats only in the Fneneh translation, and there is no reason to apply iLol^* to Lochias etc. If the force 

of the plural 'Icnera' of Hadrianos be retained itia-ould be neccSSsrj- to suppose that Hadrianos m its twm was 

divided up into grananala; a complicated explanation from which I shrink. 
* These two manuscripts were originally published by I. Guidi in Bull- Comm, jirtk. Rom. i38s and tSqi 

from Zachariah and Michael rospetiively; at that date, however, the complete text of the latter was not pub¬ 
lished. The passages arc to be found in their respective authors t Zach. Mityl. Chronkte, X, i6, in Cor;^. Ssript, 
Or, Script., Syr. Script., scr. 3. voL Vl, pp. 131 £f. - Hamilton-Brooks. Chroniele of Zachariah (1898), pp. 317- 
19: Michael. Chroitic. iv, ch. t6 (= 1, p. 81, tr. - 4% Syr. test), end ix. eh. 29 (= it. pp. 341-2. tr. =* 309-10, 
Syr. text). They are also reproduced and translated in Valcntini-Zucthetti, Codice Topografieo delta Cilia di 
Roma, i (1940), pp. 3iO~34. For the relation of the Syriac Zachariah to its Greek original cf. Hamilton-Biooks, 

op. cit,, pp* 1 ff^ 
^ Broiclmannj s,t,, ftod for the New Testament refenenceSp Syr, ft.v. 
^ Sec Brodtelmann, S-v. For the meaning 'ecclesia", Bn>ckelmann gives only Zsch. Mit-. Life cj 
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there were many temples, and few, if any, churches in Alexandria, that is, before the 

triumph of Christianity in Egypt in the middle of the fourth century.' 

z. By the absence of the Bruchelon from the list of suburbs or quarters, Brucheion 

Th-as destroyed in a,d. 272 by the Palmyrene forces of Zenobia.^ Before that it was 

undoubtedly an important part of the city, and its inclusion would be expected here. 

It is, however, possible that it lay within one of the five grammatai in which case there 

would naturally be no specific reference to it. It may be noted that Epiphanius, writing 

in the middle of the fourth century, and describing the isolation of Bmcheion in his 

day, calls it a which sounds like an official term, if of uncertain meaning, 

and one for which, I think, there is no parallel in connexion with the topography of 

Alexandria, 
3, By the reference to the Refuge of the Serapeum. This temple was 

destroyed on Theodosms* orders in a,d. 391,* find it seems unlikely that either the 

temple or complex of buildings associated with it would retain its pagan name after 

that date.^ This again suggests, though it does not prove, a date not later than the end 

of the fourth century after Christ for the original document. 
The value of the figures in the text cannot be determined in the absence of parallel 

detailed information from other sources. Many, certainly, seem very high at first sight, 

but can hardly be dismissed as impossible since there is no means of determining 

exactly w'hat the document subsumes under a particular heading. Thus, if lla-« is used 

in the strict sense of ‘temple’, a figure of 2,393 seems improbable, but if private shrines 

and sanctuaries within temples are included it is by no means beyond the bounds of 

possibility. The total of houses, 47,790, certainly does not seem unduly high, since the 

free population of Alexandria, according to official sources at the time of Diodorus 

Siculus, c. 30 B.C.,* was more than 300,000. The figure of houses is, it may be noted, 

extraordbarily dose to the figure given b the Curiosum Urbts Romae for Rome, 

namely 48,392, at approximately the same date.^ The number of baths, 1,561, is 
Sevma 0/ AMtijch, Kugener {PO it), p. line 11 * But even here the use of the term la symbolic; Kugcncf 
translates i ‘ Jc vais te conduire an tetnpLe de la dc DieUK* 

1 Contrast Ufhis ConstanttnopGlitarw (fot v:\uch bdow, p. loS, n. a), composed in the ttign 
of Theodosius II (A.D. 403-50)^ which mentions only Christian churches f eoclesiae quattnordecim*)^ 

* See Amm. Marc. XXJI^ 16+ 15: the event is recorded by Michael himself^ Ctsro/i. VT^ ^ i, p. 197, tr- = 

ii7Syr->. 
^ Epiphanius^ Dtf Mens, et Pond. DC (PG 43^ col. 24^): (/TTiijAepAro? ooTis Kara- 

oicfi?daraf aihnjf irdActuf tVrw Bpovx^ (koI Toth-oTifE-aih^s irdAcojff, 
It is of no particular significance for os that this passage (along with se^nernl others) is 

omitted from the Syriac version of the De Mens, et pond., published by J. E. Dean, Chicago Univ, Press, 1935 
(p. ay, tr. = 53C, Syr- test). 

* See esp. Sozom, Hist. EeeL Vii^ 15; Socrates, Hiti. EicL v, 16 ; and see CaLderini, op. cit.j pp. i44“5; and 
Nockp FigiY. Christ. lu, 1949* p. 56, on Eunapius, pp. 41 Boi$s^ 

^ Thus Evagrtus^ Hisi, Eccl. ii* 29;t (PG coL speaks of to ttoAcu UopdirfSof. 
* Diod. xvii, 52> 6 {kiformation provided by or rdy di'aypa^dv twv fcaTotKouWo*!'}, 
? See Valendni-Zucchetrip Codke TopografieOf pp. i6i-z: ^insulae per tolam urbem. xJri. Dcii. Domos. 

M^Dccxc.' Cfp ibid-i p. l&S. In the description of Alexandria if the word jUf/, translated by Chabot, 'coiirs\ 

15 also lo be taken as referring to private dwellings, as seems almost cenab)j. since that is the fundamaital 
meaning of the wordj then tlie Alexandrian total would be considerably in excess of that of Rome. At the same 
time a division of priv-ate residences parallel with that into insulae and domus, fouit J in the Roman cacaloguej 
would be created. 
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probably not unduly large, if this total may be presumed to include both public and 

private baths. The number of baths recorded in the Roman catalo^es is 856,* while 

the Constantinopolitan ?iotitia gives 153, which are specified as private.^ 
In seeking to classify this document it is natural to look for parallels in the Graeco- 

Roman world from which it so obviously derives. In that w'orld one is forcibly reminded 

of two documents, the catalogus of the fourteen regions of Rome, represented in the 

parallel traditions of the Notitia Urbis and the Curiosim Urbis,^ the NotiHa Urbis 

CoiisUintincpolitaftae. 
All three documents are of the same type. To all the arrangement by quarters is 

fundamental, but while the Roman and Constantinopolitan texts detail the monuments 

(or those of topographical interest) within each by name, and then give the statisti¬ 

cal details as to houses, etc., in each region, finally giving after the description of the 

fourteenth Tegio a summation by headings w'hich cut across the regional surveys, the 

Alexandrian document presents a purely statistical survey under each heading without 

information as to monuments. It might either be argued that the topographical descripn 

tion existed here too at one stage, but was omitted when the document was used for 

purely practical ends, or that the document represents an earlier type of notitia, in 

which topographical information has not yet been inserted. In either eventuality the 

kinship between the Syriac and Latin texts seems evident, and although it would be 

unwise to dogmatize, it nevertheless may be suggested that the original of the Syriac 

text was an official avaypa^>^, and not a literary descriptive piece such as the Con¬ 

stantinopolitan Notitia manifestly is.* 

^ See G«£rff Topt^afic^^ pp. i6z, iSS- - 
^ Notitia Urbh Con^tanfinopontanae, O- Seeds, Berlin, i37& (behind hj& tuition of the Notitia Digm- 

mfimi), p. 3t43. iVIr. C. H. Bobem point* out to me that the small number of baths in Constantinople may be 

explained by the Christian hoatility to baths as a cause of Lmmoiality. 
^ For the nektion of the two tiaditions see Codiee Topografico^ i* pp- literatmie there cit^^ 
^ Op. dL, p. izg* II. 37 ff.: "Univerais igitur eius partibus diligentcr inspectisp corponim ^oque eidem 

inservicjitiam reecnaito nrnncio, fidem return omniuin notitia circuinscribente signavi, ut admitantis intentio 

sinsulis edocta m&numentis, sBnplitudinc quoque tantae felkitatis enonita fatcawr. huic urbi ncc laudem 

euf&ccre nec amorw/ 



BRIEF COMMUNICATIONS 
Kagemni onc^ again 

W* Federn’s notes (JEA 36^ 4S-50) are to be welcomed because it is only by weighing all possible 

alternatives that the better understanding of such a text can be obtained. It will possibly interest 

some readers to know my reactions to Fi"s thoughtful and occasionally really useful suggestions. 

I, I. Sndw "respecLful";^ ^deferential^' F* aptly quotes szcdf sndw from t, 7, and is on the right 

track in preferring 'submissive' to my 'timid'; Urk, i, 199, 6 proves that the word may indicate the 

attitude of an old-fashioned son to an old-fashioned father.^ The objection to taking n in, tp/j An n gr 

as the preposition is that this obliterates the parallel to wsh nt hr which follows. 

I, z* I cannot agree that tush si refers to influence over olkers; on the contrary' the sense is clearly 

that of untrammelled freedom of personal movement; so particularly in Pi, 225,^ see too Sin. 

1, 3. The evidence of the IFA* appears to confirm F.'s statement that th min is the opposite of 

mdd mtn, so that I now incline to take ih actively and to understand mtn pregnantly* ^he vrho strays 

from (lit. transgresses) the (right) road'. But F/s interpretation of what follows is unconvincing. 

t, 6-7. The text from tr to pr-m is of extreme difficulty. My own attempted rendering is partly 

disposed of by Gunn’s discovery of the true meaning of pr-sn, seej£^ 36. 112, lop. I was also 

wrong in rendering jc?/ ir as ’time passes'p since tr always signifies the right time, the fitting s^son, 

not time considered as a stretch; this objection holds too of F/s '(allotted) time". 

If 7-9. Little confident as I am in my own rendering of vA/, I find F.'s attempt to equate it with 
the late hfi still more improbable. 

I, 9“io. Does F. here intend to contrast the eating of ’meat’, ’flesh' with the eating of other food¬ 

stuffs? That seems a possible solutionp but his statement is not clear. 

li 10. In dealing with srk F. overlooks the fact that the active sense 'reproaching' would have 

to be the fern, inf. srhiy see Wb. IV, 199, top; for the sense attributed by me to the noun, &ee ibid. 7; 

Egyptian employs this word, just as English can employ ’reproach" and 'blame’p of evil actions or 

habits that will incur the censure of others. 

Ip ii™i2. I am certain that i/m n can never mean ’dear to** as F. suggests. Of the two passages 

quoted by him* p. 49, n* u* the context of 4SiiJ; 5, 13 admita of no decision, while Urk. i, 199, 6 

is quite decisive in favour of 'kind to", ’gentle to"; the writer has just said that he was deferential to 

his father, see above on i, and he goes on to say that he was kind, gentle, or considerate to his 

mother; in. fact he is proclaiming his owti virtues, not describing the attitude of his parents towards 

himself. The objection to F.’s rendering 'chide’ or ’scold" for hks is that those English words are 

* It was, however* D^vk-s and not m^^elf who gave ’submissive* as the rendering in InsfaHaiwn 0/ the 
Visier, R 2.0. 

* For this biffierto completely misunderstood passage 1 offer first a litenil translation^ and then a paraphrase 
giving the meaning os 1 see it: If lAuu in the gatetxxtyf stand vp and sit dofA^n to tky movements &p* 
pointed thee the first day; pass not so that thy repuhing comes about; keen is the face of him teho enters reported^ 
tCide the place of hhrt zo}to has been cedied^ i.c.If jnou arc in the gateway of ihe Palace, conduct yourself in accord¬ 
ance with the behaviour prescribed on the day of your appointment; do not push forward lest you be repelled. 
The wise tnan enters only when hia presence has been reported; when once a man has been called he can go 
ahead unimpeded.* IF&. ll* 407, 13, 14 does not seem at aU decided about the meaning to be attributed to the 
word In Pl lao, which is certainly to be read rtcyt and connected with mt {Wb^ 404, 1). In Pt, 44a Prissc 
has pT-nsm where the London text has and at least two other passages {Ufk. TV, 567, 7; 973, 17) equate 
noyt with ihc palace. The picture conveyed to my mind is that of officials crow^ding at the entrance to the p^ace, 
and waiting their turn to be admitted. 
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trattsitive^ while kfhi is always mtransitive; also his interpretation (p. 50, n. 1) of ftof. B i, 213-14 

is deafly per\'erse. On the other hand> 1 now agree that r in f tntBl'f means than . The sentence 

appears to corroborate ‘no w'ord can prevail against him’; despite F. s suggestions, I can make 

nothing of Ait ij hr r dfi-lb, but the sense of what follows must surely be that the constitutionally 

harsh man, who might be expected to be violently censorious, is more lenient to the man who 

has good table-manners than even the latter’s own mother would be. 
2, 2. I am unable to fit the rendering ‘be discontented’ into any of the passages where the verb 

Un occurs. G.^ri>iner 

The hieroglyph J with the value fps 

R'A. V, 243, 15.16 registers, as found in Dyns. XXI, XXII, a priestly title and a woman s title 

I and reads these respectively and tjt-lpL Of the imsculine title 1 know nothing, but belio e 

mj'self in a position to prove that the corresponding feminine has been wrongly read. In point of 

fact I have not come across any example of the latter group in which the final sign has exactly the 

form and in one case at least where a photograph makes verification possible, the simple woman- 

deteiminative is unmistakably substituted. This is on the inner coffin of the ‘first great chief of 

the harem-women of .4nien-Rer’ Isimkheb, where the title immediately preceding the name is 

clearly written [•* G" another coffin of an Isimkheb with identical attributes—a coffin usurped 

by Neskbons-S same title, as printed by Darcssy, is written It is well known that about 

this period the determinative for ladies of high birth takes various forms, one being even ;J^, which 

besides its phonetic value of on occasion functions as determinative, whether for males or for 

females. 'That in the title here under discussion ^ or or ^ (if the last-named actually occurs) is 

determinative is proved by the hieratic writing d,, i*e. 'chief of the noble ladies’, found with 

several high-priestesses of the same age»; it is inconceivable that in the hieroglyphic exampl^ we 
should have to read the hieratic ones hiy{i) spsteL The obvious deduction is 

that in the hierogli-phic examples ^ has the value ips* a condusion confirmed by the presence in the 

famous royal cache of a usurped coffin originally belonging to a woman named who, as 

Idaressy recognized without commenting on the fact,® must surely have been a namesake of the 

famous queen Uashepsow'e. 
But it is one thing to prove that ^ had in certain rare cases and for a limited period the value 

Sps, and another thing to account for that value. 1 have two suggestions to make, both in my opinion 

equally improbable. There is a well-known tree {var. ^, as drug or fruit), ivhich we 

probably rightly read tt-ipsy (H'A. v, 243, 5-14); can this compound somehow have given rise to 

the belief that a reading of ] was ipil Then there is the Old Kingdom title of queens 

(n't. V, 242, ij), which is conjectured to have signified 'Companion of Homs', i.e. of the king*; can 

some later scribe have misinterpreted to have been a writing of spst 'noble lady’ ? 

Aui>’ H, Gardiner 

‘ Daiessy, Ctreueth Jei cafktttff royala, pi. 52, tniiidle, horizontal bands at top and centre, set too Lbid., 
pp. 164. iW fD. prints conettly in the latter case, wrongly tn the fomicr). 

’ Op.dt. 112 (printed thus), 138 (printed with (§). See too the Canopic Jars of Xeskhons published in type 

ti£c. trffVr 4^ So* and the fragment of a atela, ibid. 82. 
» In one of ihe thre* graffiti in the cache, Maspero, Motm^s s^o, Jlig. 2, L z (Neslchosia); ibid. 649 ^ 

ZAS t6, 29 (Book of the Dead of Nodjmet in the Lou™; on her coffin, Daresay, op. cii. 43^ the hieroglj’phic 

equK'^ent appears In the variant form^ j fpmt 'Mi^^tress of the noble ladies') ^ Budge, Greenfield Fapyrus^ 
pL 2p 1. 4 (NebmebtiKm). ■* So too* wiEhoiiC comment* Budge, op. cic.* pp* x, xl. 

* Daressy, op. dt.* p. 243; two pages pncvioiisly, however^ he was still elmging to Maspem^'s old Lntetpreta- 
tion as Hat-lhct (p. 241). * Junker argues m favour of the reading Ut Giza* ll, 190 
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A word for Vepresentative% 'subset£uce\ or the like 

In the Tomb-robberies papyri frequent mention is made of a ccrtam Pwet<o^ a mca&urer in the 

House of Amun, who was denounced by the herdsman Bukha^af as one of his gangp but apparently 

never caught and brought to trial. In this he was luckier than several relatives of hk^ including wo 

sons and a wife.* In P. Mayer A % 7-9® we read of an ergastulum-slave 

brought as a fefv for’ him, 

the ground that he was only his wife's brother. Wliat is the meaning of this Tvord he/ ? Clearly not 

‘heir' as Peet suggested with a note of interrogation. Personally I have no doubt that it is closely 

akin to the w'ell-known demotic feminine noun kve for a "pledge', "surety"f the writing of which 

Griffith transcribed^ as and tvhich he rightly equated with the Coptic 

with precisely that meaning.^ Such a word for "representative" is uhknown in the earlier stages of 

Egyptian, unless it be found in the term ^ w'omcn in a number of lllahun 

letters as well as in Anastasi VI^ that obscurest of all Late-Eg}^tian miscellanies. ScharfF:, to 

whom we owe a valuable note on that term,* tells us that it is regularly used in his Middle Kingdom 

e;camples of women who were the iw^yi of some official* One of the n^ost striking features of the 
Pharaonic civilization was the confidence reposed in its w'omenfolk to carry on the work of their 

men during the absence or indisposition of the latter,® and I think it much more probable that 

faj/yf in the passages alluded to will turn out to signify ^substitute" than that it will be found to 

possess some such colourless signification as Arbetimn. Alan H. Gardiner 

Amenkha^u who 1 ^_ 

but subsequently released on 

Addendum to The Baptism of Pharaoh% J£A 36» 3-12 

Mv recent visit to Egypt has made me acquainted with two additional representations of this rite, 

both of some inter^t. The earlier is a much damaged scene in the temple of MedJnet Midi, which 

takes back the age of this kind of picture to the end of the Twelfth Dynasty i Suchus stands to the 

right of the king, Anubis to his left, and the purificatory stream is one of ran^i-signsJ Suchus 

was the principal god of the place, but Anubis is also mentioned there at least twice.® Why these 

divinities were substituted for the normal Homs and Thoth b not clean 

The other representation consbts of a wonderfully restored group in the round, exhibited in 

Room U 12, Case W, of the Cairo Museum.® Only tiny portions of the original alabaster remaint 

but these include the h^d of Homs, and the arm stretched out with a bowl on which the name of 

Amenophis II is inscribed. It was only when three fankh~Mgn& of the purificatoiy' stream were 

recovered and added to the other fragments that the nature of this small group (perhaps about 30 in* 

high} was recognized. It b obscu re by W'hat intuition or by whose instructions the ibis-head of Thoth 

was recognbed by the restorer, since not a trace of it remains. Alan H, Ca^piner 

' For references see Feet, Great Tomb-rMrefieSj Tcit, p* 133, under A 27, B i. 5, 
^ See op. cit., pi. 24, for die necessary corrections to Feet's original transcription. 
^ Rylands Papyrif III, 336* So coo Spicgclberg, K^ptisekes Handzix^frburhf ii. 
* Crum, Coptic Dktionmy^ * ZAS 5^, 27* ^ See Cem^, Lau Ramestide Letters, passim. 

^ A. Vogliano, Secoado Rapporto degU sc&ui ^ ^ * di MMlact Madh M- 
* Op. cit. 23, see too 34, n, it. 

^ Journal Nos. 3^1*1 3z^74t provenance unknown. I am indebted to Abbas Bayoumi, the Director 
of the Museum, for supplying me with these LndicatiQns. 
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The benefit conferred by reburial 

The royal muminies of the Tweniy-first Dynasty often be^ hieratic dockets expidning how the 

king or certain high officials came to the Necropolis on the West Bank to give rebtirid to the great 

personage in question. The expression usually employed is repe^^l ihe 

buriaj o/.^ In three cases^ howeveri, use is made of an equivalent much stranger than has hitherto 

been realised. The formula employed being similar in all these examples^ and the crucial word being 

identically written, it will suffice to quote one of the three* The docket written on the mummy- 

wrappings of Amosis I reads as follows: 5>dr third m^nth of mnieTf day ifie Majesty of King 

. H. . Pinodjem proceeded to give [the status of) Osiris to the Osiris King Nebpaktiri^, Ip.h* The words 

here corresponding to r wkm krs n above mentioned are the followring epithet of 

the king is likewise written The same spelling occurs on the two other examples of the 

phrase, 5 rendering impossible Maspero's translation pour donner une place au defuni roi Nehpehtirif 

a mistranslation retained by Breasted.^ All doubt is removed by the fact that the docket on the 

mummy-cloth of Harnesses III writes J ^ for "place" quite normally, while in the expression here 

discussed is found. The employment of a title or similar attribute to denote the rank or status 

itself is %vell known and has ofttn been illu^tratedH^ Alan H. GAnoiXER 

Deux Nouvenux Examples de rexpression dns mhwt 

A LA suite de la publication, dans ravani-dernier volume diijauniat, demon articlesur^rexpression 

dns mhis^t des autobiographies ^gyptienns" dans lequel j^avais rduni cinq exemples dc ce clichi^* 

H. de Meulenaere m’en a obligcamment signalc un sixitme (Ex, ci-dessous), qui aurait dii figurer 

dans mon article puisqu'il etait publie depui$ 194S. 11 en de meme d'un autre exemple encore, 

que j'ai trouve entre temp&, et dont la publication remonte a i8g6. Void, dans leur oontexte imme- 

diat, les deux exemples en question, qiii datent l"un et I'autre de Tepoque ptolemaique* Dans le 

premier, fexpression s^applique exceptionnellement a une femme. 

(*) ^0' 

" ^ 

-. 
iw I M 

posedani Taffection de son ^pouNi 

grandement louee dans son cocur, 

rdservee, dans ses propos, vU-4-vis de tout le monde, 

se rejouissant-- - - 

{^) 

■“ £ ^ 

pretre parfaitj connaissant ses devoirs, 

merchant avec dignite dans le lieu saint, 

resei% e dans ses propos plus que toua ses pareils, 

exempt de. . , * 

* Thus on the coffins of Amenoptiis 1 (Duressy, Cercueih des cachetus roj-n/ef, p. S) and of Sethos £ (op. cit., 
p, 50); also Th* M. Davis, Tt^rnb ofThoutm&ns /F, p. xxxiiip fig. 71 cf. too the ’^iniancs tclmt frkis on the coffin 
of Koincsscs II (Maspero, Momies riryaleSt f6o) and r R?/i7n smf n on that of Tuthmosis II [op. cit* 546), 

^ Op, cil,, 534^ ^ MummyHclDth of Ramessea III, op. cit. 564; of the prince Siamun, op. clt.^ 538* 
* Artdmi Records, iv, §5 ^45i *4^- * See^ ^ Sethe, Die Eimefsung des Featm, 6, n. I3* 
* JBA 3S, 38 fil [P, 40 (c'), lire: ; comraiiement a ce que j'ai ecrit p. 40, n, 6 (d‘apr^ Wb. 1, 184, 

15), ib nc signlBe pas *regretter’: cf. Gardiner, Anc, Eg. Onomastka^ L p^ n. l,] 
^ Statuette dc Ptol^Riajs {Cyrfimqile) — Rowe, Suppl. mux Atm. Serv.f Vnhkr No. la, p. 75 et pi. 14, a J 

G- PcscCf It *Pmtnxzo delle Coionrty in Toiemaide di CkeTiaicn {Monogrtdie di Archeologia Ubka, tl—Rome, 

1950), p. 74 (tradn dc BottT) et fig, 87. Les signes ^ (Rowe: d'apr^ la fig. (photographic) de Pesce^ op^ 

cjt.; pour tmf ib an debut d^unc epiihcte laudative, cf, t^joiiissant k voir ses con- 

citoyens’ iMaspero, Sarcoph. des dpo^ei pertane et ptolcm. (CCG), l, p. 36b et pi- 30^ var. ibid., p. Z23, 
^ Athknes 2D09 (statuette) = rVlsUct, Rec. trav. 18, ii. 
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Dans cts deux nouveaux exempies, dui mhut e$t additioime d’un complement, ce qui n'etait pas 
le casdans lesautres, ou I’espression etait employee isolement. Si le complement de I’Ex. r 

nb ‘plus que tous ses pareils’, n’apporte rien qui aide k mieux comprendre le clichd, celui de I'Ex. a: 

hr bw-itb 'vis-a-vis (iltVi. aupr^s de, avec) tout le monde’,' permet par centre d’en prddser un peu la 

signification—tout au moins la signification qu’on lui prdtait 4 la Basse Epoque. Cea mots indiquent, 

en effet, que rexpression s'appHquait a unc qualite sociale, i une fk^on de se compotter vis-i-vis de 

ses semblables, com me e'est le cas pour d'autres cliches biographiques oil ils apparaissent egalement, 

soil sous Cette meme forme ftr bte-nbt soit avec la preposition b ‘i, pour' au lieu de Ar:— 

1'^^ ‘arnica! envers tous les gens de sa villeV ‘aimable a Tegard de 

{ou pour)* tout le monde’, ‘gen^reux pour tout le monde', 

‘disant de bonnes p^roles^ a tout le monde’. Avec I'acquis des autres exemples de mfact, 

on est conduit vers unc signification en relation avec la politesse ou meme la ‘diplomatie' du langage, 

quelque chose comme 'sachatit gaider en soi lea propos qui poumient ofTusquer ou facher autrui', 

‘ne se laissant pas aller i dire des mote choquants ou blessants’—i peu pr6s ce qu’une biogiaphie 

du Nouvel Empire exprime cn ces termes: 'impassible, choisissant ses propos’. 

C'est aussi vers la notion de discretion, de reserve dans le langage, que nous m^e, dans FEx. JS, le 

pantU^lisme dt dnimJttct avec M nintr m maichant avec dignJte, po&emcnt, dansle sanctualre', 

cliche qui refute egalement k la reserve, mais dans I’aUure, dans la demarche, cette fois, 

n me semble que la qualite a laquelle s'applique Fexpression did mfttti est bien definie par le 

passage suivant, qui est emprunte k un text* de la XX11* Dynastic 'Khnoum m’a fa9onnd f«Ap) 

en hotnme setis^ intelligent {x^), aux dispositions parfaites (bihA aptr), et il a avantage 
{imrr) ma nature {bitt) plus que cellc de Felite des gens; cj 

il a ‘pilotd* ma langue vers la perfection; j'ai purifie ma bouche des 

medisances (?)‘® qui m' auratent fait tort et ma mansuetude a fait que mes eimemis sont devenus mea 

proches amis; ]e savais controler ma bouche, de sorte que j’euis expert i repondre’. 

J, J, 

‘ Et non 'in every place in which he is' (Rowe), *in qualunquc luago ... in cui egti si tiovi' (Botti), tiaduc.. 
tiona amen^es par la lecture f ib au lieu dc aw/ ib. 

^ Wreszlnski, In$cftr. in iVien^ p. 87- 

^ Alaspero et Gjftuthier, det i^poques persiotit ti (CCG), Jl. p. 46 et pL 14: var, ibid, p. 49 tl 
pi. IS. 

* L^s deui coAstnicti&ns dtant possibles avec im^ lb (cf. Tf"*. i, 75, 21-3)* on peuc lire ici fjr btv-ttb =» 

tr: Ill, 315; Quim^ JEA 2% 57) oy n ttv-rdt avee n m devant b ^ m: 11, Fainnari, BulL 

Irut./r. 4j^ 63 et 71J et Atm. Sirv. 43, 330; cf. = « ba^-nb, Masjhcro, op. cit. l^ p. 223* dam uilt vbj. 
du cliche pgi dn n b^-nb cite ici). 

s Maspenj, op. cit. 1, p. 266 et ph loj vdit. ibid. p. 223; IMaspero et Gauthier, op. cit. il* p, 7 ct pi. 3, 
1; Assiout, tombe III| I. 3: Budge, CoH. Ldidy p. 132 ec pi. ii (L is da texte); Scheib Le tomBtau 
d\4ba (Mihn. Mm./r, v), pi. 5 [B, k dr., I. 3). 

* Budge, op* cit. p* 133 et pi. 11 (L 20 du textelv 

’ ‘Spnich’ Wb. V, szi-z. 
* Navillc^ TheXIrh Dyn. Tempiem Deir in, pi. 6, i ct S, £, 
* Borchardt, Statuat und St^lu^Uen (COG), ll, p, 106. 

19 'p^Judioe, donrimsge' {1^** nr. 213, 17), dc ‘Idser, auiren fairc tort, {Wb, jit. 212-13), 
sigrtiiier ici Apropos nutsibles, prvjudiciables', mais pcut-elre aussi 'm^disance^caJonruiic, —cf. L'acceptioo 
Serleumden u. a; pourle veibc Wb. in, 213, 3. 

S 1^71 Q 
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Kni =: ^bundle’ 

In P. Wesicar lo, i; 11, 7, where the goddesses appear in the form of strotting players, they ^ 

accompanied by the god Khnum in the capacity of bearer of ^Ij ftj ^ word concerning the meaning 

of which there appears to be some diversity of opinion. Vt'b^ v, 51, 12 renders it as ‘Gepack’; Black¬ 

man in yEA 22,43 suggests ‘confinement-stoor, while in the second edition of his Grammar (p, 524, 

V19) Sir Alan Gardiner renders it as ‘palanquin’. Taking the last rendering first, the objections to 

the translation ‘palanquin’ are twofold, as Blackman has already seen; firstly the word for ‘palanquin’ 

occurs bvice in the same papyrus (7,12.14) form [j U ^ context where the meaning 

is quite certain, but w’ith determinatives entirely different from the word now in question; and 
secondly, a palanquin would require at least two persons to carry it, whereas in the story the goddesses 

have but the one attendant. On the other hand, against Blackman’s suggestion it might well be urged 

that strolling players would hardly be likely to carry a confinement-stool about with them, e\'en 

though in this case the circumstances were admittedly exceptional; the modern custom cited by him 

may also not necessarily have held good in ancient times. We are thus thrown back on the first 
translation, that of Wb., which seems lo fit the circumstances exactly; a company of wandering 

minstrels might be expected to have a porter or porters to carry their baggage, which in the case of 

a small party would no doubt be somewhat scanty and well within the capacity of a single bearer. 

Furthermore, there seems sound philological reason for rendering as ‘bundle*. As written here 

it is not disringuishable from ‘sheaf' {Fahm, 3, cf. Gardiner, loc. cit.), which suggests that the 

basic sense of the word is 'bundle tied together’, whether of clothes or com, and we may suspect a 

passive derivation from ^f'embrace’, the bundle being‘embraced’ by the cord; in the case of kalw 

‘palanquin’ the derivation is active in sense, the palanquin ‘embracing’ its occupant. 1 suggest, there¬ 

fore, that the Wb. was right in its view that foif in this context means ‘baggage-pack’, ‘bundle’, and 

that the hry was a porter in the most usual sense. R- O- Faulkneh 
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The Temples of KaiEa I, The Inscripisons. By M. F. Lajiixg Macadam. 2 vols. Test, pp. xvi and 141. 
Plates, pp. VI and 66 plates. Published on behalf of the Criffidi Institute by the Oxford Umversiiy Press, 
1949. Price £6^ 6j. net. 

- Ka%%'a (ancient Gematen), a considerable mound on the river bank more or less opposite Dongola, \rith 
its town site (badly damaged by sehheikhirt) and cemeteries still probably has more to offer the exca^'alor 
than any other ancient Egi'ptian site in the Sudan. Thb is the first part of the publication of the finds made 
in the temple area by the expedition of Oxford Exca^-ations in Nubia under the late Professor F, LI, Griffith 
in 1930^1. The inscripdons from stelae and oiher objects and graffiti not part of the original temple decora¬ 
tions are here adequately published by photographic reprodudioOt and copies—in most cases from squeezes 
and tracings—translation and notes. This part is to be followed by another covering the temples and other 
buildings, the objects found in them and the numerous temple reliefs. It will also contain the archaeological 
report of the second expedition made in 1935—6 under Mr, L. Kirwan. 

The boot is divided into tivo sections (A) Egyprian Inscriprions, pp. t-qa, and (B) Meroitic and other 
inscriptions, pp. 93-118; and there is an Introduction summarizing the results of studying the inscriptions 
founds There is also an important appendix on the relationships of the Ethiopian roy^ family. Incidentally 
it is a pity that Dr. Macadam has not followed Dows Dunham in dropping the name * Ethiopian* for this 
dynasty in favour of their ovitii name of "Kush', thereby avoiding confusion with modem Ethiopia (Abys¬ 
sinia) in the minds of African students. 

The inscriptions found are veiy important for the history of Dyn, and of its successors In the land 
of Kush. Study of the stelae of Taharqa shows (see the Appendix) that it is tlic practice of adoption which 
has made it difficult hitherto to unravel the family relationships of the dynasty^ and which probably gave 
rise to the importance of the Candace or *King^s ^lothcr", which this wcIl-knowTi title appears to mean. 
Brother“sistqr marriage seems to have been the rule rather than the exception, and the piety of chief Alara 
(seen presumably to be a predecessor of Kashta) towards Amun is mentioned more than once. To the 
re^ewer both these facts make it all the more probable that Alara and Kashta w^ere hereditary cgyptiani2ed 
chiefs of Kush (possibly descended from the chiefs of Kerma) and not immigrant Libyans. 

His inscriptions reveal that Taharqa was bom in 709/8 b.c. and w^as a younger hroiher of Shehltku, with 
W'hom he was associated on the throne, but whom he did not murder (Manelho). Taharqa first went to 
Egypt at the age of twentj^ and so cannot have fought Sennacherib in Falesiine (2 Kings xjx, 9). Duplicates 
fill gaps in the Tanis stela and the account of the exceptiondly high Kile, h Avas Taharqa who seems to 
halite first made Gematcn a place of importance, although Aliddte Kingdom statues suggest that it was in 
existence at the time of neighbouring Kernaa, and objects of Amcnophis HI that it w:as he who gave it its 
name^ No trace of Akhenaten was found, but Tut^khamun built Temple A, on which Rnmesside and other 
officials left records. Taharqa reclaimed Gcmaten from sand-drifts, built a hu^e temple^ equipped it 
magnificently^ and planted vines. On one of the two stelae recording his gifts Amen-R€^ is reprr-sented as 
Literally ^inside the Sacred Mountain^ suggesting that there may still he an undiscovered shrine cut by 
Taharqa into Gehel Barkal behind the four colossi reported in Illustrated London AWr of February 15,1947, 

A stela of Anlamani (623-593 the only historical inscription from his reign, records a royal visit to 
Kawa and an expedition against BcLhe (presumably Beja) W'ho had been raiding it. 

The great inscription of Amani-nete-yerike (r. 418-39S B.C.) cut on the ^vall of Taharqa's temple in 
debased Bg>-ptian hieroglyphs is the first after .Aspeha (d. c. 568 a.c.)* It confirms that Meroe had been for 
some lime ihc royal residence, and records more raids (pr^utnably by Beja), the royal v\s\i to Kapata 
(for the coronation) and then to Kawa and Pnubs (reasonably idenrified as Argo). At Kawa the temple wus 
again cleared of sand-drifts. Sand has once more buried the temple mins since 1936, hiding the scars 
caused by the rcmo^-al of scenes and inscriptions destined for the national museum at Khartum^ w hich seems 
no nearer realisation now^ than then. 

Q2 Bieii 
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Stelae and other inscriptions of four hitherto unknown kings. Ary who buUt a temple there, possibly the 
latest of which the ruins siilJ exist, Amansahrak, Piankh’j'erikc-qa and Amekh-amani, may represent the 
kin^ of the first independent Meroidc kingdom of Napata, whose pyiamids are at Barkal. * 

I he Meroidc inscriptions consist mostly of graffiti. Historically important is a bronae altar of Queen 
Amartirenas, found in the debris of the fire presumably caused by Petronius in c, 23 b,c., which shows that 
the second independent kingdom of Napata had come to an end before the Koman invasion, for her monu^ 
ments have been found from Dakka to Meroe. 

One can but regret that the Griffiths did not live to see the appearance of this fine book, of which the 
author, the Griffith Insdtute, and the Oxford University Press may all well feel proud. It is to be hoped 
that The Temples of Kaica II will appear soon and maintain the high standard of Part I. 

A. J. Abkell 

TJu Calendars of Andent Egypt. By Richawj A. Parker. (The Oriental Institute of the University of 
Chicago. Studies in Ancient Oriental Civilization, No. b6.) The University of Chicago Press. Chicago. 1950. 

Pp, xiii+83i figs. 21, pb. 6. 56.oo. 

In this brief but decidedly difficult book Professor Parker sets forth the results ol his Invesdgadons in the 
field of Egyptian time-reckoning, a province of our study which has occupied many a scholar and evoked 
varying theories. Kealizing that no system of time-reckoning can be adequately comprehended without a 
grasp of some basic astronomical and calendrical facts which tnving to their rather specialized character are 
not alwav-s clear, if at all present, in the mind of the iiniiiitiated student. Professor Parker begins, Plato-like, 
by defining such technical terms and essential concepts as will constantly be needed in the discussion 
ensuing. The ground thus prepared, the main narrative is free to flow as smoothly as the complex nature 
of the topic allows. 

Ancient Egypt had three calendars. They were introduced succ^ively but not to the exclusion of one 
another, so that the dme came when there were three diflferent calendars at work, and thev remained in 
simultaneous use down to the close of pagan Egypt. The earliest calendar was formulated sometime in the 
fifth or fourth millennium, after the recognition that the event the Egyptians called vep mpt (‘Opener of the 
Year’), and which wc now term the heliacal rising of Sirius or Sothis, was the herald of the inundation. It 
was a lunar calendar which w'ould normally comprise ttwlve lunar months divided into three seasons of 
four months each. Unlike most chronolqgers Professor Parker upholds the view that the Egyptian lunar 
month began with the moon’s invisibility, viz. on that morning when the old crescent could no longer be 
seen. Tpy mpt, the first day of the original lunar year, was the first day of invisibility of the moon before 
sunrise following Sothls's heliacal reappearance in the eastern horizon: thus K?p mpt did not actually open 
the year but rather marked the end of it; the feast of vip mpt fell in the last month nf the year and was its 
eponyro. An intercalary month dedicated to Thoth and placed at the head of the year w-as resorted to 
biennially, less often tricnnialiy, in order to obviate the shortcomings of the lunar year which was as a rule 
but 354 days long. This device proved In course of time uisufficlent for the ever-growing requirements of 
economy' and administration, and to meet such practical needs a new calendar was introduced in the thirtieth. 
Of perhaps the twenty-ninth, century. It was based on a schematic or averaged lunar y'car of 365 days and 
was not tied to Sethis but to an unknown variable annual occurrence, ,4fter the pattern of the original lunar 
year the schematic year was divided into three seasons of four months each; only the months of the newly 
created calendar were all of uniform length, namely thirty days. Five epagomcnal or ‘added’ days headed 
the year even as the intercalary month of Thoth did the original lunar year whenever it occurred. The old 
calendar was kept as a fundamcutaJly religious and sacerdotal year for the regulation of feasts and temple 
services whilst all secular matters were thencefonvard reckoned by the schematic lunar, or civil, year. This 
dual arrangement was found w-orkable for a considerable length of time; yet after about two centuries 
these two calendars had drifted so far apart from each other that the need for a new readjustment became 
urgent and resulted in the adoption of yet another calendar. Professor Parker would suggest roughly 2500 B.C, 

as the date when the third Egyptian calendar was instituted, and he tells ns that ‘the months of this new 
lunar year were tn be so regulated that they would maintaio their general agreement with their 
equivalents. In tliis fashion the original lunar calendar and the civil calendar, the dual year, would be free 
to progress forward through the seasons/ 
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Of pa^cular interest is the author’s intcipretatioa of certain names of days of the month based on 
philolt^ical and astronomical considerations, as ivcll as his treatment of month names in the lunar and ci%'il 
calenikra. There is also an exeellem analysis of the lunar calendar of Papyrus Carlsbeig 9 and a new inins- 
liteiatton and translation of the Cairo Demotic Papyrus 30801* The often-discussed Ebers calendar is 
transcribed afresh and commented upon. The si^ificance of the Kamak water clock of Amenophis III, 
the ^tronomical ceiling of the Ramesseum, that in the tomb of Senenmut, and sundry other monuments 
bearing on Egypdan time-reckoning, is expounded with rare insight. The dissertation on the calendars 
proper is followed by three excursuses dealing, respectively, with the transfer of feasts from the lunar to the 
civil calendar, the meaning of tpy mpt and the chronology of the 1‘welfth Dynasty. 

Professor Patker'a highly technical work does not make easy reading, But though the book demands, it 
will vastly repay, close study. It is a permanent contribution to an exceedingly important department of our 
science, the fruit of painstaking research, based on extensive and thorough knowledge, and displaying 
everywhere the author's most penetrating ttprii critique. 

It seems rather a pity that those responsible for the general 'get-up' of the volume should not have 
bestowed upon it all the care that so invaluable a piece of research desen'es. There is no index, and the 
relegation of the critical notes to the end of the book is unaccommodating in the extreme. The margins are 
uncomfortably narrow for a large 4* format, and the uneven ending of the lines lends the pages a none 
too pleasant look. Miss Susan T. Richert’s drawings are, in happy contrast, remaikably good indeed. 

RiCABDO a. CjV.MtNOS 

SluJus vt Magical Amulets, chUfiy Groeco-Egypltan. By Campbell BoNb'ES. .'Vnn Arbor, University of 
Michigan Press and London, Oxford University Press, 1950. Pp, 334, 25 plates* root. 

This handsome volume is No. 49 of the University of Michigan's Humanistic Series, and, as might be 
expected from its author, is an important contribution to a difhcult and obscure branch of scholarship. 
That amulets were commonly used in antiquity, especially late antiquit}-, is well enough knoM-n, but vague 
and inaccurate language has too frequently been used in speaking of them. There is, fore.'camplc, a tendency 
to refer to them as Gnostic, which the author abujidantly shows to be quite unjustifiedi they do indeed 
for the most part belong to the times in which Gnosticism nourished and the figures and inscriptions on 
them spring from the ty-pe of thought which produced that and kindred systems, all alike betraying a strong 
appetite for the marvellous and mysterious and an abandonment of the rational thought characteristic of 
the best ages of Greece; but there is little on the amulets known to us which is characteristic of the teaching 
of any of the Gnostics proper, much which is simply syncretistic, a good deal which is definitely Egyptian, 
and not a little which needs further research into Its origios. Professor Bonner has studied literally thousands 
of the inscribed gems surviving in modem collections, has illustrated and described 398 of them and given 
references to many more, and in a aeries of chapters thoroughly scientific In contents and at the same time 
readable and admirably clear has classified them and, so far as can be done in our present state of knowledge, 
has interpreted them. Like all good books, his will furnish material for further inquiries and research, and 
also will long Mn e as a storehouse of laming for any ivho are interested in the complicated history of magic 
and the vagaries of degenerate religion. 

The introductory chapter gives an excellent conspectus of the whole subject, incidentally disposing of 
the misuse of the word Gnostic', as already mentioned. Chapter It treats of ‘nattonal elements and influ¬ 
ences , Egy'ptian, Jewish, Persian, and Greek. The author now’ passes to the purposes which the amulets 
were meant to serve, 'general protection and benefit’ (Chapter 111), ‘medical magic’ (Chapters 
protection against 'unseen perils' (Chapter VII), and ‘aggressive magic’ (Chapter VlII). Then come dis¬ 
cussions of some of the more prominent iconographic types found on these gems. Chapter IX deals with one 
of the strangest, 'the snake-legged god with the cock’s head’. Chapter X with ‘the young sun*. Chapter XI 
with an allied subject, 'Helios and solar types’, and chapter XII with 'pantheistic and monstrous forms'. 
Chaptera XIII and XIV examine the inscriptions, the former dealing with the more or less intelligible 
ories, the latter w ith those classed as 'cryptic' and shedding such light as can be thrown upon the strange 
mixtu^ of foreign words and sheer meaningless jargon which compose th«e. Chapter X\’' handles 
Palestinian, Sy rian, and Christian amulets, while Chapter X\'l devotes its twenty pages to ‘urmsuaJ, obscure, 
and problematical types', sometimes offering good solutions of the diificulcLCs, sometimes frankly confessing 
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inability to e.^plain them. The verbal descriptiaiis of selected amulets then follow, and between this section 
and the plates is inserted a useful set of indexes. The book is thus veiy easy to consult, especially as the 

printer kts done hb difficult work well. 
To go into all or even a representative selecrion of the problems involved would need a treatise, not 

a reWeWj and call for more specialist knowledge than the reviewer possesses. There is nothing very startling 
in the general conclusions; we knew^ for instance, that Eg^pt, Greece, and Persia all contributed much, 
directly or indirectly* to the development of the learned professional magic to which the amulets bclongi 
and that Jewish sources, real or alleged, were freely used, names of powder especially being often Hebrciv 
or pseudo-Hebre^v, Some of the classifications of amulets are very interesting, for Instance * the long series 
of what the author calls ^digsttve" amuIetSg pp* 51—66 and the important group which fills Chapter 
Thb class is intended to counteract diseases of women, and one of the most chafacterisric designs is an 
object ^vhieh the author, probably rightly* interprets as a conventionalized uterus^ 

Among the many puaalcs still ieft after this painstaking and acute inv^dgation are several which will be 
of interest especially to Egy^stologists, both in connesdon with the iconography and ’^vitb the not infrequent 
Coptic words which occur in the inscriptions. But if ever some of the more complex figures arc expbinedt 
the net must be cast wider and the extraordinary fantasies of Oriental art (not Persian only) put under 
contribution to give at least an idea of the gcncsb of suncLQ'' recurrent monsters^ H. J* Rose 

Catalogue general des antfquit^s ^yptiennes du Mus^e du Caire. Nos. 69201-69853* Instruments of Music. 
By Hans HickmaNN- Cairo, Institut Fian^ais dbrchmlogie oricnt^c, 1949. pp. iv-L3i6* pU 116. foL 

The appearance of a new rational catalogue of musical instrumefils is always a major event. The privilege 
of welcoming this latest comer to the nohk lineage of such publications invokes a rare nostalgia. The grand 
manner, we had supposed, was extinct, yet here is a work which ranks with the best of its kind in all details 
of production and surpasses most in the scientific and detailed treatment of its material. Musical antiquily' 

cannot often have been so handsomely serv ed^ 
Dr, Hickmann'^s previous studies of andent Egyptian music and instruments* puhEshed in the Annans 

du Service des Autiquitds de l'£gypief have fuUy demonstrated hb unique quallficatbn for his present t^k. 
Too often the musicologist b divorced from other branches of learning. Here he combines with the Egypto- 
logbt;, with most valuable and happy results. The catalogue is the first sj'stematic study of andent Egyptian 
instruments based on modem principles of organology* within the framework of which Dr. Hickmann^s 
ludd expositions of technological and functional detail ace new' and indbpcnsable. It b now possible to study 
the dimensions and structure of these mstniments fully and to some purpose, aided by expertly posed and 
beautifully reproduced plates and innumerable text diagrams. 

The occidental schol^ b naturally more attracted by instmmenis intended to produce specific musical 
sounds than by the far more numerous classes of mere noise-makers, how ever important these may be In 
their context. Such instruments challenge the imagination both by their technical complexity and by the 
far greater human element w hich must ha%^e gone into the playing of them. Stringed and wind instruments 
make use of phj'sical facts which are implicit not in their materials but their form. The way in which the 
early craftsman tackled his problems and used his data must ever remain a fascinating study, ^\^th this 
profusion of partiaHty* a few of the instruments which strike a reticis-er's eye may perhaps be discussed. 

The Long Lule* apparently the only *necked' instrument of Egyptian antiquity* is a curiously rudimentary 
type in that the body plays no direct part in amplifying the tone. That is to say, it sustairts none of the str^ 
imposed by the strings, and docs not receive their vibrations through a bridge resting on or attached to its 
tabic or soundboard. The bridge is combined with a string holder at the lower end of the central spar which 
abo forms the neck. This spar passes down the length of the bodyi being threaded under and over through 
slits cut in the skin 'soundboard’; the straps thus formed being apparently the only means whereby the body 
is attached. Sachs [Hutory of Mmteal Inrtruments^ p. 102) classifies the instrument only by its having a 
"handle ending within the body' and specifies cross-bars therein for its support. He also describes a triangular 
or circular opening In the skin table through which the ends of the strings pass, but it is dear from the two 
lutes shown in the catalogue that this object is none other than the adze-shaped string holder itself, which 
in any case rises clear of the table. 
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An interesting and mll-repnesented mstnijnent 15 the arched ahoulder harp. Five of the seven more-or- 
less complete specimens at Cairo are so simitar in construction that they invite general conclusions. The 
one-piece body and 'oomb^ are probably familiar enough, but a curioiis detail is the metliDd of fixing the 
Baguette de Smpemiofi, bridge or tutch-nul which forms the lower anchorage of the strings. This is ^stepped- 
in' rather like the bowsprit of a aaifing-vesseh the pointed upper end fitting into a socket inside the body 
belotv the shoulders, w hile the other is tied to a "button' formed at the lower end of the instrument. This 
arrangement suggests the quick removal of the rail for the adjustment of string-tensions, for the pull re¬ 
quired to re-tie the lower end to the button would be slight owing to the oblique angle which the strings 
make w?ith the rail. Moreover, although one lends to exp^ it, no trace appears on any of these five instm- 
ments of a soundboard of any description^ nor does Dr, Hickrnaiut broach the question. A skin or wooden 
tabic would be difficult to fit owning to the different levels of the raU at either end of the body, and in fact 
such a feature w^ould hinder the mode of string adjustment w^hich seems to be implied by the arrangement 
mentioned above. These instruments may therefore have had open-fronted resonators^ similar to that of the 
Schal^nziifirr (NorlLnd, S^itematik der Saif£fiinslrtimtntej i, 143 ff.). 

The Egy^ptian arched harps appear to comprise two other categories besides that already discussed; a 
larger variety played with the end resting on the ground, having a shallow spade-shaped resonator, a regular 
soundboard and an external hitch-rail* and the curious festonn^ n^pe represented by Cairo 69403 and a 
specimen at Berlin. These have deep ov'al bodies covered with skin and a peculiarly etxioked neck which springs 
from the bottom of the body* The hitchpiiis for the strings arc not at its top end but halfway along^ and 
it is difficult to see how these instruments were strung and played, since, as they now' stand, none of the 
strings would have cleared the top edge of the body oeaiest the neck. 

Space allows no further development of the many id™ stimulated by the use of this catalogue. It fulfils 
its purpose completely and definitively, and is the model of what should he done for any large holding of 
similar material in other parts of the world* In other words: other museums please copy, 

Eric Halfpenny 

Ramesside Admimstrathe Documenti^ By SiR Aian Gardixer, Pp, xxiv+101+83^1. Published on behalf 
of the Griffith Institute by Geoffrey Cumberlege. London, Oxford Utki%ersity^ Press, i^S- 

In thb book, the review of which is regrettably ver>^ belated. Sir Alan Gardiner has collected tiventj'-stx 
hieratic documents of Ramessidc date which in one way or another relate to public administraUoDK The 
impulse towards making thb collection, as he tells us in his Preface, originated in a desire to make accessible 
for study material which might shed some light on the pmblems of the great AVilbour papyTus published by 
him, a papyrus which b itself by far the largest and most important administrative document sumving from 
Ancient Egypt, but w^hich poses quesdous to which as yet no really satisfactory answer has been forthcomings 
But the author has not confined himself to the strictly limited objective of supplementing the Wilbour 
papyrus; to our good fortune he has included a number of other papyri of an administrative nature which 
hitherto have not been readily accessible to the student, such as the Turin Indictment and Strike papyri. 
Transladons of many of the tests here published have appeared in ihh Journal and elsewhere, and reference 
to previous studies w'ill be found in the IntcoductLon, W'here each individual document is described* 

It is a matter for gratitude that Sir Alan and the Griffith Institute decided in this publication to follow 
the model of the well-known BsMiorheca Aegypfiaca set on foot by the late Jean Capart* The student thus 
has the transcribed text and the critical notes made availahle to him in a handy format and at a low cost, 
and use of the book is greatly facilitated by Professor Cemy's admirable autograph hand. Indexes of Names 
of Persons' Titles and Occupations; Placest Regions^ Countries; Temples, Cult-pLaccs and Cult^objects 
and of the Main Contents of the Notes round off an invaluable piece of work. 

R* O* Faulkner 
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^ WtNIFF^O KA.MMERER Wth the colkboradoo df ElINOB MuILET 

S3.^cl^)“'^ ^ Univetsity of Michigan Press, 1950. Price Sa.oo (paper); 

bibliography should be a great hdp 

St end n °"r °n° " ‘^“'' »iPtInde .U nU undl 
^ A 1'™'**^^^“f Copdc texts, and to books and articlesqhCoptic phiioloBy 

iT^' ‘^^Cludcd: articles in tvhi^h Copdc 
B used only to claiily Egyptian or Greek, paraileis to Copdc texts in other languages historical materiafon 
Cbnstjan Egypt when it concerns Greek or Roman administradon and a few^Srs 

at ^ the most sads&ctory that could have been made, but 
^m^«e V in those subjects which have been included and that 
!r I tfl ? impossible here to give a list of books and articles that were 

^ ^ lii^dings as 

There appears to be no aysiem whereby some critical reviews are listed and others are not. There are 
many i^’hich certainly ought u> have been included; c,g.] 

Tertrjflwnt (Sahidic), is subject to an important study by 

^5[f V ^ Hebbclynk cites considerable mZn!l 
not utilized by Homer and makes some ^^uable comments- 

^ Ei-^g^henfragment is reviewed by C. Schmidt in G6lti»ger GeUhrU An^s^en 10m 
401 ff., With important commenls. ^ ^ ' 

W, E, Ci^, K<^Usche R^htmrhmden am Djemi, is reviewed by C. Schmidt in Theal Lit.-Zat tou 
332. with a CO Ution of two of the texts in Berlin. This b particuUrly .Suable now as the in 
quesuon were lost at the end of the war. 

othets (I have wUected over tjo). appeared in well-knowm periodicals and most of them 
ZZ S. bibliographies, e.g. De Lacj- O'Leary, Bibfi^apky. Christian Egypt in this 

of Coptic texts have been overlooked though most 0/ them are those published during 

E. Rcvillout, V» NoMfau Papyrus c(>pte du monasthe tU Saint JMmie de Memphis in Orienlale H 
Jimmcaine (Fans^ 

A. ^tscl^t, Fr^ents copies d’une Homilie de Jean de Parailalos contre les ihres hdritiqms in 
Mtsceilanea Giopajim Mettaii, i (Studi e Testi lai, Rome. 1946), 396 ff. ^ 
Dreacberj Thr^i Ca/tif L^gmds (C^ro, 1^47)* 

A num^r of Russian publications have also been omitted. Most of these are listed in a Russian biblio^ 

pSrmA not come to the notice of the compilers: A. Kotsiovskij in Christiamkij 
Vostak, \ol 4, part ii (1916). pp. 200 ff., being a bibliography of Coptics 1912-ie ^ ^ 

As re^ds boofe and articles dealing with Coptic texts there are very serious omissions; this is partioilarJv 

T 1 Tt", t »' Kl"''. !>“• «1» i" ««i,„ of Co,:o“ 
F. J. Foak^ Jackson and K. Lake, The Begin/imgs of Chiistiamty, part I, The Acts of the AmwiTes 

» ■9>S) Thi,L«;n, , «oyd,«d,,d'dS? 
on the text the Sahidic ^d Bohainc Versions of AcU in Appendixes IV and V and pp cxlii ff 
based on evidence brought by Sir Herbert Thompson. 

W, E. Crum, Pistis Sophia mJEAS 1925, 757 ff. 

i' System in Paidy-W^wa, RealensOrhhpMe der klassischen 
d4f/#r/ifjnjKWfn*rcAn/f, SuppJementband (Stuttgart, 1934), 241 ff. 

H. Buchthal and Ku^. Hamtiist of lHuminaied Oriental ChnsHan Mamiscripts (London The Warbure 
Iwtitutc, *942}- Th« cites 223 Coptic manuscripts and has an admirable bibliography Nearly S 
of the works cited there arc not included in Mrs. Kammeretis book. ^ ^ 

For a^gement of the book the compilers could have found a useful guide in the exceMcnt studv - 

part n. pp. IS99 ff. Particularly as regards early Christian literature, marij-rdoms, and lives oftunts no 
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attempt has been made to collect all the avaJkbJe material from the \'arioiis catalogues^ etc., for any particu¬ 
lar story. Sometimes collections (e.g. the Morgan CoUemon) hav^e been cited for each life of a saints etc.j 
but mostly this is not the case (e.g» TUl^ md Mdt^erkgendeny Anyone using thj^ part of the 
biblJogTaphy find it mosi misleading. I need only dte the list given for Shenoute (pp, 65 f.). There are 
merely three references to works other than those containing only Shenoute; two are short aitictes and the 
third is Morgan, voj. 54, which is wrongly asenbed to Shenoute as is shown by the style We look in I'ain 
for references to Crum's ctaJogucs, Zoega, Plcyre-Boeser, W^ely, Mimier. etc., all of which contain a 
considerable amoimt of text from the wx>rks of Shenoute. De Lacy O’Leary's LittiratuTt Ci>pu mav now 
Sen.^e as a tisefui, though incomplete, supplement to Mrs. Kammerer’e bibliography. 

It is difficult to understand why Cnim’a Shsrt TtsU, Coptic Manuicripu, and Vmia Coptka arc listed 
under the heading 'Coptic Texts, Collections' (Nos. 718, 719. 721) whereas Crum's Ceptk Ontraca and 
Wadi Sa^a are listed under ‘Coptic Texts, Documents and Letters’ (Nos. 1993 and 2002). 

Hardly ^y attempt has been made to indicate whether a text had previously been published, thus, for 
example. Nos. 1990,2029, 2031, 2034, 2041,2043 {one text only), 2046 (except the last eight), 2049, 20.50, 
2052, 2057j 2058, 2069,2078, 2q8i, and 20S2 were all published or republished in Crum, Koptkehe Rechts- 
vrhmdea bus Dj&ne. 

There are a few inaccuradcs in the book of which two may be noted here; No. 1330 (Sobhy, Le Martyn 
de Saint H^lias) ta the publication of a Cairo HamouU manusciipt which was included in the photogtaphie 
Morgan series (vol. 45) and the note 'see also 726 (voL 45)' should be altered accordingly* similarly, in the 
case of Nos. 1345, 1369, and 1397. Nos, 981 and 984 are two independent publications of the same manu¬ 
script (B.M. Or. 6948) containing .4cts vii and ix in Fayyumic. The text was republished by Till, Koptisefv 
Ckrestomathk fiir den fayumischen Dialekt and Gasclee in his revimv of TiU’s book made a few corrections 
{Bull. ScK Or. Afr. Stod., 6, 257 ff.). 

The biblio^phy is certainly a most useful work and it Is thus particularly unfortunate that the arrange¬ 
ment is unsatUfactoty and that so much material was overlooked. A supplement to the book with the addi¬ 
tional material would hardly be practicable. The best solution is undoubtedly a second edition in which the 
deficiencies could be rectiEcd. p t 
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